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 The main objectives of the research study were: 1) to compare the effects of 
Collaborative Task-Based Approach (CTBA) with, and without, Network-Based Language 
Teaching (NBLT) on students’ English language achievement; 2) to compare the effects 
and the developments of the effect of CTBA with, and without, NBLT on student 
engagement; and, 3) to find the relationship between English language achievement and 
student engagement. The subjects in this study were 48 students from Business English 
Program, Suan Dusit Rajabhat University. The subjects were purposively selected, and 
randomly divided into the experimental group, which was taught using CTBA with NBLT, 
and the control group which was taught using CTBA without NBLT. There were 24 
subjects in each group. The subjects had insignificant differences in general English 
proficiency, and in other important characteristics. The research instruments included an 
English language achievement test, self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires for affective 
and behavioral assessment, as well as self-evaluated guiding questions for cognitive 
engagement assessment. In addition, group interviews were conducted to investigate 
student engagement in depth. Data were analyzed by SPSS with t-test, Simple Correlation, 
Cohen’s d and Trend Analysis. The findings herein were concluded that 1) English 
language achievement in both groups was insignificantly different (p > 0.05); 2) the 
experimental group had behavioral engagement and cognitive engagement significantly 
higher than those of the control group (p < 0.05), with moderate effect size (Cohen’s d = 
0.70 and 0.73, respectively). However, the affective engagement in both groups was 
insignificantly different. The cognitive engagement trends were found in compound 
formation in both the control (r =0.95, p < 0.05) and the experimental groups (r =0.90, p < 
0.05), while the behavioral engagement trend was likely to occur in linear formation (r = 
0.74, p = 0.61) in the experimental group; 3) the significant relationships between English 
language achievement and student engagement were not found in both groups. Students’ 
English language proficiency and learning habits are suggested to be considered before 
CTBA with NBLT is to be implemented in other English courses. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Rationale  

 In the knowledge economy, knowledge becomes outdated very rapidly, thus 

Thailand educational system in which teacher-centeredness predominated was 

considered obsolete (ADB, 2003; Yuthavong, 2003; UNESCO, 2004). Most of the 

teachers in that system still focused mainly on the so-called “talk and chalk” method 

in which teachers were the main source of knowledge and learners absorb knowledge 

by rote learning (Kaewdang, 1999). It was the economic crisis in 1997 that caused 

Thai society to look back and then to realize that something should be done with its 

educational system so that it could recover from bankruptcy and get back into the 

world economic competition again. In order to sustain Thailand’s competitive 

potential in the world economy, in which capital and investment have no physical or 

ethnical boundary, learning should not be limited in the classroom where teachers are 

the main source of knowledge. According to Secretary-General of the Office of the 

National Education Commission (ONEC), Dr Rung Kaewdang, who was a driving 

force behind the National Education Act of 1999, Thai young generations should have 

cultivated “the skills of searching knowledge through self learning so that they can 

learn continually at any time and any place throughout lives” (Kaewdang, 1999). To 

achieve the main goal of educational reform, factors in three educational levels should 

be taken into consideration: national, institutional, and classroom levels.  

 1.1 The national level: the National Education Act of 1999 

 A concrete attempt for educational reform at the national level is the National 

Education Act 1999 (ONEC, 1999) which emphasizes the principle of educational 

reform as learning reform. The National Education Act, hereafter the Act, puts 

emphasis on learners, integration of knowledge, and learning process.  

 Section 22 of the Act focuses on learners. It states that “Education shall be 

based on the principle that all learners are capable of learning and self-development, 

and are regarded as being most important. The teaching-learning process shall aim at 
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enabling the learners to develop themselves at their own pace and to the best of their 

potentiality” (ONEC, 1999: 10). To achieve this goal, it is proposed that teachers and 

learners must change their roles. Teachers should no longer be the source of 

knowledge who spoon-feed content to passive learners but should become facilitators 

who assist learners to construct knowledge themselves actively. Learners, therefore, 

should be more active, independent and responsible for the purposes and betterment 

of their own knowledge construction.     

 In the 21st century, knowledge and skills should not be learnt separately, but 

simultaneously. In this way, learners will not learn “about” each part of knowledge 

but learn “how” to adapt them to solve the problems in real life. Section 23 of the Act, 

which focuses on integration of knowledge, states that education through formal, non-

formal, and informal approaches shall give emphases to knowledge, morality, the 

learning process, and integration of the following knowledge namely, knowledge 

about oneself and the relationship between oneself and other communities, science 

and technology, religions, art, culture, sports, Thai wisdom, as well as knowledge and 

skills necessary in pursuing one's career and a happy life, all depending on the 

appropriateness of each level of education (ONEC, 1999: 10). 

 Furthermore, in order to create sufficient human capital that has the potential 

for self development throughout life, cultivating lifelong learning literacy is a key 

aspect.  Section 24 of the Act, which focuses on the learning process, states that in 

organizing the very necessary learning process, educational institutions and agencies 

concerned should provide: 

1. materials and activities appropriate with the learner’s interests and 

aptitudes, with individual differences in mind; 

2. training in the thinking process, management, and the application of 

knowledge for preventing and solving problems; 

3. activities for learners to draw from authentic experience and drills in 

practical work for complete mastery;  

4. a balanced integration of subject matter, honesty, values, and desirable 

attributes; 
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5. the ambiance, environment, instructional media and facilities for learners 

to learn and be all-round persons, as well as benefit from research as part 

of the learning process;  

6. co-operation with parents, guardians, and all parties concerned in the 

communities so that learners are able to learn at all times and in all places 

(ONEC, 1999: 11).  

 1.2 The classroom level: the English for Mass Media course 

 Education in the classroom level refers to the teaching/learning components 

that actually exist in the classroom, namely teacher, learners, course content, teaching 

methods and procedures, materials, and the related environment. To have a clearer 

picture, the course entitled English for Mass Media was purposively chosen to be a 

sample of actual English classes that were practiced at present. 

 English for Mass Media is a core course for undergraduate students in the 

Business English program, Suan Dusit Rajabhat University (SDRU). The course 

description for English for Mass Media was written in 1993 by the Office of Rajabhat 

Institute Council, hereafter the ORIC (ORIC, 1993). The syllabi and courses taught in 

Rajabhat Institutes were designed by the ORIC and were identical throughout the 

country. Though SDRU has shifted its status from a Rajabhat Institute to a university 

and has had rights and freedom to design its own courses, the ORIC course 

descriptions are still used at present. Not only the course descriptions, but also the 

course syllabi, lesson plans, and teaching methods have not been changed for a 

considerable time. Therefore, the English for Mass Media course could not fulfill the 

requirements of the Act or the needs of the today’s learners. Three main difficulties in 

the course are as follows: 

 

1. Limited grammatical content in the syllabus,  

2. Change of technology, and  

3. Lack of critical thinking skill. 
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 These key pointes are discussed below. 

 1. The limited contents in grammatical syllabus 

 Controlled by the course description, the syllabus is grammar-based and the 

content focused primarily on the syntax and lexis, usually found in newspapers. 

Students in this course were required to read news stories simply to identify the 

grammatical structures in headlines. Sentences in news leads are also read just to 

analyze and identify the subjects, main verbs, subject heads, and modifiers. Thus, 

English in the course is taught for language sake. The strength of this teaching method 

is that learners have more chance to focus fully on linguistic elements and vocabulary 

existing in printed media. However, the weakness is that the pedagogical tasks in this 

method are quite far away from real life activities. Learners are not required to pay 

any attention to domestic or international current events. Their background experience 

and attitudes toward situations happening in the world community are not involved in 

their learning per se.  

 2. The change of technology 

 Learning materials in the English for Mass Media course were prepared in 

advance and then were compiled into a textbook by teachers in charge. Though 

learners are asked to bring copies of local English newspapers to class from time to 

time, the newspapers are out-of-date due to an excuse of financial limitations. This 

has resulted in learners studying out-of-date news stories.  

 The world is changing rapidly; so are the printed media. Printing is no longer a 

sole option. Many newspapers, news networks, and magazines, both Thai and 

international, are moving into a new context, being that of networks. They have, for 

example, set up their own Web sites. The Internet allows them to update content 

quickly, to provide text content together with multimedia, to link related articles in 

other sources by hyperlinks, and to reach readers worldwide without physical 

boundary. For the sake of news readers, the online news possibly helps them reach 
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news stories that are up-to-date, various and more interesting than can be expected of 

a paper-based newspaper.  

 3. Lack of development of critical thinking skills 

 News, whilst it is supposed to be reported with an objective point of view, is 

sometimes mixed up with opinions, biases, or misunderstanding, either intentionally 

or unintentionally. “Malls closed to welcome mob,” (ThaiPost, 2006). “Malls closed 

to avoid mob,” (Komchadluek, 2006). The two different headlines from two different 

Thai newspapers reported the same political rally in Bangkok, Thailand in March 

2006. These are good examples to confirm that media do not always report the 

objective facts to the readers and can send conflicting messages.  

 Thai students should be equipped to identify such reporting. They should be 

able to retrieve information from various sources, as well as to compare, share, 

interpret, criticize, and judge the reliability, validity, and authenticity of such 

information.  Thailand, though it just recovered from an economic crisis, is now 

facing many other problems, such as social, politic, and economic. Educational 

reform, which was initiated after the economic crisis in 1997, is a way to prepare Thai 

people to survive problems. Now, with political turbulence, it is the right time for 

Thai students to learn, under guidance of the Act, in order to maximize their potentials 

for dealing with fierce competition in international trade, digital literacy in the age of 

information, critical thinking for media consumption, and liberal mindedness in term 

of accepting  diversity.  

 As illustrated in Figure 1, if the educational reform proposed by the Act is 

thought of as the goals, and the difficulties addressed by the course of English for 

Mass Media are considered the needs, Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) was chosen to the best solution for closing the gap between those goals and 

needs.  
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Figure 1: The roles of ICT in bridging the gap between the goals and needs   

 According to the Act, the goal of the educational reform is to craft Thai 

citizens who are able to develop themselves throughout life. To ensure that the goal 

would be achieved, ONEC has set up the National ICT Education Master plan which 

has a vision “that learners are able to use ICT as a tool for learning throughout their 

lives,” (ONEC, 2002: 24). The objectives of the plan are as follows: 

1. enable the learner to acquire technological literacy and information 

literacy at a fundamental level in order to access and make use of ICT to 

investigate, collect, and process data from various sources, as well as to 

create new knowledge;  

2. integrate technological knowledge and information management skills to 

develop the ability to analyze, think creatively, solve problems, and work 

in teams; 

3. encourage the learner to develop positive values, attitudes and ethics as 

well as accountability for using ICT, which will be useful to lifelong 

learning and analytical thinking processes; 

4. increase learners’ opportunity for using ICT for learning; 

5. enable schools to support the learner as the centre of the learning process 

in ICT-based learning. The school must adjust its use of technology as 

well as curriculum to suit the integration of ICT in school; 
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6. provide learners with opportunities to apply and develop ICT literacy in 

every course taken;  

7. ensure that the learning process is not confined to being within the 

classroom walls. Learners should have the opportunity to view the wide 

world through an ICT network, ICT literacy, and the development of 

positive attitudes towards ICT;  

8. enable the learner to use ICT through the provision of computers and 

equipment adequate to the learner’s needs, as well as increasing efficiency 

of available computers and equipment.  

 According to ONEC (2002), the objectives of the National ICT Education 

Master Plan are based directly on the advantages of ICT in the educational field as 

follows. ICT can:  

1. provide effective communication between teachers and learners;  

2. create more effective learning environment;  

3. increase access to information, authentic learning experience, and 

authentic materials;  

4. increase student engagement;  

5. improve learning efficiency and effectiveness. 

 Similarly to ONEC, UNESCO realizes the importance of digital literacy. In 

2001, this prominent organization declared in the UNESCO Universal Declaration on 

Cultural Diversity that members were asked to implement this declaration by 

“encouraging ‘digital literacy’ and ensuring greater mastery of the new information 

and communication technologies, which should be seen both as educational discipline 

and as pedagogical tools capable of enhancing the effectiveness of educational 

service” (UNESCO, 2002: 5). UNESCO also encourages members to narrow the 

“digital divide” through “fostering access by the developing countries to the new 

technologies, by helping them to master information technologies and by facilitating 

the digital discrimination of endogenous cultural products and access by those 

countries to the educational, cultural, and scientific digital resources available 

worldwide” (UNESCO, 2002: 6).  
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 The knowledge and skills to use ICT to retrieve information from various 

sources as well as having a high level thinking process with retrieved information 

have been widely accepted as a vital aspect of literacy for the 21st century and is 

called many terms, namely technology literacy and information literacy (ONEC, 

2002), technology literacy (ITEA, 1996), information literacy (AASL & AECT, 

1997), electronic literacy (Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000), and digital literacy 

(UNESCO, 2002). However, the ICT master plan suggested by ONEC (2002) per 

se could not help bridge the gap between the goals of educational reform and the 

needs of the English for Mass Media course, unless there is promptness and 

cooperation at the institutional level.  

 1.3 Institutional level: Suan Dusit Rajabaht University 

 SDRU is an example of an educational institute which widely implements 

technology to serve educational reform. The university sets its vision that it “… will 

integrate ICT for education and administration, systematically and effectively,” 

(SDRU, 2006b) with a mission to “ …create graduates and develop teachers to a 

standard accepted by stakeholders and society by integrating ICT for education and 

administration effectively, efficiently, and with verifiable transparency;  in order to 

compete with the world’s torrent of change…” (SDRU, 2006a). 

 SDRU, formerly known as Rajabhat Institute Suan Dusit, is responsible for 

providing higher education for Thai people. The university is located in Dusit district, 

the center of Bangkok, in a small area of 31 rai. Despite space limitation at the main 

campus, the university provides higher education to 40,000 students, and is 

considered the largest institution of higher learning in Thailand, apart from the open 

universities, such as Ramkhamhaeng and Sukhothai Thammathirat (Fredrickson, 

2002). To cope with the limitation of space, the university employs technology as a 

vital instrument for pedagogical and administrative management. All centers are 

linked together through a high speed fiber-optic network. With video conferencing, 

classes taught at the main campus are simultaneously broadcast to thousands of 

learners studying at the outlying centers. At present, Suan Dusit has totally 10 

educational centers in Bangkok (Charansnitwong, Dusitphanitchayakarn, 
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Thanalongkorn, Busayamas, Pongsawat, Ranong 2, Rangnam, Lumpini, Santirat, and 

Sukhothai) and 11 educational centers in other provinces throughout the country 

(Chonburi, Pattaya, Prachin Buri, Nakorn Nayok, Pitsanulok, Lampang, Saraburi, 

Suphanburi, Nongkai, Hua Hin, and Trang). 

 As a two way communication, the ICT used allows SDRU students at the 

remote sites to ask questions, or have discussions, in the same way as the Bangkok 

students can.  Moreover, with the high-speed fiber optic network, SDRU students can 

log in to the university’s “Virtual Library,” a library without books, but that is fully 

equipped with computers and servers, as well as databases. These can be accessed 

from centers or from home. The Virtual Library is run under the supervision of the 

university’s Office of Academic Resources and Information Technology (ARIT). 

Many services provided by ARIT include news databases, journal databases, 

electronic books, electronic theses, electronic clips, and videos on demand. All of 

these services can be retrieved online. In addition, in 2006 all freshmen were provided 

with computer laptops equipped with wireless LAN. SDRU students can connect 

laptops to the virtual library, or to the Internet, via wireless access points which were 

installed throughout the university areas. An initial survey showed that freshmen 

accepted they gained some advantages from computer laptops (DusitPost, 2006). 

Images of ICT-enhanced environment in SDRU could be found in Appendix 1.   

 1.4 Issues before ICT implementation 

 Despite the goal in national level, which is to develop active autonomous 

learners of Thais, the needs in classroom level, and the readiness in institutional level, 

three major concerns should be put into consideration, providing ICT is planned to be 

implemented in Thai classrooms, specifically meaningful and collaborative context in 

which the ICT is to be implemented, the popularity of English language and Thai 

culture that possibly affect Thai students’ learning.   

 Firstly, what should be kept in mind is that ICT per se does not significantly 

change any essential elements in learning. ICT is just a set of tools which simply 

facilitate the learning process. What counts is the ways that ICT is implemented into 
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education meaningfully (Bowen, Zahner, Starnes, Rohacek, & Brazeal, 2003; Chen & 

McGrath, 2003; Garrett, 1991; Milliron & Miles, 2000; Warschauer, 2005). Because 

learning is about making connection (Cross, 1926 cited in Milliron & Miles, 2000), 

one mission of educational institutions is to encourage learners to make meaningful 

connections with content, and with each other in all levels of the cognitive processes. 

ICT has a crucial role in facilitating the capacity of faculty staff to engage learners in 

making connection quickly and conveniently. As a result, learners’ learning 

experience and performance will improve (Milliron & Miles, 2000). If the faculty 

members do realize the importance of ICT in learning, and implement it in their 

teaching, there would be a potential that learners would have an opportunity to learn 

actively and meaningfully. On the other hand, if the faculty members do not do so, 

then computer laptops and the Internet connection would be used for simple office 

works, such as report typing, which require only a very low level of cognitive 

processes. Even worse, such ICT tools might be used for online gaming, chatting, or 

as a portal to pornography and gambling Websites. 

 Secondly, a major obstacle of accessing information on the Internet is 

language. In spite of the gigantic volume and diversity of information on the Internet, 

it is not really linguistically diverse. The English language dominates the Internet. 

Eighty per cent of the world’s electronically stored information is in English, and 36 

per cent of estimated users of the Internet communicate in English (British Council, 

2006). In addition, 70 per cent of Web pages are published in English (Pimienta, 

2005).  The solutions to lessen English supremacy on the Internet, such as local 

language translation and construction of content in local languages, still require 

substantial time, effort, and funds.  In the mean time, Thai students should receive 

education on both English and digital literacy. Students in Thailand who are 

empowered with English and digital literacy will be able to develop themselves 

throughout life, doing so autonomously by connecting themselves through ICT to the 

online communities and sources of information and knowledge.  

 Thirdly, scholars have demonstrated concerns over the implementation of 

Western, active, autonomous, independent education in Thailand. Hallinger and 
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Kantamara (2001) view that there is a conflict between Thai culture and the notions in 

educational reform that possibly prevents the educational reform from success. 

Pagram and Pagram (2006) exhibit anxiety over negative effects from e-learning that 

might negatively affect Thai virtuous culture and values of Thai young generation.   

 Therefore, with a goal, needs, readiness, as well as possible obstacles of ICT 

implementation in Thai context, as previously mentioned, the research was conducted 

with the objectives which are described in detail in the next section.   

2. Research Objectives 

 As previously expressed, ICT is just an instrument; the values of ICT do not 

rely solely on itself. Placing learners in a laboratory equipped with computers and the 

Internet connection does not guarantee that they will access, remember, understand, 

apply, analyze, evaluate information, and then later create some knowledge. In short, 

using ICT does not assure learning.  The effectiveness of ICT is on how it is 

meaningfully implemented with learning theories, pedagogical approaches, and 

teaching techniques (Garrett, 1991). ICT has not changed any essential elements of 

learning process; it just helps facilitate and foster them (Milliron & Miles, 2000). As 

stated in Section 24 of the Act, it is still mainly the responsibility of educational 

institutions and faculty members to create activities and environments that allow 

learners the opportunities to engage in learning in an effective manner (ONEC, 1999).  

 Consequently, in this research, Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) and 

Collaborative Language Learning (CLL) were together implemented in an English 

course, the English for Mass Media course, as promising pedagogical approaches to 

engage learners. Also, Network-Based Language Teaching (NBLT) is used as a 

catalyst to enhance English language achievement and student engagement. It is 

claimed that ICT, a main component in NBLT, helps connect learners with content, 

contexts, and communities, more quickly, widely and conveniently than any other 

tools have done before (Kern & Warschauer, 2000). By doing so, learners have more 

opportunities to gain both English and digital literacy while they are engaging with 
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meaningful tasks, collaboratively with their peers, their instructor, and other members 

in the learning communities. 

 However, it is impossible to judge a learner who regularly spends a great deal 

of time surfing the Internet and has routine online communication as one who is 

learning or is an engaged learner. That Web pages are opened does not imply that they 

are read. Even if they are read, there is still a question how reading Web pages 

supports learning in any way. Moreover, it is quite a bold and unhelpful statement to 

interpret the success of ICT integration from learners’ scores in examinations. This is 

due to the following limitations of such examinations (Lally & De Laat, 2002: 1): 

1. Examination does not give a clear and detailed insight as to what type of 

teaching methods or techniques works and what does not work. It does not 

give any details which can be used later to improve teaching; 

2. Examination does not put learners’ different needs into consideration. 

Thus, it cannot explain why some learners did well in the examination 

while some did not; 

3. Examination cannot measure learning in the sense that it is processes, 

happening in time and space, within an individual and groups; and 

4. Examination does not make connection with learning theories. 

 Given these limitations, the main goal of the research undertaken and detailed 

in this dissertation was to answer questions whether ICT helps Thai students learn 

better and, if so, in what ways. The research, therefore, studied the effects of NBLT 

implementation, not only on undergraduate students’ language achievement, but also 

on student engagement, doing so in an English course in which meaningful tasks and 

a collaborative environment were integrated. The objectives of this research were 

formulated as follows: 

1. to compare the effects of CTBA with, and without, NBLT on 

undergraduate students’ English language achievement; 
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2. to compare the effects and the development of the effects of CTBA with, 

and without, NBLT on undergraduates’ student engagement in three 

aspects: 

2.1 to compare the effects and the development of the effect of CTBA 

with, and without, NBLT on undergraduate students’ affective 

engagement; 

2.2 to compare the effects and the development of the effect of CTBA 

with, and without, NBLT on undergraduate students’ behavioral 

engagement; and 

2.3 to compare the effects and the development of the effect of CTBA 

with, and without, NBLT on undergraduate students’ cognitive 

engagement; 

3. to find relationship between English language achievement and student 

engagement of undergraduate students in three aspects; 

3.1 between English language achievement and undergraduate students’ 

affective engagement; 

3.2 between English language achievement and undergraduate students’ 

behavioral engagement; and  

3.3 between English language achievement and undergraduate students’ 

cognitive engagement. 

3. Research Questions 

 From the aforementioned research objectives, the research questions addressed 

in this study were as follows: 

1. Does CTBA with NBLT have significant effects on undergraduate students’ 

language achievement? If it does, what is the size of the effect? 

2. Does CTBA with NBLT have any impact on undergraduate students’ 

engagement? If it does, what is the magnitude of the effect size and is there 

any development of the effect? 
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In addressing the second question, three sub-questions are involved. 

Specifically: 

2.1 Does CTBA with NBLT have any effect on undergraduate students’ 

affective engagement? If it does, what is the size of the effect and is there 

any development of the effect? 

2.2 Does CTBA with NBLT have any effect on undergraduate students’ 

behavioral engagement? If it does, what is the size of the effect and is 

there any development of the effect? 

2.3 Does CTBA with NBLT have effects on undergraduate students’ cognitive 

engagement? If it does, what is the size of the effect and is there any 

development of the effect? 

3. Is there a significant relationship between English language achievement and 

student engagement of the undergraduate students? If there is, what is the size 

of the effect? 

In mentioning the third question, three sub-questions are involved. 

Specifically: 

3.1 Is there a significant relationship between English language achievement 

and affective engagement of the undergraduate students? If there is, what 

is the effect size of the correlation? 

3.2 Is there a significant relationship between English language achievement 

and behavioral engagement of the undergraduate students? If there is, what 

is the effect size of the correlation? 

3.3 Is there a significant relationship between English language achievement 

and cognitive engagement of the undergraduate students in each group? If 

there is, what is the effect size of the correlation? 

4. Research Hypotheses  
 According to the literature review which showed the promising effects of 

NBLT on student engagement but uncertain effects of NBLT on English language 

achievement due to the learning habits of Thai students, the hypotheses were reached 

as follows:  
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1. The English language achievement of the undergraduate students who 

were taught using CTBA with NBLT was not significantly different from 

those who were taught without such an approach; 

2. Student engagement of the undergraduate students who were taught using 

CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those who were taught 

without such an approach;  

2.1. Affective engagement of the undergraduate students who were taught 

using CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those who 

were taught without such an approach;  

2.2. Behavioral engagement of the undergraduate students who were 

taught using CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those 

who were taught without such an approach;  

2.3. Cognitive engagement of the undergraduate students who were taught 

using CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those who 

were taught without such an approach; 

3. There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and student engagement of the undergraduate students in 

each group;  

3.1. There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and affective engagement of the undergraduate students 

in each group; 

3.2. There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and behavioral engagement of the undergraduate 

students in each group; 

3.3. There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and cognitive engagement of the undergraduate students 

in each group. 
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5. Scope of the Study 

 Research reported in this dissertation was conducted to study the effects of 

CTBA with, and without, NBLT on undergraduate students’ English language 

achievement and student engagement. The scope of this study, thus, is as follows: 

1. The subjects in this study were third-year students in the Business English 

Program of SDRU;  

2. There were two dependent variables in this study; 

3. English language achievement was the mastery of syntactic and lexical 

features usually found in newspaper news and articles;  

4. Student engagement consisted of affective, behavioral and cognitive 

engagement; 

5. The independent variable in this study was CTBA with, and without. 

NBLT; 

6. The study focused mainly on academic-related student engagement in the 

English for Mass Media course only. (Student engagement at the 

classroom level in other courses, or student engagement at the school 

level, was beyond the scope of this study;) and, 

7. The data of student engagement and English language achievement were 

collected from above mentioned subjects while they were studying the 

English for Mass Media course during the second semester, academic year 

2007. 

6. Assumptions  

 In order to study student engagement, and to assess the degree of such 

engagement, various measurements were employed, such as self-evaluated 

questionnaires, guiding questions, semi-structured interviews, reflective journals, and 

observations. The questionnaires and the guiding questions were constructed in Thai 

in order to avoid any misunderstanding. The students’ written contributions in 

response to the guiding questions were also required to be in Thai in order to help 
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students to reflect upon their cognitive process accurately, as much as possible. 

Therefore, the assumptions in this study were as follows: 

1. The students were willing to answer the regular questionnaires and guiding 

questions frankly; and  

2. The cognitive process that occurred within subjects’ minds were 

transcribed and presented into the written form accurately.  

7. Limitations 

 The findings reported in this dissertation are not able to be generalized into 

other groups of Thai undergraduate students due to the following limitations: 

1. The subjects in this study were purposively selected from undergraduate 

students in SDRU Business English Program who enrolled in the English 

for Mass Media course. It was done so due to the appropriateness in 

research methodology. More details on the English for Mass Media course 

are available in Chapter III; 

2. The numbers of the subjects in this research decreased after the research 

proposal was submitted. Some students quit the university, did not enroll 

in the course, or withdrew after the course had been running for a few 

weeks. Therefore, the number of subjects (48) was not sufficient to be a 

viable sample size of the whole population (120 students); 

3. The data on student engagement were collected biweekly right after the 

course began, in order to study possible development. Therefore, limited 

by statistics used to analyze the data, in case that students did not attend 

the class for two consecutive weeks, their missing data on student 

engagement were replaced with the average scores of the whole group; and  

4. The responses to the guiding questions in the form of reflective journal 

writing were found later in the study to be insufficient to support the 

findings. Students were required to write reflective journals totally five 

times and to submit them biweekly during the semester. However, the 

students gradually reduced their interest in contributing cognitive 
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reflection in their journals. To cope with this limitation, the instructor’s 

observations and text analyses were applied to support the cognitive 

engagement results found by ways of the guiding questions and semi-

structured interviews. 

8.  Definition of Terms 

 8.1 Collaborative Task-Based Approach  

 Collaborative Task-based Approach (CTBA) is a teaching approach which 

integrates the philosophy of Collaborative Language Learning (CLL) and the 

framework of two prominent Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) proponents, 

Jane Willis (Willis, 1996) and David Nunan (Nunan, 2004).  

 Based on the TBLT framework, the teaching procedure of weekly class in 

CTBA is composed of six steps that are schema building, controlled practice, 

language focus, tasks, presentation and wrap-up. With the procedure, students had 

chance to be exposed to the target language in contexts, as in schema building, and to 

learn the target language through using it collaboratively, communicatively and 

meaningfully, as in tasks, while at the same time, the explanations and exercises of 

lexical and syntactic features were not overlooked, as in language focus. 

 With CTBA, students were required to work in teams and to stay with their 

teams for the whole semester. Based on the goal of CLL which requires students to 

exercise their higher levels of cognitive processes in order to achieve non-

fundamental knowledge, content and tasks in CTBA are organized into two orders, 

particularly order of open-endedness and order of cognitive complexity. With order of 

open-endedness, in each weekly class teaching procedure, the controlled practice, 

which required close-ended answers, came before the tasks, which required more 

open-ended answers. With order of cognitive complexity, tasks at the beginning of the 

semester required less complex cognitive processes to be completed than tasks at the 

end of the semester did. Without collaboration in teams, students could complete 

open-ended tasks and complex tasks with difficulty. 
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 8.2 Network-Based Language Teaching  

 Network-Based Language Teaching (NBLT) refers to a teaching approach in 

which Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is employed to enhance 

the connection of learners to learning content, learning contexts and learning 

communities. Students who studied the English for Mass Media course with NBLT 

were required to receive the course contents online; to have interactive language-

focused exercises online; to read news stories from newspaper and news agency Web 

sites regularly; to use the Internet to help complete required tasks; to use other 

computer application programs, such as word processor or picture editor to help 

complete tasks, to present task outcomes online; to give their feedback on other 

students’ work verbally, or in online written form; to collect their task outcomes in 

their electronic portfolios; to write their reflective writing online; and, to consult 

teacher via Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) such as e-mailing, as an 

alternative channel of communication. 

 On the contrary, students who studied the English for Mass Media course 

without NBLT were required to receive content from the print textbook; to have 

language-focused exercises in the print textbook; to read news stories from print 

newspapers regularly; to use print newspapers to help finish required tasks; to present 

task outcomes to the class in hardcopy; to give their feedback to other students 

verbally; to collect their task outcomes in their folders; to write their reflective writing 

in their paper-based journals and collect them in  portfolios; and, to have discussion 

with teacher face-to-face when they had problems related to the course.  

 8.3 English language achievement 

 The English language achievement refers to an ability of students, after 

receiving instructions in the English for Mass Media course for a period of 14 weeks, 

to answer questions taken from news and commentary articles in English newspapers 

correctly.  English language achievement is measured by an achievement test, 

constructed by the researcher. The test took place in the English for Mass Media 

course final examination. Students in this research were required to have this test at 
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the end of the semester. The test was constructed in a form of objective multiple-

choice test. The questions were divided into three parts to assess students’ knowledge 

related to syntactic and lexical features frequently found in print mass media, as well 

as their reading comprehension ability. There were 20 items in each part and each 

item had four options with three distracters and one correct answer.  

 8.4 Student engagement 

 Student engagement refers to students’ affective, behavioral, and cognitive 

aspects when they are engaged in specific learning tasks. When students are engaged, 

they read more, write more and interact more in positive ways with their teachers and 

peers. They also gain more essential skills and competency, such as critical thinking, 

problem solving, and effective communication. Student engagement in this study was 

categorized into three aspects: affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement, the 

definitions of which are provided below.  

8.4.1 Affective engagement  

  Affective engagement refers to students’ emotions, attitudes, and 

values toward course elements, namely tasks, content, teaching methods, instructors, 

peers, and the classroom environment. Students affective engagement was assessed by 

five biweekly self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires and semi-structured 

interviews 

8.4.2 Behavioral engagement  

  Behavioral engagement refers to students’ behavior toward academic 

related activities, namely class attendance, preparation, attention, asking questions, 

contributions, and effort. The students’ behavior were assessed through five biweekly 

self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires and semi-structured interviews.  

8.4.3 Cognitive engagement  

  Cognitive engagement refers to the complexity of cognitive processes 

students applied to complete tasks. Cognitive engagement is divided into six levels, 
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including remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating, 

ordered from simple to complex. The students’ cognitive engagement was assessed 

through five biweekly guiding questions and semi-structured interviews.  

 8.5 The English for Mass Media course  

 The English for Mass Media course is a required course that all SDRU 

Business English program students have to enroll in.  Different from the traditional 

course objectives which is based on the Office of Rajabhat Institutes Council (ORIC) 

course description and focuses exclusively on syntactic and lexical features in print 

media such as newspapers, the newly-revised course objectives implemented in this 

study focuses on students’ language proficiency in all four skills, their higher-order 

cognitive processes, exercising collaboratively in groups and meaningfully with the 

current local and world affairs, yet, grammar structures were still emphasized.  

 The course conducted by the researcher under CTBA with NBLT in the 

control group and under CTBA without NBLT in the experimental group.  The 

content includes parts of newspapers, news definition, types of news, news values, 

news writing styles, headlines structures, abbreviations, acronyms and vocabulary in 

headlines, noun phrases in headlines, 5Ws 1H questions in leads, headline and lead 

writing, direct and indirect quotes, validity and reliability, and news writing. 

Activities include reading comprehension exercises, news summary, news reports, 

news reviews and news writing. 

 8.6 Students 

 Students refer to third-year SDRU Business English program students who 

participated in the research reported in this dissertation. Students are purposively 

selected and randomly distributed into the control and the experimental group. Their 

limited English proficiency, digital literacy and learning habits of students in the both 

groups are insignificantly different. 
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9. Significance of the Study 

 This study had significance in relation to various groups of people: learners, 

faculty members and researchers, regardless of whether the hypotheses in this study 

were accepted or rejected.  

 9.1 If the hypotheses were accepted  

 In case that some, or all, hypotheses in this study were accepted, the 

significance of the study is as follows:  

 Theoretically, the study adds further evidence of the positive effects of NBLT 

on student engagement. The study investigated language learning from another 

perspective. The inner process (affective and cognitive engagement) and behavior 

(behavioral engagement) which were enhanced by NBLT whilst the subjects were 

actively constructing knowledge was studied together as a whole, adding more insight 

to the fields of student engagement and NBLT. 

 Pedagogically, the implementation of CLL and TBLT in the context of NBLT 

was beneficial for involved faculty members and educational personnel in relation to 

pedagogical design. SDRU has invested a lot of time, money, and effort in ICT: the 

devices, the conduits, and content. An ICT-based English course, in which language 

and higher-order thinking processes are both enhanced, would set a benchmark for 

other courses to follow.  

 Practically, under this NBLT, learners are more engaged, affectively, 

behaviorally, and cognitively. As a result, they have:  

1. better learned English language within context, which is up to date and 

relevant to their language proficiency, interests, and needs; and 

2. better learned the English language through authentic communication and 

collaboration with peers and instructors while their experiential knowledge 

is shared and valued. 
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 9.2 If the hypotheses were rejected 

 Provided that some or all hypotheses in this study were rejected, the 

significance of the study was still as follows.  

 Theoretically, the study added further evidence of the positive effects of 

NBLT on English language achievement. The study also gave more insight to the 

field of student engagement. Firstly, this study assessed three types of engagement 

which are affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement, simultaneously. Secondly, 

this study examined the effects of NBLT on student engagement in a specific 

classroom context in which the English language was learned through collaborative 

tasks (CLL with TBLT). These two issued have rarely been investigated before 

(Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004).   

 Pedagogically, the faculty members of Suan Dusit Rajabhat University and 

other universities could use the teaching approach in this study as a guideline in 

implementing ICT in other courses. Moreover, the study gave more insight into 

NBLT in a Thai context. Any strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats found 

in the study are valuable for the improvement of studies in the future.  

 Practically, students were expected to gain literacy and positive learning 

experience so that they could learn throughout life. The literacy and learning 

experience they should gain are as follows: 

1. digital literacy that they were able to use ICT to retrieve information from 

various sources; 

2. higher-order thinking skills in order to compare, share, interpret, criticize, 

and judge the reliability, validity, and authenticity of information; 

3. learning dependency so they could learn at any time and in any place by 

themselves; and 

4. positive learning experience in which the English language was learned 

meaningfully with  authentic texts, authentic tasks, and in authentic 

contexts. 
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10. Overviews of the Dissertation  

 In this dissertation, the review of related literature, namely the national 

Education Act of 1999, constructivism, Second Language Acquisition theories (SLA), 

CLL, TBLT, student engagement, CTBA, and NBLT is available in Chapter II. In 

Chapter III, the research methodology is described in detail including the information 

related to research design, population and subject selection, setting and timing, 

instructional instrument, steps of treatment, research instruments, data collection, and 

data analysis. The research findings, specifically the effects of CTBA with, and 

without, NBLT on English language achievement and student engagement, the 

development of the effects, the size of the effects, as well as relationships between 

English language achievement and student engagement are available in Chapter IV. 

Possible factors in insignificant differences in English language achievement test 

scores and appropriate teaching approach for the English for Mass Media course are 

discussed, as well as the recommendations for research consumers, and researchers 

who are interested in studying further, are presented in Chapter V. 

 Educational reform takes time in planning and implementing. Section 30 of 

the Act states that “Educational institutions shall develop effective learning processes. 

In so doing, they shall also encourage instructors to carry out research for developing 

suitable learning for learners at different levels of education,” (ONEC, 1999). With 

such notions, the study of the effects of CTBA with NBLT in English for Mass Media 

course is another valuable step in developing learning theories into teaching practice, 

which are appropriate and practical to Thai learning contexts. It is a necessity to move 

forward for better education of Thais.  

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 As mentioned in Chapter I, ICT was selected as a key medium to assist 

educational reform in Thailand by developing Thai young generation to be active, 

autonomous, lifelong learners. In the research reported in this dissertation, ICT was 

implemented in an English course with an objective to bridge a gap between the 

objectives in the Act and the needs for improvement in an English course. In this 

chapter, the National Education Act, especially in section, 22, 23 and 24, which 

directly relate to learners, integration of knowledge and learning process, respectively 

is reviewed in section 1. Cognitive constructivism, and social constructivism, two 

learning theories supported by the Act are reviewed in section 2. The Second 

Language Acquisition (SLA) theories, and different perspectives on how language is 

learned, are reviewed in section 3. Collaborative Language Learning (CLL) and Task-

Based Language Teaching (TBLT), two English language teaching approaches that 

support the notion of language acquisition through interaction and negotiation of 

meanings, were selected to be the model frameworks in this study.  Similarities and 

differences of CLL, compared to Cooperative Language Learning in aspects of goals, 

content, class organization, tasks, learners' roles, teacher's roles, strengths and 

weaknesses, as well as rational for integration in this study are reviewed in section 4. 

In section 5, the detailed description of TBLT, particularly rationale for 

implementation in this study, types of tasks, task design, task implementation, 

learners' roles, as well as teacher's roles are reviewed. Student engagement, 

particularly types of student engagement, rationale for assessing student engagement 

and suggestions of how to create engagement in classrooms, are reviewed in section 

6. In section 7, Collaborative Task-Based Approach (CTBA), an approach created 

from an integration of CLL and TBLT, for research reported in this dissertation is 

reviewed. Relationship background between language teaching and technology, as 

well as the detailed description of Network-Based Language Teaching (NBLT), 

particularly elements in NBLT, the relationship between NBLT and English language 
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achievement, student engagement, as well as suggestions and precaution for NBLT 

implementation are presented in section 8. 

1. The National Education Act (1999)  

 As mentioned in the first chapter, with the ultimate goal to reform Thai 

education, the Act, which is considered a flagship for educational reform, gives 

emphases on three important aspects that are the learners (section 22), the integration 

of knowledge (section 23) and the learning process (section 24). With the ultimate 

goal to reform education in Thailand by creating “Lifelong education for all” and 

“Continuous development of the bodies of knowledge and learning processes,” 

(ONEC, 1999), the learners became the focus of education. 

 The learner-centeredness refers to “the individual need of learners: the role of 

individual experience and the need to develop awareness, self-reflection, critical 

thinking, learner strategies and other qualities and skills that are believed to be 

important for learners to develop” (Richard, 2001:117). According to Clark (1987:49 

cited in Richard 2001), to provide education is to provide learners with “learning 

experiences from which they can learn by their own efforts”. Thus, teacher-centered 

approach and rote learning were considered obsolete and not suited for intelligence 

development. Teachers should change their role from being the main authority in the 

classroom into a facilitator, thereby helping learners to learn by giving them 

assistance and guiding them how to learn, where to obtain information and how to 

make use of it. Learners’ roles should also be changed from being passive receivers 

who learn by rote, into learners who actively participate in learning tasks, 

collaboratively interact with peers and teachers, and experiment with learning.  

Learners should critically analyze and evaluate the contents as well as creatively 

construct work to reflect their true understanding (Kaewdang, 1999).  Even though the 

term constructivism is not clearly stated in the Act, the notions of student-

centeredness, active learning, life-long learning, and collaborative learning, which are 

frequently mentioned in the Act, are common characteristics of constructivism. Thus, 

it is sensible to conclude that constructivist theories are preferred theoretical 
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framework for Thailand’s educational reform. The prominent theories are discussed in 

the next section. 

2. Constructivism 

 Constructivism is opposite to the traditional education, such as rote learning 

and the grammar-translation method in many aspects. Bruner (1996) criticized 

traditional education in saying that learning must occur only in schools, while 

textbooks and teachers are considered the most important factors in knowledge 

transferring process. From the perspective of traditional education, knowledge is 

objective facts that can be transferred from one to another.  

 On the contrary, constructivists view knowledge as subjective facts in that 

each person views the world with different perspectives. Knowledge is constructed 

by, and within, an individual based on his/her interpretation and previous experience. 

Learning is viewed as an active, constructive and cumulative process. To learn, one 

does not only remember information. Based on newly-received information and 

previous experience, they have to select and transform information, construct 

hypotheses and then prove them before making further decisions (Veldhuis-Dirmanse, 

2002). This learning process allows learners to go beyond the given information; they 

can apply, analyze, evaluate and create new knowledge. Even though it is very 

difficult to mark clear differences among many distinguished trends in constructivism 

learning theories, two theories usually mentioned in literatures are cognitive 

constructivism and social constructivism (Veldhuis-Dirmanse, 2002; Chen, 2006a; 

Chen, 2006b). These are discussed in detail below. 

 2.1 Cognitive Constructivism 

 Cognitive constructivism is based on the work of Swiss developmental 

psychologist, Jean Piaget. Piaget's theory comes with two major parts: the 

developmental stage and the. The notion of the developmental stage predicts 

children’s physical and mental development at different ages (Chen, 2006a) while the 

theory of development explains the process of cognitive development in children 
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(Chen, 2006a). Three aspects of Piaget’s theory of cognitive development are as 

follows (Darling-Hammond, Orcutt, and Cheung, 2003). 

1. Children’s intelligence develops through stages. When children develop 

past a specific stage their ways of thinking and acting change. 

2. Children develop “mental pictures” or “schemata” when they are 

developing through stages. 

3. Children’s mental pictures, or schemata, are formed when children interact 

with objects and people around them. 

 According to Piaget, knowledge is subjective fact. It is impossible to transfer 

information to children and then expect them to understand and use such information 

immediately. Children must construct their own knowledge by creating inner pictures 

that reflect their perspectives toward the outer real world. The new pictures would be 

integrated with pictures that already exist in their mind (Doolittle, 1999). Both new 

pictures and existing pictures must be adapted, expanded, changed, developed or even 

abandoned before they are properly combined together through two complementary 

processes known as “assimilation” and “accommodation” (Chen, 2006a). Therefore, 

the cognitive process plays a vital role in helping children explore and understand 

their worlds. Children must be the persons who construct the knowledge themselves. 

Knowledge cannot be transferred from one to another.  

 Children themselves are the key participants in their learning. They learn 

through having direct experience, making errors, and finding solutions. In addition, 

they tend to learn if they engage in authentic, interesting and meaningful activities 

because knowledge is constructed better when children interact in meaningful way 

with the world. The role of societies in Piagetian theory is minimal, and is primarily 

facilitative. Parents or teachers are actors whose role is merely to provide a rich 

environment for children to explore spontaneously. In a classroom, a teacher should 

place less emphasis on teaching specific skills or grammatical features but should 

place strong emphases on meaningful contextual learning. Technology, especially 

multimedia, plays a vital role by providing content, contexts and activities which are 
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attractive, interesting and authentic. These features help expand learners’ schemata, 

mental pictures, and, as a result, knowledge is constructed (Chen, 2006a). 

 2.2 Social Constructivism 

 The other well-known branch of constructivism is social constructivism. 

which is mainly based on the work of a Soviet cognitive psychologist, Lev Vygotsky. 

Though many aspects of Vygotsky's social constructivism overlap with Piaget's 

notions about how children learn, Vygotsky emphasized much more the effects of the 

social context on learning. In Piaget's cognitive constructivism, parents and teachers 

have a limited role while in Vygotsky's social constructivism, people including 

parents, teachers, other adults or even more experienced peers, share important roles 

in learning (Chen, 2006b). Learning is a result of interaction between the cognitive 

process and environment. However, differing from Pieget’s cognitive constructivism, 

environment is not viewed simply as the physical world surrounding children, but also 

includes societal aspects, such as people, culture and language. In short, in 

Vygotsky’s view, learning processes happen in cultural contexts and involve social 

interactions (Darling-Hammond, Rosso, Austin, Orcutt, & Martin, 2003).  

 According to Vygotsky, language has a vital role in learning. It is considered 

both a product and a tool which children acquire through interaction with people in 

the society and within societal context. The two notions of Vygotsky which explain 

the human mental development are social learning and mediation (Warschauer, 2005), 

as are addressed in the following section.  

 1. Social leaning 

 For social learning, Vygotsky explained that, every function in a child’s 

cultural development happens twice: first on the social level while a child interacts 

with others (interpsychological) and later, on the individual level which happens 

inside the child mind (intrapsychological), (Warschauer, 2005).  Vygotsky believed 

that learning takes place through a form of apprenticeship. Individual development 

occurs in a contextual moment of activities assisted by the more skilled person, such 
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as the interaction between a child and parents, or learners and a teacher. This type of 

interaction allows the less skilled person to advance through the “Zone of Proximal 

Development” or ZPD. Simply speaking, ZPD is the set of knowledge that the 

learners have the ability to learn currently, but does not yet possess (Darling-

Hammond, Austin, Orcutt, & Martin, 2003). It is a teacher’s responsibility to assess 

learners’ understanding and to locate the point where learners need assistance in the 

ZPD. The teacher can help such learners to progress through ZPD through 

“scaffolding”.  

 The term scaffolding was introduced by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976 cited 

in Cheyne & Tarulli, 1999) and they described it as a process that enables one to solve 

a problem, carry out a task, or achieve a goal that would be beyond their efforts 

without assistance. Mercer and Fisher (1993 cited in Verenikina, 2003) suggested that 

the major goal of scaffolding in teaching is transferring responsibility for the tasks to 

the learners. Depending on the collaboration between teacher and learners in 

constructing knowledge and skills, the scaffolding tasks would encourage learners to 

complete tasks which they would not have completed on their own; bring the learners 

to a state of competence which will enable them to complete such a task on their own; 

and give products as evidence in showing that learners have achieved higher 

competence. Scaffolding can be regarded as adult support in various forms,  such as 

modeling, giving guidelines, providing samples, keeping attention focused, asking 

questions and dividing a large complex task into smaller and simpler ones 

(Verenikina, 2003). However, despite this support, it is still learners themselves who 

actually construct the knowledge.  

 2. Mediation 

 According to Vygotsky, human activities are mediated by tools or signs. Tools 

or “mediation means” do not simply facilitate action, but rather integrate with the 

behavior of the users and change the ways and structure of their thinking 

(Warschauer, 2005). The tools which the society provides to children include cultural 

history, social context, and language (Chen, 2006b). Adults, such as parents and 

teachers, pass the tools to children through interaction, either speech or action. 
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Vygotsky proposed that language is a vital tool for human mental development. 

Children solve their problems through speech. When children are thinking to solve a 

problem, they say their thought out loud. When they grow up, the private talk still 

exists but it is internalized into their mind. Language, therefore, plays a vital role in 

learning because it helps promote thinking, develop reasoning and support cultural 

activities (Darling-Hammond, Austin et al., 2003). 

 To conclude, from both significant perspectives on constructivism, learning 

should be an active, creative, and socially interactive process.  Learners must be 

allowed to access to resources and acquire knowledge rather than be forced to 

function as passive recipients of instructions. Therefore, according to constructivism, 

learning is viewed as: 

1. an active and collaborative process of knowledge construction; 

2. an autonomous process, driven by the learners’ expectations, goals, 

existing schema and intentions; 

3. a process of experimentation based on previous knowledge and 

experience; 

4. a process of socially negotiated construction of meaning; and 

5. a process which must be supported by a rich learning environment of in 

real life and authentic situations. 

 In this section, two major constructivist theories have been reviewed. 

However, constructivism is a theory which helps explain human leaning process in 

general. In order to understand the second language acquisition process, as is relevant 

to Thailand, the theories of second language acquisition are reviewed in the next 

section. 

3. Second Language Acquisition  

 Though both cognitive constructivism and social constructivism have no direct 

link with Second Language Acquisition (SLA) theories, the notions in constructivism, 

such as the roles of cognitive process, of language as a tool and product, and of social 
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interaction, seem to share the key factors with the theories. In this section, some major 

perspectives on SLA theories are presented, particularly those that are structural, 

cognitive and socio-cognitive perspectives. 

 3.1 Language acquisition through structural perspective 

 Through the developmental path of SLA theories, many notions have been 

accepted, revised, adapted and even rejected.  Behaviorism was no longer popularly 

accepted due to the fact that human beings do not acquire language through a process 

of stimulus, response and reinforcement. The theory was badly attacked on its 

inability to explain a phenomenon that children can understand and produce sentences 

which adults have not taught them before. This fact rejects the idea that language is 

learned through imitation and habit formation (Lightbrown & Spada, 1996).  

 3.2 Language acquisition through cognitive perspective  

 The next notion that influenced SLA theories is Noam Chomsky’s innatist 

theory and Stephen Krashen’s monitor model. Chomsky’s innatist theory and his 

notions of Language Acquisition Device (LAD) and Universal Grammar (UG) are 

attempts to explain why children can produce unlimited linguistic outputs from 

limited input they receive. Chomsky claims that all children’s language development 

is biologically programmed by a device called Language Acquisition Device (LAD), 

which is later mentioned as Universal Grammar (UG). The LAD and UG are 

considered to consist of a set of basic linguistic structures which are common to all 

human languages. Similarly to other physical and mental development, children 

automatically develop their language ability when they reach appropriate 

developmental stage. The society, such as parents, has only a limited role by to 

providing linguistic samples to trigger children’s UG. The development mostly 

depends on children’s cognitive process in order to assimilate and accommodate the 

basic structure in their brain with structure of the language they hear in the outer 

environment (Lightbrown & Spada, 1996).  
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 Though Chomsky’s innatist theory is not a SLA theory, his notions are similar 

to the creative construction theory of SLA. The most influential and well known 

creative construction theory was presented by Stephen Krashen and was called the 

“monitor model” (Krashen, 1982). The main idea of this model is that language 

acquisition cannot be acquired through teaching-learning process. Language learners 

acquire language only by subconsciously receiving comprehensible inputs, which are 

messages that they can understand, but cannot produce, when they engage in 

meaningful interaction in the second language. Productive skills, such as speaking or 

writing are not considered important for language acquisition in Krashen’s model. 

They are considered results of the learning- acquisition process, rather than causes or 

stages necessary for learning and acquisition (Lightbrown & Spada, 1996).   

 3.3 Language acquisition through socio-cognitive perspective 

 Both the notions belonging to Chomsky and Krashen were criticized. 

Chomsky’s focus mainly on linguistic competence was disputed by Dell Hymes’ 

notion of communicative competence.  Hymes pointed out that only linguistic 

competence is not enough (Hymes, 1974). In order to understand and speak a 

language correctly, knowledge of vocabulary and grammar is not enough; the 

appropriateness in using such words and grammars in specific contexts is necessarily 

required as he presented in his SPEAKING model. For Hymes, society functions as a 

container, and culture, its contents (Matsuoka & Evans, 2004). The SPEAKING 

model, as used to assess the appropriateness of conversation is comprised of eight 

factors that are Setting and Scene, Participants, Ends, Act Sequence, Key, 

Instrumentalities, Norms, as well as Genre. Moreover, in 1980, Canale and Swain 

suggested that in order to communicate effectively and efficiently, one must acquire 

communicative competence (Warschauer, 2005). The communicative competence is 

comprised of four types of competence that are grammatical, sociolinguistic, 

discourse, and strategic competence (Richards & Schmidt, 2002). 

 In addition, Krashen’s idea that only comprehensible input will enable learners 

to produce grammatical output was also rejected by Merrill Swain in 1985 (Swain, 

1985; Nunan, 2004). Language production needs cognitive processes which are 
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different and more complex from one for comprehension. It is possible that learners 

understand the meaning from other factors, such as tones, gestures or context by 

overlooking the grammatical accuracy. Therefore, Swain suggested that to acquire 

language, learners must have chance to produce target language. From a similar 

perspective supporting a significant role of output in language acquisition, Michael 

Long proposes that linguistic conversation adjustment, as known as negotiation of 

meaning, promotes comprehensible input and later comprehensible input activates 

language acquisition (Long, 1985; Nunan, 2004). Negotiation of meaning is a process 

that interlocutors are trying to reach the mutual understanding between or among 

them. Some samples of negotiation of meaning are comprehension check, clarification 

request, self-repetition and paraphrase (Lightbrown & Spada, 1996).  

 In conclusion, language acquisition theories have changed dramatically from 

the early 20th century to the 21st century. From the structural perspective to both the 

cognitive perspective and the socio-cognitive perspective, language is currently 

accepted as a social and cognitive phenomenon and is developed through social 

interaction and assimilation of others’ speech. From the changing perspectives of how 

language is learned, language instruction approaches must also change. According to 

Kern and Warschauer (2004), language teaching is not viewed as simply providing 

stimulus-response-reinforcement or comprehensible inputs but rather providing: 

1. authentic situations where social discourse exist; and, 

2. activities which learners could adapt to situations which they might later 

encounter outside the classroom.  

  It should be borne in mind that constructivism and SLA are, simply, theories 

of knowledge and language acquisition, and not pedagogical approaches (Doolittle, 

1999). The theories, simply, help explain how people learn. It is necessary that 

teachers should know the theories and then encourage learners to engage in 

knowledge construction.  Therefore, a teacher’s main instructional responsibilities are 

creating activities and environments that provide learners opportunities to engage in 

learning (Darling-Hammond, Rosso et al., 2003; Kern & Warschauer, 2004; ONEC, 

1999).  Based on constructivism, Darling-Hammond and her colleagues (2003) have 
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given a guideline for teachers to organize environment, knowledge, information, 

activities, as well as learners, as follows: 

1. To organize environment  

Teachers should set up learning environments in which various learning 

materials, authentic tasks and an authentic audience are integrated together. 

Firstly, rich and various learning materials will provide learners the 

opportunity to have hands-on experience with the world around them. 

Secondly, authentic tasks will engage learners in active and complex cognitive 

activities such as writing and talking about ideas, creating demonstrations, 

solving complex problems and creating projects that require knowledge 

integration. Thirdly, the authentic audience will give learners the chance to 

discuss their ideas, share their experiences, and reflect on their learning, as 

well as become a source of knowledge for other learners. 

2. To organize knowledge, information, activities 

Information provided in classrooms should be meaningful and relevant to 

learners’ experience and prior knowledge. Understanding is highly possible if 

learners are able to see the links between concepts. Thus, teachers can assist 

them in many ways, such as by providing scaffolding instructions, meaningful 

samples, or constructive feedback which enables learners to revise and 

improve their work. Tasks should be appropriate to learners’ levels and, at the 

same time, learners should be taught how to plan and monitor their learning 

when they encounter with complex tasks. Moreover, to be specific, tasks 

should be open-ended, intrinsically motivating, challenging, and requiring a 

range of skills and abilities to complete. 

3. To organize people 

As mentioned, learning occurs in cultural contexts and with social interaction. 

Learners learn in groups and learn from others, either peers, teachers, or 

people outside the classroom. Effective teachers should set up environments 

which are emotionally safe, productive and collaborative. Tasks should be 

done collaboratively in groups, and each member of the group should be 

encouraged to share their ideas in order to produce the output required by the 
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tasks. Moreover, teachers should encourage participation of the entire group 

by distinguishing differences in learners’ competencies and provide differing 

roles according to their strengths. This will help learners, such as those whose 

academic and social status is lower than others, feel more comfortable so that 

they are more willing to contribute ideas and participate in learning.  

 From the literature review of the learning theories in Constructivism, SLA 

theories and guidelines for pedagogical practice, therefore, Collaborative Language 

Learning (CLL) and Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) were chosen to be 

implemented in this study as promising pedagogical approaches to engage students. 

Both approaches are reviewed in the following sections, respectively.  

4. Collaborative Language Learning  

 The Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics 

defines the term Cooperative Language Learning (CLL) as language teaching in 

which cooperative learning principles are integrated (Richards & Schmidt, 2002). 

However, in the same book, the term Collaborative Language Learning is left 

undefined. In another book dedicated to Collaborative Language Learning entitled 

Collaborative Language Learning and Teaching, edited by David Nunan, the term is 

again undefined explicitly (Nunan, 1992b). Therefore, in order to reach a mutual 

understanding in this study, the term Collaborative Language Learning is a language 

teaching approach in which collaborative learning principles are applied while CLL 

stands for Collaborative Language Learning. 

 The term “cooperative” learning and “collaborative” learning are sometimes 

used interchangeably by involved educational personnel due to the fact that both 

pedagogical approaches are based on constructivism theory (Panitz, 1997). The 

constructivism theory suggests that knowledge could not be transferred from a teacher 

to passive learners. Instead, it must be discovered, transformed and constructed 

actively by learners themselves. The responsibilities of educational personnel are to 

create conditions in which cooperative/collaborative contexts and engaging tasks 

facilitate learners to construct their own understanding through active cognitive 
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processes (ONEC, 1999; Darling-Hammond, Rosso et al., 2003; Kern & Warschauer, 

2004). Both cooperative and collaborative learning favors active learners working 

together in pairs or groups in order to complete a specific task. These shared 

characteristics make cooperative and collaborative learning, at first glance, look 

similar.  

 However, many scholars point out that these two approaches are different in 

many aspects (Bruffee, 1995; Rockwood, 1995; Panitz, 1997). McInerney and 

Roberts (2002) defines “collaboration” as working in a group to achieve a common 

goal while contribution of each individual to the whole is respected. On the other 

hand, Olsen and Kagan (1992) define “cooperative” learning as group learning 

activities in which learning is dependent on social exchange of information between 

members in groups and in which each member must be responsible to his/her own 

learning, while at the same time increasing the learning of others.    

 In addition, Ted Panitz (1997) suggests definitions for the terms cooperation 

and collaboration as follows. Cooperation is defined as “a structure of interaction 

designed to facilitate the accomplishment of a specific end product or goal through 

people working together in groups”. On the contrary, collaboration is “a philosophy of 

interaction and personal life style where individuals are responsible for their actions, 

including learning and respect the abilities and contributions of their peers.” Panitz 

(1997) clarifies his definition that people with a collaborative philosophy will deal 

with other people with respect of their individual abilities and contributions. This 

philosophy can be applied into other contexts outside classrooms, such as business 

meetings, local communities and even families. On the other hand, cooperative 

learning is, simply, a set of processes which help people to work together in order to 

accomplish a specific task. Without emphasis on the contributions from different 

perspectives, and expertise of individuals, learners in cooperative learning work 

together as single person just to achieve a common goal (Panitz, 1997). 
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  4.1 Comparison of cooperative and collaborative learning 

 Cooperative and collaborative learning have both strengths and weaknesses. In 

order to clarify the rationale of integrating collaborative learning in this study, but not 

the cooperative learning, it is necessary to understand the similarities and differences 

of the two approaches. The aspects of the two approaches will be discussed and 

compared in detail, starting from goals, content, tasks, learners, teacher, strengths and 

weaknesses, respectively.  

4.1.1 Goals 

  According to Johnson, Johnson, and Holubec (1994:2 cited in Richards 

& Rodgers, 2001), the goals of cooperative learning are:  

1. to raise the achievement of all learners; 

2. to build positive relationship among learners;  

3. to provide learners positive experience necessary for social, 

psychological and cognitive development; and  

4. to replace competitive environment in schools with cooperative 

one.  

  Moreover, because the target group of cooperative learning is primary 

and secondary students, another important goal of the approach is to provide 

opportunities for them to work together successfully on fundamental knowledge that 

they are supposed to master. On the other hand, collaborative learning is aimed for 

college or university students. Though the goal of the approach is also to help students 

to work together on important issues, collaborative learning focuses more on non-

fundamental knowledge which requires higher level and more complex cognitive 

processes for conceptual rethinking which are necessarily required in higher education 

(Bruffee, 1995).  
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4.1.2 Content 

  Based on Constructivism theory, learning occurs through both passive 

acceptance of knowledge from experts, and active cognitive process within learners. 

Thus, in schools, knowledge is a result of interactive communication among learners, 

and between learners and experts in cooperative/collaborative environment (Panitz, 

1997). However, knowledge learned in cooperative and collaborative learning is 

different types of knowledge. Knowledge suitable for cooperative learning is 

fundamental knowledge, while for collaborative learning it is non-fundamental 

knowledge. Fundamental knowledge is knowledge socially judged that it is factual or 

true. On the contrary, the non-fundamental knowledge has dubious, or ambiguous, 

answers which require concrete reasoning, complex cognitive processes and well-

developed judgment to arrive at an endpoint (Bruffee, 1995). In short, answers for 

questions of fundamental knowledge are socially accepted and close-ended while 

answers for non-fundamental knowledge are likely to be more controversial and open-

ended.  

4.1.3 Class organization and tasks  

  The success of cooperative learning depends, essentially, on the 

organization of pedagogical conditions. A cooperative class should be carefully 

planned and structured so that it could motivate learners to interact with each other 

and facilitate learning (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). Olsen and Kagan (1992) suggest 

five conditions which are essential for group learning in cooperative classroom that 

are positive independence, group formation, individual accountability, social skills 

and structuring and structures. The details of each condition are as follows: 

1. Positive independence refers to the feeling of involvement within 

the group;  

2. Group formation refers to factors involving with group setting such 

as the size of the group, assigning learners to groups, and assigning 

roles to each learner in groups;  
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3. Individual accountability refers to responsibility that each 

individual has towards groups; 

4. Social skills refer to skills needed for interacting with other 

members in the group. Sometimes, explicit instructions for social 

skills might need for effective outcome of cooperation; and    

5. Structuring and structures refer to the way tasks are set up to 

maximize interactions within groups. 

  Many types of tasks designed for cooperative learning are based on the 

mentioned conditions such as Three-Step Interview, Roundtable, Think-Pair-Share, 

Solve-Pair-Share, and Numbered Heads (Olsen & Kagan, 1992). Coelho (1992 cited 

in Richards & Rogers, 2001) classifies tasks in the order of authority assigned to 

learners and the cognitive process required. Coelho postulates three types of task: 1) 

Team practice from common inputs 2) Jigsaw task from different but predetermined 

inputs and 3) Cooperative projects: topics/resources selected by learners. From the 

conditions required, and the samples of tasks above, it can be concluded that tasks and 

activities in cooperative learning are rigidly structured. Moreover, due to the nature of 

fundamental knowledge, activities and tasks in cooperative learning are more close-

ended and likely to already have mutually agreed answers.  

  On the contrary, because tasks and activities in collaborative learning 

are designed with a goal for non-fundamental knowledge achievement, they are more 

loosely structured. It is not only the class management and the learning outcome that 

differentiate cooperative learning from collaborative learning, Dillenbourg, Baker, 

Blaye, & O'Malley, 1995) further adds that the difference between collaboration and 

cooperation depends on the ways the tasks are divided, In cooperation, the task is 

clearly divided into independent subtasks and cooperation is only required when 

partial sub-tasks are put together. Members in groups have no necessity to 

communicate with each other until their shares are merged. On the other hand, in 

collaboration, the tasks must be solved together by the members who share a similar 

problem. Contribution of knowledge from each member, and communication between 

them are crucial in order to solve such the problem. An example of collaboration is a 
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differential diagnostic whereby a group of physicians work together in order to 

diagnose a patient’s unsolved disease. The diagnosis to solve the disease is counted as 

non-fundamental knowledge and the physicians would solve the case with difficulty if 

they did not contribute their knowledge collaboratively. 

4.1.4 Learner roles  

  The main role of a learner in cooperative and collaborative learning is 

to be a member of a group who must actively work together with other members on 

assigned tasks. Learners are required to work in teams and at the same time supervise 

their own learning (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). However, learners in cooperative 

learning are assigned roles more strictly by the teacher, such as tutors, checkers, 

recorders and information sharers, while in collaborative learning the role assignment 

depends mainly on the groups’ decisions. Moreover, Bruffee (1995) suggested that, 

due to the nature of higher education and the non-fundamental knowledge, learners in 

collaborative learning are supposed not to be passive by accepting the authority of 

teachers and what the teachers teach without thinking about it carefully. Panitz (1997) 

claims that the undergraduate students should doubt everything happening in learning 

from the answers, to the ways to reach the answers, the questions asked, and even the 

instructors who transfer that knowledge. In addition, while cooperative learning aims 

to reduce competition among learners by implementing group work, collaborative 

learning shifts competition informally from between individuals to among groups.  

4.1.5 Teacher roles 

  In cooperative learning, the teacher is considered the main authority in 

the classroom, while the teacher in collaborative learning distributes more authority 

and decision to learners in groups (Rockwood, 1995). Before the course starts, 

teachers in a cooperative class have to plan, prepare and create everything well in 

advance, namely the environment, classroom physical arrangement, learning goals, 

teaching plans, tasks, materials and time, as well as the plan to assign learners into 

groups and the roles of them (Johnson, Johnson & Holubec, 1994). Bruffee (1995) 

describes the activities of teachers in cooperative classrooms as follows: 
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1. Teachers assign social roles to learners working in small groups. 

They intervene frequently and randomly while learners are working 

in groups;  

2. They test learners at the end of group activities; and  

3. They grade learners in groups as a whole for the correctness of 

assigned tasks. 

  Sometimes such teachers observe how frequently individuals 

participate in each group and choose learners randomly, quiz them, and assign their 

quiz grade to the whole group. 

  While teachers in cooperative classrooms try to make sure that learners 

participate equally, and fully, and the tasks are processed in the ways they want, 

teachers in collaborative learning let groups assign roles to their members and take 

more authority in their learning. Therefore, the roles of teachers in collaborative 

learning are additionally different from ones of cooperative learning as follows: 

1. Teachers rarely intervene in working groups; and  

2. Teachers grade learners individually from the product learners have 

learned collaboratively. 

4.1.6 Strengths and weaknesses  

  Cooperative and collaborative learning have both strengths and 

weaknesses and could be considered as two farthest ends of the same continuum. The 

main strength of cooperative learning is that it can guarantee accountability of 

learners and the learning process due to rigid management and supervision. Learners 

and their learning are well and closely supervised, while the learning environment and 

tasks are well prepared and controlled. These strengths lead to its weaknesses in that 

most decision making is teacher-centered similar to traditional education. The 

controls in cooperative learning are more appropriate for primary or secondary school 

students, but might frustrate and discourage college and university students from 

learning. On the contrary, the strength of collaborative learning is it helps develop 
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learners to be more autonomous, and articulate, as well as socially and intellectually 

mature. It, as well, helps students to actively construct their own non-fundamental 

knowledge through the process of inquiry, interaction and contribution. However, the 

weakness of collaborative learning is that it trades guaranteed accountability for 

learning autonomy.    

 To sum up, according to the review above, cooperative and collaborative 

learning are two different teaching approaches which are based on the similar notions 

of social constructivist theory. For cooperative learning, teachers are the main 

authority; learners are extrinsically motivated; knowledge is transmitted; and learning 

is tightly structured. In contrast, for collaborative learning, learners gain more 

authority and are intrinsically motivated; knowledge is constructed and learning is 

flexibly structured. The completed comparison is illustrated in the Table 1.   

Table 1: Comparison of Cooperative and Collaborative Learning 

 Cooperative Learning Collaborative Learning 

Definitions A structure of interaction 

designed to facilitate the 

accomplishment of a goal 

through people working together 

in groups 

A philosophy of interaction and 

personal life style where 

individuals are responsible for 

their actions, including learning 

and respect the abilities and 

contributions of their peers 

Theoretical 

framework 

Cognitive and Social 

Constructivism 

Cognitive and Social 

Constructivism 

Focus  Working together to learn Working together to learn 

Goals To raise the achievement of all 

learners, who are either 

academically strong or weak  

 

To build positive relationship 

among learners  

 

Quite similar to ones of 

cooperative learning except the 

collaborative learning focuses 

more on non-fundamental 

knowledge which requires 

higher and more complex 

cognitive process for conceptual 
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 Cooperative Learning Collaborative Learning 

To provide them the positive 

experience necessary for social, 

psychological and cognitive 

development  

To replace competitive 

environment in schools with 

cooperative one. 

rethinking which are required in 

higher education 

 

To increase collaboration 

between groups members but at 

the same time encourage 

competition between groups 

Content Fundamental knowledge Non-fundamental knowledge 

Tasks/activities More rigidly structured  

More close-ended and likely to 

already have specific answers.  

Less structured than cooperative  

More open-ended and specific 

answers are not required  

Learners A member of a group 

actively works together with 

other members on assigned tasks 

Group roles are assigned more 

strictly by the teacher 

Primary or secondary school 

students 

A member of a group 

actively works together with 

other members on assigned tasks 

Group roles are assigned less 

strictly by the teacher 

College or university students 

Teachers Teachers are the main authorities 

who are able to organizing, 

supervise, observe, intervene, 

grade in order to make sure that 

all learners perform as planned.  

Teacher role as the main 

authority is diminished. Decision 

making, responsibility, authority 

are distributed to learners. 

Teachers rarely intervene when 

they engage in activities.  

Strengths  Accountability of learners and 

learning process are guaranteed 

by teacher control.  

 

Learners are to be more 

autonomous, articulate, and 

socially and intellectually 

mature.  

Learners are to actively 

construct their own non-
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 Cooperative Learning Collaborative Learning 

fundamental knowledge.  

Weaknesses Rigid control might frustrate and 

discourage learning of college 

and university students. 

Guaranteed accountability is 

traded for learning autonomy 

and social and intellectual 

maturity.  

  

 Integration of cooperative or collaborative learning into classroom practice 

depends on many factors such as learners’ levels, learners’ readiness, course content 

and social context. It might be appropriate to have learners learn fundamental 

knowledge and basic social skills through cooperative learning in primary schools but 

develop their critical thinking, reasoning skill, and liberal mind for diversity 

acceptance through collaborative learning in universities (Bruffee, 1995). Moreover, 

either cooperative or collaborative is selected, it should be borne in mind that it is not 

necessary to apply each approach as if it is at the farthest end of the continuum. 

Teachers should balance both approaches to suit best their contexts (Lee, 1997, cited 

in Panitz 1997). 

 4.2 Rationale for collaborative language learning  

 Cooperative and collaborative language learning provide many advantages to 

both general education and second/foreign language teaching, as are discussed in 

detail in the following sections.  

4.2.1 General education field  

  Ted Panitz has listed total 59 benefits of cooperative/collaborative 

learning and categorized them into three fields: academic, social and psychological 

benefits (Panitz, 2001).  The details of the advantages in these three fields are 

discussed as follows. 
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  1. Academic advantages 

  With cooperation/collaboration, learners have chance to clarify their 

ideas through conversation, discussion and debate. These processes improve learners’ 

critical thinking and communicative skills. The content knowledge is also detained 

longer through discussion. Cooperative/collaborative learning also supports learners’ 

active learning. Learners take more responsibility in finding a resolution for the 

assigned tasks. Teachers are less likely to be considered the main source of 

knowledge while learners seek help from peers and other sources. Moreover, a study 

conducted by Slavin (1996, cited in McInerney & Roberts, 2002) presented that when 

learners worked in teams, they were more engaged; as a result, high-order thinking 

and critical reflections increase. In addition, cooperative/collaborative learning results 

in positive outcomes over competitive and individualistic learning (Johnson & 

Johnson, 1989). In an online context, cooperative/collaborative learning has 

advantages over individual learning due to the fact that individual learning isolates 

learners and at the same time it increases the costs for resources and technology 

(McInerney & Roberts, 2002).    

  2. Social advantages  

  Cooperative/collaborative learning helps create social support system 

for learners. By working together, learners are able to develop social interaction skills, 

foster a positive view about problems, and facilitate responsibility to themselves and 

the group. Collaborative learning, as well, builds an understanding of the diversity 

amongst peers. Learners learn to accept different ideas and learn from the different 

perspectives others. All both learn to lead and follow, while at the same time, trust is 

built and maintained. Cooperative/collaborative learning is also a method in which 

people of differences can work together, such as those from different ethnic groups, or 

genders (Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Panitz, 2001). 
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  3. Psychological advantages  

  Collaborative learning can increase learners’ self esteem. Working 

together can lower learners’ anxiety and can enhance learners’ satisfaction in the 

learning experience. Learners gain more personal ego-strength, self-confidence, 

independence, and autonomy (Johnson & Norem-Hebeisen, 1981 cited in Ng and Ma, 

2002; Panitz, 2001).  

4.2.2 Language teaching field 

  In the field of second and foreign language teaching, 

cooperative/collaborative language learning is viewed as a student-centered approach, 

which is an extension of the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) principles. 

According to Richards and Rodgers (2001), the goals of cooperative language 

learning are as follows: 

1. to provide learners opportunities to acquire second/foreign 

language naturally through interaction in pair/group activities; 

2. to provide learners opportunities to develop learning and 

communication strategies through learning tasks; and 

3. to create emotionally safe classroom atmosphere in which learners’ 

motivation is enhanced while their anxiety is lowered.    

  For language instructors, the cooperative/collaborative language 

learning provides many advantages, as follows: 

1. It is a flexible approach; teachers can implement the approach with 

various types of syllabus such as English for Specific Purposes, 

four skills, grammar-based, pronunciation and vocabulary; 

2. Variety of learning activities from other pedagogical approaches 

and tasks can be integrated conveniently with collaborative 

language learning approaches; 
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3. The activities can be customized in order to emphasize a particular 

linguistic feature namely lexical items, grammatical structures and 

language functions.   

  However, there are some disadvantages of CLL about which teachers 

should be aware of. CLL is setting learners to work together in groups, and there is a 

possibility that these problems might occur, such as: (Middlecamp, 2007). 

1. Weak learners cannot follow the groups; 

2. Strong learners dominate the group;  

3. Passive and introverted learners feel uncomfortable in contributing 

their ideas; 

4. Less motivated learners do not join group work; and   

5. Hard-working learners think it is unfair that they have to take 

responsibility for all work while other less motivated learners get 

the same grade.  

 As discussed previously about the strengths and weakness of CLL, the 

weakness of CLL mentioned by Middlecamp (2007) is an exchange of accountability 

of learners and learning process for an opportunity to develop autonomous, articulate, 

and socially and intellectually mature learners. Teachers possibly lessen theses flaws 

with awareness and planning, though the intervention might contradict to the notions 

of CLL.  

  In this section, definitions, similarities and differences, and rationales, as well 

as advantages/disadvantages of cooperative/collaborative language learning were 

reviewed. Clearly, cooperative/collaborative learning is designed to encourage 

collaboration rather than competition, to develop high-level cognitive process, as well 

as to develop communicative competence through social interaction activities. 

 Cooperative learning and collaborative learning are two different teaching 

approaches; both of them are on the same continuum and share many similar 

characteristics, including advantages and disadvantages. It is the instructors’ 

responsibility to balance the two approaches and apply them appropriately to their 
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individual teaching/ learning context. However, collaboratively language learning was 

selected for this doctoral study, rather than the cooperative language learning, because 

collaborative language learning is more appropriate for learners in higher education, 

for whom non-fundamental knowledge and critical thinking skill are encouraged. 

5. Task-Based Language Teaching  

 Based on constructivism and language acquisition theories already reviewed, it 

is generally accepted that the best way to learn any language is to use that language 

for communication. Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) is a teaching approach 

that supports and encourages learners to use a target language, communicatively, 

collaboratively, meaningfully and constructively. Therefore, TBLT was chosen to be 

another crucial pedagogical approach in this study.  

 According to Collins COBUILD Dictionary (2001), a task is an activity or 

piece of work which one has to do, usually as part of a larger project. In general, tasks 

are things people do in everyday life, such as painting a fence, dressing a child, filling 

out a form, or typing a letter (Long, 1985). However, tasks in language classrooms are 

defined differently.  A teaching approach in which communicative and interactive 

tasks are implemented as the core for pedagogical planning and delivery is well 

known as TBLT (Richards & Schmidt, 2002). The tasks in TBLT classrooms are 

specifically called pedagogical tasks.  

 Such pedagogical tasks are “…activities where target language is used by the 

learners for a communicative purpose (goal) in order to achieve an outcome” (Willis, 

1996: 23).  Nunan (2004:4) added a definition to learning task that “… a pedagogical 

task is a piece of classroom work that involves learners in comprehending, 

manipulating, producing or interacting in the target language while their attention is 

focused on mobilizing their grammatical knowledge in order to express meaning, and 

in which the intention is to convey meaning rather than to manipulate form.”  Though 

the term “pedagogical task” (hereafter task) has been defined differently, there is 

mutual understanding that a task is an activity or goal which is completed by using 

language (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). From the definitions presented above, in 
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TBLT, learners are required to use the target language communicatively and/or 

collaboratively in order to complete tasks. The target language is mainly used as a 

tool for communication, not a subject in which grammar structures are solely studied.  

 5.1 Rationales of integrating TBLT in this study 

 Many advantages of task-based syllabus are found pedagogically when it is 

compared with other language syllabuses. Particularly: 

1. When compared to the grammar-based syllabus, task-based syllabus 

focuses more on meaning and language usage rather than linguistic 

features (Nunan, 2004); and  

2. When compared to the functional syllabus in which language is focused 

separately from context, learners with task-based syllabus have more 

chance to use language both functions and grammars in context for 

communicative purposes (Willis, 1996; Nunan, 2004).  

 Nunan (2004) also added some characteristics that explain why tasks are 

widely accepted and, thus, can be integrated in other teaching principles and practices. 

Specifically: 

1. Tasks support learning to communicate through interaction in target 

language;  

2. Tasks support using authentic materials in learning situations; 

3. Tasks support the learners focus on the learning process;  

4. Tasks support the integration of learners’ experience with others’ and with 

learning tasks; and 

5. Tasks support linking with language used outside classroom. 

 However, it is worth mentioning that TBLT also has some disadvantages. 

TBLT is criticized in that it is not appropriate for beginning learners for many 

reasons, such as:  
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1. Learners might focus on and only learnt words or phrase rather than 

grammatical sentences (Willis 1996: 55). Some learners might use their 

first language when they experience some difficulty, or when the group 

feels impatient. Some learners might develop communication strategies, 

such as miming and using gestures.  Achieving fluency at the expense of 

accuracy is a risk because the strategies may make learners fossilized 

before they can achieve the target language (Hatip, 2005);   

2. TBLT is not what many learners expect and want from a language class. 

They might resist or object to this type of instruction (Hatip, 2005); and 

3. The evaluation of TBLT can be very difficult due to the nature of TBLT in 

that prevents it from being measured by traditional and objective tests 

(Krahne 1987). 

 5.2 Types of tasks  

 SLA refers to the study of the processes through which learners acquire a new 

language. However, there are many hypotheses about how such acquisition occurs, 

and which are still being debated intensely by some researchers (Beatty, 2003). From 

the cognitive and socio-cognitive perspective, there are many hypotheses on factors 

that might affect language acquisition, such as Krashen’s comprehensible input 

(1982), Swain’s comprehensible output (1985), and Long’s negotiation of meaning 

(1985), as already reviewed earlier in this chapter.  Though the conclusion for these 

arguments appears far from being reached, TBLT is a promising teaching approach 

which encourages the use of all those language acquisition factors.  However, the 

experts are still discussing what characteristics in tasks would effectively, and 

efficiently, support language acquisition the most. Of course, the different 

characteristics in tasks results in different types of tasks.  

 In this regard, Pica, Kanagy and Falodun (1993) categorized tasks into five 

types, that are jigsaw, information gap, problem-solving, decision making and opinion 

exchange. The details of these are as follows: 
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1. Jigsaw tasks refer to activities in which each learner will get different 

piece of information which is required to form a whole with others; 

2. Information gap tasks refer to activities which are usually done in pairs. 

Each member is required to find out the other’s information to complete 

his/her own; 

3. Problem-solving tasks refer to pair or group activities in which learners are 

required to find one possible resolution for a problem; 

4. Decision making tasks refer to pair or group activities in which learners 

are required to find many possible resolutions for a particular problem; and 

5. Opinion exchange tasks refer to pair or group activities in which learners 

are required to have discussion to exchange their idea and opinion. Most 

opinion exchange tasks are open-ended and the most correct answer is not 

required. 

 Pica, Kanagy and Falodun (1993) also proposed four conditions that maximize 

negotiation of meaning. The more these conditions are achieved, the more the 

negotiations of meaning increase. The conditions are as follows: 

1. Participants have different kind of information. 

2. Information exchange is a key in task success. 

3. Goal is convergent. 

4. There is only one acceptable outcome.  

 Based on these four conditions that maximize the negotiation of meaning, Pica 

and colleagues concluded that the jigsaw task creates a higher level of negotiation of 

meaning, while an opinion exchange creates the lower level of negotiation. 

 From a different perspective, Robinson (2001 cited in Nunan, 2004) related a 

cognitive demand framework with negotiation of meaning, claiming that the more that 

higher-order cognitive processes are required in tasks, the higher numbers of 

negotiation of meaning are produced. To measure cognitive demands, Martyn (2001 

cited in Nunan, 2004) provided four key conditions, as follows:  
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1. Contextual support (Is the context embedded, reduced, and remote?); 

2. Reasoning demand (Is it high or low?); 

3. Degree of task structure (Is it high or low?); and 

4. Availability of knowledge (Is the knowledge provided or is it background 

knowledge?) 

 With these four conditions, Martyn concluded that opinion exchange tasks, of 

which contextual support is remote, reasoning demand is high, degree of task 

structure is low, and when knowledge is variable or not provided, would result in the 

highest degree of negotiation of meaning. On the other hand, jigsaw tasks, of which 

contextual support is embedded, as well as reasoning is not demanded, task structure 

is high, and knowledge is provided, then these would produce the lowest degree of 

negotiation of meaning.  

 Table 2 illustrates that researchers had different opinions on characteristics in 

tasks that foster negotiation of meaning. Though the consensus of tasks that best 

foster the negotiation of meaning and language acquisition has not been reached, it 

could be concluded that each type of task in TBLT provides learners with 

comprehensible inputs, as well as encourages learners to use language for negotiation 

of meaning to some extents. 

Table 2: Different Perspectives on Tasks and Levels of Negotiation of Meaning 

(Adapted from Nunan, 2004) 

Researchers Task that produce lowest 

negotiation of meaning 

Task that produce highest 

negotiation of meaning 

Pica, Kanagy and Falodun Opinion exchange tasks Jigsaw tasks 

Martyn  Jigsaw tasks Opinion exchange tasks 

 Beyond the five types of tasks suggested by Pica and colleagues, tasks can be 

categorized into other types, depending on the criteria employed. Willis (1996: 149-

154) categorizes tasks in her framework into six types as follows:  
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1. Listing; 

2. Ordering and sorting such as sequencing, ranking, categorizing and 

classifying; 

3. Comparing such as matching, finding similarities and finding differences; 

4. Problem solving such as logic problems, real-life problems and case study; 

5. Sharing personal experience such as sharing attitudes, experience, and 

opinion; and, 

6. Creative tasks such as creative writing, investigation, role play and project. 

 Another expert in this field, David Nunan (2004) divides tasks into two main 

types which are real world tasks and pedagogical tasks, where: 

1. Real world tasks, or target tasks, refer to those which require learners to 

use the target language in the real world beyond the classroom; and, 

2. Pedagogical tasks refer to those which require learners to use the target 

language in the classroom.  

 The latter of these is then categorized into rehearsal tasks and activation tasks, 

where: 

1. Rehearsal tasks refer to those that are conducted in the classroom, but are 

similar to real world tasks, such as reading newspapers, or writing 

resumes. 

2. Activation tasks refer to those that encourage learners to use language 

functions and structures. Examples of this are information gap activities, or 

simulated situations. 

 Both of these tasks do not focus on linguistic correctness, but on 

communication success. However, Nunan considered focus-on-form is still important 

for language learning. Particularly, learners in early stages of learning should be 

exposed deductively to some language elements before they are expected to produce 

them.  Moreover, learners should have chances to practice some linguistic elements 

which are not possible outside classroom. According to Nunan’s framework, form 
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focuses are called enable skills. These help develop learners’ knowledge and skills 

needed for authentic communication. Enable skills are divided into language exercises 

and communicative activities, where:  

1. Language exercises refer to those which focus on separated linguistic 

items, such as lexical, grammatical and phonological items. Learners are 

expected to practice and produce these items correctly.  Language 

exercises have no element of authentic communication; and 

2. Communicative activities are an integration of language exercises and 

pedagogical tasks. Learners are provided a set of restricted language forms 

to perform meaningful communication activities. Although the activities 

are pre-designed and limited by language elements given, the 

communicative responses from interlocutors are not possible to predict.  

 To sum up, the major difference between pedagogical tasks and enable skills 

is pedagogical tasks focus on the success of the communication outcome. In contrast, 

enable skills focus on the correctness of linguistic elements. The completed Nunan’s 

framework of NBLT is illustrated in Figure 2 below. 

  

Figure 2: Nunan’s framework for TBLT  (Nunan, 2004:25) 

  

 In this section, different types of tasks distinguished by Willis, Nunan and 

Richard were reviewed. These tasks were differentiated based on criteria applied to 

them, though some characteristics in these tasks could be similar. In the next section, 

the design, organization and framework of TBLT are reviewed in order to find 

efficient and effective ways for implementing tasks into a language classroom. 
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 5.3 Task design and implementation 

 With well designed tasks, learners are exposed to language and motivated to 

use it.  They would gain more confidence, and have chances to practice natural 

interaction, negotiation, turn taking, and all other authentic and spontaneous language 

use that is hardly found in traditional teacher-centered classrooms (Willis, 1996).  All 

these lead to successful language learning. According to Willis (1996), conditions that 

facilitate language learning are exposure, use, motivation and instruction. The first 

three conditions are essential, while the last one is optional but desirable. Particularly:  

1. Exposure refers to the condition in which learners are exposed to a rich 

and comprehensible input of real spoken and written language in use;  

2. Use refers to the condition in which learners use language to do things 

such as reading or discussing;  

3. Motivation refers to condition in which learners are motivated to use all 

four receptive and productive skills namely listening, speaking, reading 

and writing; and,  

4. The last condition is instruction or form focusing.  

 Therefore, in order to maximize the conditions that foster language learning, 

Willis proposed a TBLT framework. The framework consists of three steps: pre-task, 

task cycle and language focus is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Willis’s TBLT framework (Adapted from Willis, 1996: 155) 

 In step 1, pre-task, teacher prepares learners for tasks by stimulating their 

background knowledge and giving clear instructions of the task. In step 2, task-cycle, 

learners complete tasks, prepare the presentation for task outcomes, and present the 

outcomes to class. In the last step, language focus, teacher lets learners analyze the 

language features, gives explicit explanation if needed, and have learners practice 

such language features. 

 Nunan (2004) also designed his own framework which consists of six steps of 

which the major objective is to prepare learners for pedagogical tasks as illustrated in 

Figure 4 below.  
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Figure 4: A pedagogical sequence for introducing tasks (Adapted from Nunan 

2004: 34-35)  

 According to Nunan (2004), before learners are to complete the pedagogical 

tasks, they must be prepared through these six steps, as presented in detail below:  

1. In the first step, schema building, a teacher tries to link learners’ existing 

experience with the new learning topic by introducing some vocabulary, 

language and context;  

2. In the second step, controlled practice, learners practice a target language’s 

vocabulary, grammar structure and functions. The outcomes for these 

activities are close-ended;  

3. Authentic listening practice, the third step, has learners listen to the target 

language happening in authentic situations;  

4. In the fourth step, focusing on linguistic elements, learners are to focus on 

one or two specific linguistic element;  

5. In the fifth step, providing free practice, provided with the dialogue 

samples, learners are assigned roles to produce target language which is 

similar to the real world; 

6. In the last step, introducing the pedagogical tasks is activities in which 

learners perform pedagogical tasks which are similar to the real world 
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tasks. The success of task outcome is emphasized, not the linguistic 

outcome. 

 Though the specific details and organization of the two frameworks of Willis 

and Nunan are not exactly similar, it is clear that both of them emphasize the 

importance of schema building and form focusing. Schema building is a process 

which connects learners’ background knowledge with new ones in the tasks. Materials 

which are appropriate for this starting process are personal knowledge and experience, 

problems, visuals, spoken and written text (Willis, 1996). Learners might be 

introduced to vocabulary, expressions or contexts in the coming tasks, as well as have 

chances to listen to target language in authentic situations (Nunan, 2004).  

 As for form focus, both Willis and Nunan agree that linguistic features should 

be explicitly taught to the second or foreign language learners. However, both of them 

are different in the order of form focus in the instructional procedure. Nunan suggests 

that forms should be focused after learners are exposed to the target language, such as 

in reading or listening, but before they work with tasks. This way learners have 

chances to connect language rules with language they hear in the authentic situations. 

On the other hand, Willis suggested that form focus should be introduced after 

learners have done the tasks. Learners should have chances to experiment with the 

language. They should firstly use language for authentic communication without 

explicit rules which, possibly, will force them to imitate it. It is after the tasks that 

linguistic exercises and explanations should be given to learners.   

 However, the important issue is how to set the difficulty levels in tasks to 

appropriately match learners’ levels of proficiency. From the frameworks of Nunan 

(2004) and Willis (1996), both of them try to prepare learners for the tasks, either by 

schema building, exposing learners to the target language, focusing on grammar or 

providing free practice. Nunan (2004) suggests that the level of difficulty should be 

appropriate to learners. Otherwise, it possibly results in fossilization, instead of 

acquisition. He then proposes seven principles that should be kept in mind when 

applying the TBLT approach. The seven principles are scaffolding, task dependency, 
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recycling, active learning, integration, reproduction to creation, and reflection. The 

details of each principle are as follows: 

1. Scaffolding refers to teachers’ assistance such as providing background 

knowledge to help learners become ready for tasks; 

2. Task dependency refers to the relevance of new tasks to the old tasks; 

3. Recycling refers to teaching and practicing linguistic features and 

functions more than one time, and not in a linear fashion; 

4. Active learning refers to learners’ active language use; 

5. Integration refers to activities in which linguistic forms, functions and 

semantic meanings are taught and learned together; 

6. Reproduction to creation refers to activities in which learners are 

encouraged to use language creatively and constructively; and, 

7. Reflection refers to activities in which learners are encouraged to reflect 

on what they have learned and how they learned. 

 These principles, as well as the TBLT frameworks of Nunan (2004) and Willis 

(1996) were put into consideration and were applied in the design of lesson plans.  

 5.4 Roles of learners and teachers  

 Richards and Rodgers (2001) have summarized the roles of learners and 

teachers in TBLT. They suggest that learners in TBLT are group participants, 

monitors and risk takers. Firstly, because most tasks are conducted in pairs or groups, 

learners should be active participants. Secondly, in TBLT tasks are not the main 

content that learners must acquire, but they are tools which facilitate language use and 

language learning. Learners should act as monitors who are able to distinguish 

language forms out of tasks. Thirdly, some tasks require learners to be risk taking 

language users. They are asked to read, or produce, language elements which are 

beyond their proficiency. With this technique, learners are given the opportunity to 

use their experience and learning strategies, such as paraphrasing, restating, body 

language and so on in order to complete the tasks.   
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 Similar to other teachers under other CLT approaches, the main role of 

teachers in TBLT is a facilitator. They must select and arrange the sequence of tasks 

to match learners’ levels of language proficiency, needs and interests. Moreover, they 

have to introduce learners to tasks by relating them to learners’ background 

knowledge, as well as to help learners to notice, consciously, the language elements 

within tasks. 

 In this section, the definitions, advantages/disadvantages, types of tasks, 

relevance of tasks and language acquisition, task design and implementation and the 

roles of teachers/learners were reviewed. What should be pointed out again is that 

tasks are relevant to negotiation of meaning which, in turn, is relevant to language 

acquisition. Based on cognitive constructivism and social constructivism, which are 

theoretical frameworks in this study, it was highly likely that learners who 

collaboratively worked with meaningful and well designed tasks would be more 

engaged. The more engaged learners would achieve more success in language 

learning.  Student engagement is discussed in the next section. 

6. Student Engagement 

 According to Collins Cobuild Dictionary, if a person engages in an activity, 

that person is actively involved with it. If something engages a person, it keeps that 

person interested in it, and thinking about it. In general, engagement is defined as 

“what happens when we are able to give ourselves over to a representational action, 

comfortably and unambiguously” (Laurel, 1993 cited in Herrington, Oliver & Reeves 

2002). Chen and McGrath (2003:404) defined engagement as “an enjoyable state of 

concentration”.  A picture of teenagers spending days and nights in an Internet cafe, 

sitting in front of computer screen, playing online game explains well the definition.  

 In a classroom, a teacher who engages learners tries to arouse learners’ interest 

by using lessons or activities which are amusing, stimulating and challenging 

(Harmer, 1998). According to the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), 

when students engage, they “… read more, write more and interact more in positive 

ways with their teachers and peers, they gain more in terms of essential skills and 
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competencies such as critical thinking, problem solving, effective communication and 

responsible citizenship,” (NSSE, 2000:2).  

 NSSE has collected data from American college students countrywide. The 

main objective of the survey was to measure the quality that the educational 

institutions provided in order to engage learners in a deep and meaningful learning 

experience. NSSE has set up five benchmarks to judge educational institution quality 

that is important to foster student engagement. The five benchmarks are as follows:  

1. The level of academic challenge - Schools should provide challenging and 

complex cognitive tasks that require learner high level thinking skills;    

2. Active and collaborative learning - Learners should involve actively in 

their learning and have an opportunity to reflect and apply what they are 

learning. They should have a chance to collaborate with others to solve 

difficult problems. This approach will prepare them for any problems they 

might encounter in the college and after college;  

3. Learner-faculty interaction - Learners should have the opportunity to 

contact their teachers either by having class discussion, working with a 

professor on a research project or serving with faculty members in school 

committees or clubs. This will give them chances to encounter problems, 

and gain first-hand experience of how the experts solve such problems;  

4. Enriching educational experiences - The schools should provide learners 

with opportunities to learn inside and outside classrooms. Learner should 

have the chance to make contact with other learners with different ideas 

and beliefs, from different backgrounds and with different ethnicities. 

Technology should be used to support this process; and 

5. A supportive campus environment -The schools should help learners 

succeed academically, and socially, by providing supportive relations 

between peers, faculty members and administrative personnel.  

 NSSE gives clear insight of the educational contexts that influences student 

engagement. It should be pointed out that the NSSE emphasizes the important roles of 

challenging, cognitively complex tasks, as well as active, collaborative learning as the 
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factors which form engaging contexts. From NSSE benchmarks, the factors that foster 

student engagement can be categorized into two levels: the classroom level and the 

school level. In the classroom level, the factors that help support student engagement 

are teaching approaches, teacher support, peer support, classroom structure and task 

characteristics. School level factors are activities and the environment provided by 

schools that encourage student engagement, such as school policy and management, 

extra curricula activities, community service, volunteer work, technology, and even 

school size.  However, the scope of this study focused mainly on academic-related 

student engagement in the English for Mass Media course; student engagement at the 

school level, as required by NSSE, was beyond the scope of this study. 

 6.1 Types of student engagement 

 Student engagement is not a single construct which is easy to measure and 

evaluate. Instead, it is multi-dimensional, involving three main elements that are 

learners’ affections, behavior, and cognitive investment in learning (Fredricks, 

Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004). Fredricks and colleagues (2004) have provided a 

comprehensive review of studies on engagement, and have categorized engagement 

into three main types; particularly, the behavioral engagement, the emotional 

engagement and the cognitive engagement. In this context, the term “affective” 

engagement is more suitable to “emotional” engagement because, in this study, not 

only learners’ emotions and feelings, but also attitudes and values were assessed. 

Therefore, in the research reported in this dissertation, student engagement was 

categorized into three elements that are affective, behavioral and cognitive 

engagement. The details of each element in student engagement are as follows. 

 1. The affective engagement 

 Affective engagement refers to learners’ emotional reactions in classroom, 

such as boredom and happiness (Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Connell et al., 1994), in 

addition to interest, anxiety and anger (Skinner & Belmont; 1993). Some researchers 

conceptualize affective engagement as identification with school, which refers to a 

feeling of being important to others, and an appreciation of success in school-related 
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outcomes (Finn, 1993).  In this study, affective engagement refers to subjects’ 

emotions, attitudes and values toward course elements namely tasks, content, teaching 

methods, teachers, peers, and the classroom environment. 

 2. The behavioral engagement  

 Behavioral engagement refers to positive conducts in classrooms and schools 

in three aspects. The first aspect involves learners following the classroom rules and 

norms, such as class attendance, preparation, and punctuality (Finn, 1993; Finn et al., 

1995). The second aspect is learners’ involvement in learning and academic tasks 

such as effort, persistence, concentration, attention, asking questions, and contributing 

to class discussion (Fredricks et al., 2002; Furrer & Skinner, 2003; Kindermann, 

1993; Kindermann, McCollam, & Gibson, 1996; Lee & Anderson, 1993; Skinner & 

Belmont, 1993; Skinner et al., 1990). The third aspect is learners’ participation in 

school-related activities, such as athletics or school governance (Finn, 1993; Finn et 

al., 1995). In this study, behavioral engagement referred to learners’ behaviors toward 

academic-related activities, namely class attendance, preparation, attention, asking 

questions, contributions and efforts. Learners’ participation in school-related 

activities, such as sports or community services was not relevant as it was beyond the 

scope of this study.  

 3. The cognitive engagement  

 The cognitive engagement is viewed from two different perspectives. The first 

one focuses on cognitive investment in learning, while the second one focuses on the 

meta-cognitive process in learning. Cognitive investment means “effort directed 

toward learning, understanding, mastering the knowledge, skills or crafts that the 

academic work is intended to promote" (Newmann, Wehlage, & Lamborn,, 1992:12), 

and “(students’ effort) required to comprehend and master knowledge and skills 

explicitly taught in schools" (Connell & Wellborn, 1991:17). From another 

perspective, one that focuses on meta-cognitive strategies, cognitive engagement is 

defined in terms of being strategic or self-regulating. Engaged learners are able to use 

learning strategies, such as rehearsal and summarizing, to help them to remember, 
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organize, and understand the materials. They are also able to plan, monitor, and 

evaluate their cognition when accomplishing tasks. All of these strategies will lead to 

better understanding of lessons.  

 In the study reported in this dissertation, cognitive engagement referred to 

learners’ application of cognitive process in order to complete assigned tasks. Which 

levels of cognitive processes learners applied, and how they applied them, were points 

of focus in the study of cognitive engagement. Based on Benjamin Bloom’s revised 

taxonomy on cognitive domain (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001), the cognitive 

engagement was divided into six levels, that are remembering, understanding, 

applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating, as in order of increasing complexity 

processes 

 Student engagement is multi-dimensional; it comprises a wide variety of 

constructs. Affective engagement includes emotions attitudes, and values. Behavioral 

engagement includes doing the work and following the rules, and cognitive 

engagement includes cognitive effort and strategy use. Student engagement and its 

complete sub-elements studied in this research are presented in Figure 5. This 

schematic represents, in diagrammatical form, key points of the preceding text. 
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Figure 5: Student engagement and sub-elements in this study 

 6.2 Rationale for assessing student engagement   

 It is quite a bold and unhelpful to judge the success of teaching and learning 

exclusively from learners’ examination score alone. This is due to the limitations of 

the examination (Lally & De Laat, 2002). For instance, an examination: 
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1. does not give a clear and detailed insight into what exactly helped improve 

teaching and learning. It does not give any details which can be used later 

to improve teaching; 

2. does not put learners’ different needs into consideration. Thus, it cannot 

explain why some learners did well in the examination while some did not; 

3. can measure only the outcome of learning, but fails to measure learning in 

the sense of processes, happening in time and space, within an individual 

and within groups; and, 

4. Examination does not make any obvious connection with learning theories. 

 Therefore, student engagement became a solution to compensate for the 

aforementioned weaknesses of examinations, doing so as an attempt to assess learning 

process, and, at the same time, to gain an insight in order to improve learning and 

teaching success in a holistic way.  

 In addition, engagement has gained more and more attention as a solution to 

improve learner academic achievement, to reduce learner boredom in school and to 

lower high dropout rates, (National Research Council & Institute of Medicine, 2004). 

According to the United Kingdom Department of Education and Skills (2004 cited in 

Barrett, 2005), engagement is one of four important principles in the national 

educational strategies of that country. When learners engage in meaningful and 

quality activities, there is potential that they will learn better (Harmer, 1998; Hancock 

& Betts, 2002 cited in Bowen, 2003).  It is also claimed that engaged learners will 

have better academic performance because they work harder to achieve desired results 

(Bowen, 2003). They also gain the skills to work with others and know how to 

transfer knowledge to solve problems creatively. (Jones, Voldez, Nowakowski, &  

Rasmussen, 1994 cited in Bowen, 2003). Many studies support the importance of 

student engagement, showing correlations between student engagement, and 

collaboration, tasks, as well as achievement.  
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 1. Correlations between student engagement and academic achievement 

 The positive correlation between behavioral engagement and achievement 

related outcomes such as test score or Grade Point Average (GPA) were found in 

many studies (Fredricks et al., 2004). In addition, many studies reported the positive 

correlation between cognitive engagement and achievement. Fincham, Hokoda and 

Sanders, (1989) reported that learners who contributed effort more than required, and 

asked meaningful questions with teachers, gained higher achievement. This finding is 

similar to a study conducted by Nystrand and Gamoran (1991) who reported that 

learners who engaged cognitively by asking authentic questions and evaluating 

knowledge they have learned gained higher scores on an achievement test. Studies 

that counted frequency of meta-cognitive strategy, as a construct for cognitive 

engagement, reported the positive correlation between learners who used meta-

cognitive strategies and their academic achievement (Zimmerman, 1990). 

Furthermore, the recent research published by NSSE (Carini, Kuh, & Klein, 2006) 

reported that there was a correlation between student engagement and student 

academic achievement. This was measured by several standardized tests, such as the 

RAND critical thinking test, the new essay prompts on the Graduate Record 

Examination (GRE), and college GPA.   

 2. Correlations between student engagement and collaboration    

 The correlation of classroom collaboration and engagement were supported by 

many studies. Learners in classrooms, in which support was given by teachers and 

peers, had higher engagement (Marks, 2000). Cognitive engagement increased when 

learners actively discussed ideas, and debate, and also gave feedback to each other's 

work (Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000; Meloth & Deering, 1994; Newmann, 1992). 

Moreover, in classrooms where teachers created socially supportive environments, 

pressed learners for understanding, and supported autonomy, learners had higher 

behavioral and affective engagement (Stipek, 2002). 
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 3. Correlations between student engagement and tasks 

 Studies reported that when learners were presented with challenging tasks that 

required complex cognitive process, and, they were assisted by teachers for 

understanding, their cognitive engagement increased. In math classes, cognitive 

engagement was more likely to be noticed when learners worked with peers on 

challenging tasks that were meaningful to them (Helme & Clarke, 2001).  In science 

classes, learners who were assigned complex task reported higher cognitive 

engagement and affective engagement (Blumenfeld & Meece, 1988).  

 6.3 How to create engagement in classroom 

 From research reviews mentioned above, student engagement correlates with 

some specific teaching techniques, collaborations, teacher and peer supports and also 

some types of tasks. Thus, to have students engage in learning, willingly, actively and 

with a good attitude is not an easy process. Keeping learners busy with tasks might be 

easier, but might not engage them (Bowen, 2003). The success of engagement lays in 

the “what” and “how” characteristics of tasks learners are required to do. Newmann 

(Newmann, 1991; Newmann et al., 1992) theorizes that tasks are the key factor for 

enhancing engagement in classrooms. According to Newmann, the engaging tasks 

should:  

1. be authentic; 

2. provide learners the opportunities to apply, analyze, evaluate and create 

their own knowledge;  

3. be done through collaboration;  

4. be completed by various abilities; and, 

5. be challenging.  

 Bowen and colleagues (2003) conducted a study with middle school students 

to find out the effects of Quality Design Work on student engagement. They 

integrated Schlechty’s framework for “Working on the Work” (WOW) in their 

courses and studied students’ engagement. The result showed that students were more 
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authentically engaged when lessons were connected to a product (Product Focus), 

when learners were given choices (Choice), when they were given a chance to work 

with others (Affiliation) and to let others see the results of their work (Affirmation), 

when the work was real and meaningful (Authentic), and when technology was used 

in meaningful ways (Novelty and Variety).  

 Schlechty’s “Working on the Work” theory (2001 cited in Bowen et al., 2003) 

offers the following qualities designed to enhance student engagement: 

1. Content and Substance:  the content should be consistent with standards 

and benchmarks. It should be agreed upon by teachers, administrators, and 

the community that it is important for learners to know; 

2. Organization of Knowledge: learners should have the skills at appropriate 

levels to do the work assigned; 

3. Product Focus: the work learners are assigned to do must result in product 

that is meaningful to them;  

4. Clear and Compelling Product Standards:  learners should be given clear 

and compelling standards by which the product will be judged;  

5. Safe Environment: learners should learn in an environment in which 

learners feel free to take risks, without fear of failure;  

6. Affirmation of Performance: the product of learners should be verified by 

people or groups who are significant to them;  

7. Affiliation:  learners should be given a chance to work with others;  

8. Novelty and Variety: the range of problems, issues, products, 

performances, and exhibitions should be large and varied, as well as the 

technologies that learners are encouraged to use;  

9. Choice: learners should have control over learning to some degree; and, 

10. Authenticity: tasks should be genuine to the learners. 
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 Schlechty’s ten qualities of design work are quite similar to the suggestion of 

Herrington and his colleagues. They claimed that the authenticity of tasks relate 

directly to student engagement (Herrington et al., 2002). However, the authenticity in 

tasks alone could not promote student engagement, the authentic tasks should also:   

1. have real world relevance; 

2. allow learners to define their own tasks based on their background 

knowledge; 

3. comprise complex tasks that require a period of time to solve;  

4. open the opportunities for learners to solve in their own ways; 

5. provide the opportunity to collaborate; 

6. provide the opportunity to reflect; 

7. be interdisciplinary; 

8. be seamlessly integrated with assessment; 

9. create products; and, 

10. allow diversity of outcomes. 

 Tasks that engage learners the most should be authentic, collaborative, 

productive, reflective, various, novel, open ended, relevant to learner’s life, and 

require higher cognitive process (Herrington et al., 2002; Newmann, 1991; Newmann 

et al., 1992; Schlechty, 2001 cited in Bowen et al., 2003).  Other factors that facilitate 

learners’ engagement, such as authentic environment and support from the instructor, 

are also important. On the contrary, the activities that learners hate are repetitive ones 

that require little thought and are forced on them by the others, (Bowen et al., 2003). 

The comparison of the characteristics of engaging tasks belonging to Schlechty, 

Newmann and Herrington is presented in Table 3 below. 
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Table 3: Tasks Characteristics that Enhance Engagement 

Schlechty Newmann Herrington 

Content and substance   

Organization of 

knowledge 

  

Product focus  Product-oriented 

Clear and compelling 

product standards 

  

Safe environment   

Affirmation of 

performance 

 Opportunity to reflect 

Affiliation Collaboration Opportunity to collaborate 

Novelty and variety   

Choice 

 

 Opportunity for learners to 

solve problems in their 

own ways 

Opportunity to define 

learners’ own tasks based 

on their background 

knowledge 

Authenticity Authentic tasks Real world relevance 

 Higher level cognitive 

process 

Complex tasks that require 

a period of time to solve 

 Various abilities required Diversity of outcome 

  Based on their background 

knowledge. 

  Seamlessly integrated with 

assessment 

  Be interdisciplinary 
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 These characteristics of engaging tasks were used as a guideline in designing 

tasks that learners were required to complete, when they studied the English for Mass 

Media course, under CTBA. The characteristics of tasks in CTBA are described in 

detail, in instructional instrument section, Chapter III.  

 Certainly, student engagement is multi-dimensional. The concept that engaged 

students are ones who participate in routine school activities, such as attending 

classes, submitting required work, and following teachers' instruction (Blount, 

Christenson, & Lehr, 2004) does not represent a entire picture of student engagement. 

Students might be forced to do so because of extrinsic motivations, such as grades, 

reward, college acceptance, or parental approval. Some students might be emotionally 

disengaged from learning because they do not understand the tasks, or do not see 

relevance of the tasks to their lives (Schlechty, 2002 cited in Bowen et al., 2003). 

Such kinds of students might come to the class regularly, sitting in group passively, 

but are not at all engaged in learning. Therefore, studies that focus only on one or two 

sub-elements of engagement such as affective and behavioral would not gain the 

thorough insight of student engagement. Students who nod might not understand what 

an instructor is explaining, but do that just to please the teacher, or do so to avoid 

being called to answer questions. In a study, Peterson, Swing, Stark, and Wass, (1984) 

found that some learners judged to be engaged by observers reported in following 

interviews that they were not thinking about the task. On the contrary, learners who 

were observed as non-engaged were actively thinking about the task and trying to 

apply the new ideas with their existing knowledge.  Therefore, in this study, all-sub 

elements of student engagement that are affective, behavioral, and cognitive 

engagement, were assessed in order to obtain the thorough insight of student 

engagement.  

7. Collaborative Task-Based Approach  

 As student engagement is multi-dimensional, it includes learners’ affection, 

behaviors and cognitive investment in learning.  To engage learners with one, and 

only one, pedagogical approach might not be efficient enough. This was an important 
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reason why Collaborative Task-based Approach (CTBA), which was an integration of 

Collaborative Language Learning (CLL) and Task-based Language Teaching 

(TBLT), was implemented in an English course named the English for Mass Media 

course..  

 7.1 Rationale for implementing CTBA in English for Mass Media course 

 As mentioned in the Chapter I, the English for Mass Media course had needs 

for improvement as follows:  

1. grammar-focuses syllabus of which real world tasks and authentic contexts 

were left uncovered; 

2. technology change; and,  

3. requirement for critical thinking skill. 

 The advantages of two pedagogical approaches of CLL and TBLT were 

already reviewed previously in this chapter. The review presented the theoretical 

appropriateness in implementing two pedagogical approaches in the English for Mass 

Media course. The pedagogical appropriateness, as well as the research 

appropriateness in implementing the two approaches in the English for Mass Media is 

discussed in this section respectively.  

7.1.1 Pedagogical appropriateness 

  English for Mass Media is a course in which reading newspapers is a 

major learning activity and newspapers are the main learning material. Newspapers 

are considered as a vital authentic material which is used in language classrooms, and 

for a long time because of various advantages (Richards & Rodgers, 2001; Nunan, 

2004). Grundy (2001) summarized the advantages of newspapers in English language 

classroom in that newspapers are cheap and widely available. They are also learning 

resource containing a variety of text types which give English as a Second language 

(ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners choices and opportunities in 

developing second language reading skills. Newspapers are a flexible teaching 
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material which is considered appropriate, not only for language classroom in general, 

but also for the CLL classroom and the TBLT classroom.  

  1. Appropriateness for CLL 

  For the CLL classroom, that the language in newspapers is not graded 

can be considered as either advantage or disadvantage for language teaching. Learners 

are faced with lots of difficulties such as obscure headlines, monosyllabic words or 

jargon in headlines, complex sentence leads, unfamiliar cultural and sporting events, 

as well as dense column of print. However, Learners can practice reading skills and 

strategies (Grundy, 2001) and at the same time, collaboration in groups would help 

them pass through such difficulty. In addition, the nature of newspapers evokes 

readers’ authentic responses that could be appropriately used as a springboard to other 

collaborative and complex cognitive engagement activities, such as comment writing 

and discussion.  

  2. Appropriateness for TBLT 

  Newspapers are considered a flexible teaching material which is 

appropriate for task-based learning. Particularly, newspapers can be applied and used 

in many activities and tasks (Grundy, 2001; Harmer, 1998; Nunan, 2004). For 

example, English teachers can use materials in newspaper to create language exercises 

in order to teach linguistic features such as vocabulary, or grammatical structure. 

Newspapers can be used in rehearsal tasks in which learners are asked to read for the 

main idea, or to look for a job in classified ads. Newspapers can be adapted for use as 

activation tasks, such as jigsaw tasks, or information gap tasks. For tasks that requires 

learners to apply higher-level cognitive and integrated-skill, Warschauer (2001) 

suggested a project work due to the fact that project provides a meaningful and 

contextual framework for learning. Under the framework of the project, other tasks, 

such as language-focused tasks, classroom discussion, and oral presentation, can be 

included to help develop learners’ language proficiency. Learners can use authentic 

newspapers as a model to create their own newspapers. They can interview people, 
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search for supporting information, write news stories with eye-catching headlines, 

write commentary article, design the layout and even publish the paper. 

7.1.2 Research appropriateness 

  Another reason why English for Mass Media course was chosen for 

this study was the parallel that newspaper content provides for both control and 

experimental groups. In Thailand, there are two main local English newspapers: The 

Bangkok Post and The Nation. Both of them publish their content in hardcopy, as well 

as on their Websites, www.bangkokpost.com and www.nationmultimedia.com, 

respectively. The contents presented on the Websites and in hardcopy are rather 

similar. Students could log on to the Internet and read up-to-date news free of charge, 

while hard copies were available in the university library, or could be purchased at a 

reasonable price. 

 7.2 Roles of CLL in CTBA 

 The philosophy of CLL was applied for the design and organization of 

contents and tasks in the course. Based on the goal of CLL, which emphasizes 

achieving non-fundamental knowledge though high-order cognitive processes, content 

and tasks in CTBA were organized based on the framework of Bloom’s revised 

taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). 

 The rationale for applying Bloom’s revised taxonomy in designing and 

organizing content and tasks was based mainly on the definition of education given by 

the Act. “Education” was defined as “the learning process for personal and social 

development through imparting of knowledge; practice; training; transmission of 

culture; enhancement of academic progress; building a body of knowledge by creating 

a learning environment and learning society and the availability of factors conducive 

to continuous lifelong learning,” (ONEC, 1999:2). Defined by the ONEC, education 

was seen as a learning process which starts from the lowest level of cognitive process, 

“remembering of imparted knowledge”, to the highest level of cognitive one, 
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“constructing a body of knowledge”. Therefore, applying Bloom’s revised taxonomy 

for lesson planning was appropriate.  

 Bloom Taxonomy was a first attempt to classify learning behaviors and 

provide concrete measures for identifying different levels of learning. The taxonomy 

categorizes the cognitive process into six hierarchical levels, from the simple to more 

complex ones, being knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and 

evaluation, respectively (Bloom, Englehart, Furst, Hill, Krathwohl, 1956).  However, 

Bloom’s cognitive taxonomy used in this study was a revised version. The categories 

were rearranged in order of cognitive complexity. Arranged from the least complex to 

the most complex one, the cognitive activities were remembering, understanding, 

applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). There 

were two major changes in the revised version; the changes were claimed to help 

reflect cognitive process more accurately (Pohl, 2001). The first change was the 

names of six categories which were changed from nouns to verbs. The taxonomy was 

used to characterize the thinking process and thinking is action. Therefore the use of 

verbs, instead of nouns, was considered to be more accurate. The second change was 

the switch of order of the cognitive process. Creating (formerly synthesis) replaced 

the top position previously owned by evaluating (formerly evaluation). A comparison 

of Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive domain and the revised version is illustrated in 

Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Comparison of original Bloom’s taxonomy and the revised version 

(adapted from Anderson & Krathwohl, 200; Bloom et al., 1956) 

 The details of six cognitive activities in Bloom’s revised taxonomy are as 

follows (Talinton, 2003):  

1. The first and lowest stage is remembering, which requires the least 

complexity of the cognitive process. Learners at on this stage must be able 

to remember, recall and restate information told to them. Examples of 

activities that represent remembering process are recognizing, listing, 

identifying, and finding; 

2. Understanding is the second stage. At this stage, learners realize the 

concepts of contents by interpreting and translating what has been learned. 

Examples of activities that represent the understanding process are 

paraphrasing, summarizing, and explaining; 

3. The third stage is applying. Learners are able to apply the contents they 

have learned in different contexts.  An example of an activity that 

represents the applying process is implementing; 

4. Analyzing is the fourth stage. At this stage, learners are able to break 

content they have learned into parts and find the relationships of those 

parts in order to best understand them. Examples of activities that 

represent the analyzing process are comparing, organizing and integrating; 
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5. The fifth stage evaluating. Learners must be able to make decisions based 

on in-depth reflection, criticism and assessment. Checking, judging, testing 

and monitoring are some examples of activities representing the evaluating 

process;  

6. Creating is the top stage of Bloom’s revised taxonomy. At this stage, 

learners are able to create new ideas, or products, based on content 

previously learned. Examples of activities that represent the creating 

process are planning, designing and constructing.  

 Referring to Figure 6, remembering, understanding, and applying are 

considered lower-order cognitive processes, while analyzing, evaluating and creating 

are considered higher-order cognitive processes. In addition, learners in the 

remembering stage are just passive recipients, while learners in the understanding, 

applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating stages are active participants (Talinton, 

2003).  

 Therefore, based on the goals of CLL and the framework of Bloom’s revise 

taxonomy, the content and tasks in the English for Mass Media course were organized 

into two orders, particularly the horizontal order of open-endedness and the vertical 

order of cognitive complexity, as illustrated in the Table 4. 
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Table 4: Task Organization in CTBA 
En
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Simple cognitive process  Complex cognitive process 
Remembering  
 

Students read news stories 
and identify types and values. 

Students find news stories 
with assigned types and 
values. 

Understanding  Students read news stories 
and answer questions. 

Students read news stories and 
summarize the main idea. 

Applying  
 

Students choose the given 
headlines/ leads for the news 
stories. 

Students write their own 
headline/ leads after reading 
news stories. 

Analyzing  
 

Students are to distinguish 
facts out of opinions from 
assigned news stories. 

Students are to distinguish 
facts out of opinions from 
news stories of their own 
interest. 

Evaluating  
 

Students are to evaluate and 
judge the validity, reliability 
and authenticity of news 
stories from given news 
stories. 

Students are to evaluate and 
judge the validity, reliability 
and authenticity of news 
stories. 

Creating  
 

Students write news stories 
from given phrases of 
information. 

Students write whole news 
stories from the primary and 
secondary sources. 

 The details of CTBA’s task organization in the horizontal order of open-

endedness, and the vertical order of cognitive complexity are as follows: 

 Order of open-endedness  

 In each weekly class, the controlled practice came before the tasks in teaching 

procedure. The controlled practice required close-ended answers, while the Tasks 

required more open-ended answers. 

 Order of cognitive complexity 

 At the beginning of the semester, tasks required only a simple cognitive 

process in order to be completed, while at the end of the semester, tasks required more 

complex cognitive processes to be completed, such as term projects. 
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 7.3 Roles of TBLT in CTBA 

 TBLT was applied for pedagogical procedure in each weekly class. The 

procedure was adapted from the TBLT framework of Willis (1996) and Nunan (2004) 

as is illustrated in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7: CTBA pedagogical procedure  

 The procedure is comprised of six instructional steps, particularly schema-

building, controlled practice, language focus, tasks, presentation and wrap-up. Three 

important notions shared in Nunan and Willis TBLT frameworks, particularly 

authentic language exposure, authentic language use and focus on forms are included 

in this CTBA framework. With this framework, students were exposed to rich and 

comprehensible inputs of real spoken and written language in use, as in Schema 

building. Students were also given chances to use language to do things actively and 

constructively, as in Tasks, while the focus on form was not overlooked, as in 

Language Focus. The details of each step were as follows:  

1. The first step in instruction was schema building in which students had 

chance to have firsthand experience with target language in mass media, 

such as reading authentic news from authentic newspapers, or listening to 

news stories in the target language;  

2. The second step was controlled practice, in which students study the 

contents related to mass media and English language of mass media;  

3. The third step was language focus. In this step, students received 

grammatical language exercises and explanations before they dealt with 

tasks;  
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4. The fourth step was tasks. Task types were various and were done in 

groups;   

5. The fifth step was presentation. Students were required to present their 

work to the class while constructive feedback from the teacher and peers 

was given after the presentation;  

6. The last step was wrap-up. In this step, the instructor concluded the 

content taught in the class, as well as stimulated students to reflect upon 

their learning. Questions were answered, and take-home tasks were 

assigned. 

 7.4 Assessment in CTBA 

 Under CTBA, students learned language through completing tasks 

collaboratively. With this approach, the integration of language skills, and time taken 

to complete the tasks, was necessarily needed, while productive and observable task 

outcomes were expected. Nunan (2004: 164) suggested that the assessment in task-

based approach should assess student performance, be criterion referenced, be 

formative, and focus on attainment of specific objective, not general proficiency. 

 With the nature of CTBA, simply using standardized tests was not appropriate 

because such tests did not measure the actual performance of students when they deal 

with the assigned tasks. Therefore, an alternative assessment was chosen to assess 

students’ performance in this study. Brown (2004: 255) suggests that performance 

assessment should be used seriously, and strictly as similar as traditional tests are. 

Popular instruments to assess students’ performance are portfolios, journal writing, 

and self-peer assessment (Brown, 2004; Nunan, 2004; Gardner & Miller, 1999).  It 

should be noted that the three instruments offer alternative forms of assessment. 

However, portfolios and journal writing are considered performance assessment, 

while self and peer assessment can be used either for performance assessment or for 

traditional objective tests (Brown, 2004).  The details of three types of alternative 

assessment employed in CTBA are reviewed as follows: 
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 1. Portfolios 

 Rick Stiggin (1994, cited in Barrett 2005) defines portfolio as a purposive 

collection of learners’ work that demonstrates achievement and improvement. Richard 

and Schmidt (2002) add that a portfolio may include various forms of work, not only 

text, but also audio recording or video recording. However, electronic media such as 

animation, audio and video would be stored more easily and conveniently in 

electronic portfolios which share similar functions with traditional portfolio (Barrett, 

2005). Another significant element that should be included in portfolios is evidence of 

reflective learning, whereby students should have chance to think critically about their 

strengths and weaknesses as language learners. Reflection is, then, considered the 

most important part of a portfolio (Nunan, 2004).   

 2. Journals 

 A journal is a written record of one’s thoughts, feelings, ideas, comment or 

judgment. Journals are usually written without paying serious attention to 

grammatical correctness. Brown suggested that learners are motivated to freely 

contribute their ideas without fearing that those ideas will be judged by teachers later 

(2004).  Writing journal is a considered a technique to prepare learners to be active, 

lifelong learners. Learners should not know only “what” they learn, but should realize 

“why,” and “how,” they have learned it. One way to prepare learners is to support 

them to engage in learning reflection. By writing down what they learned, and 

reflecting on it, learners will gain insight about their learning process and their 

learning style (Garder & Miller, 1999; Reimann, 2001). Moreover, journals can be a 

personal document, or can be shared between peers, or with a teacher. It can be also 

included in a portfolio for performance assessment. 

 3. Self and peer assessment 

 Self-assessment stems from the fundamental principles of second language 

acquisition, such as learning autonomy and intrinsic motivation (Brown, 2004). 

Learners should set their own goal of learning and try hard to achieve that goal in 
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order to succeed in learning. All should be done through their intrinsic motivation of 

eagerness to learn, not from extrinsic forces, such as punishment or reward. Sharing 

some principles with self-assessment, the outstanding principle of peer-assessment is 

collaborative learning in which learners are resources to one another and, thereby, 

help create deep learning (Ng & Ma, 2002). Many researchers agreed as to the 

advantages of self and peer assessment. Self and peer assessment engage and motivate 

learners more because they are responsible for their learning. Autonomy and 

motivation also increase due to such responsibility (Brown & Hudson, 1998 cited in 

Brown, 2004).  In addition, self and peer assessment helps learners to notice how 

others work, to accept good practice and to gain learning strategies. Learners also use 

other’s work as a benchmark to judge their own understanding and ability. While 

assessing works, their critical skill is also improved because they have chance to 

judge others work from evaluator’s perspective (Davies, 2000 cited in Ng & Ma, 

2002). Brown (2004: 271) has categorized self and peer assessment into three types, 

particularly direct assessment of performance, indirect assessment of general 

competence, and meta-cognitive assessment of setting goals. The details of each types 

of assessment are as follows. 

 1. Direct assessment of performance 

 Direct assessment of performance is an evaluation done by self, or peers, 

immediately after the performance. Learners might fill in a defined scale checklist to 

rate oral presentation or role play. For example, in a writing class, learners were 

required to read, comment and edit their peers’ writing (Ferris, 2001).  

 2. Indirect assessment of general competence 

 While direct assessment focuses mainly on a short performance and at a 

specific period of time, indirect assessment of general competence is the evaluation of 

performance covering a lesson occurring over of several days, or over a learning 

module or a course running over a whole semester. Minor, or non-repeating, flaws are 

ignored because the main objective is to evaluate the general ability or performance. 

The ideal form for any general self-conducted indirect assessment is journal writing in 
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which learners are engaged with open-ended assessment. For example, in a grammar-

focused writing course in which an objective was to correct learners’ persistent 

grammatical errors, learners were required to write about their errors, as found in 

previous writings. This helped learners to develop strategies in locating and correcting 

errors (Shih, 2001).  

 3. Meta-cognitive assessment of setting goals 

 At the beginning of the course, students were asked to focus on course 

objectives or set up their own learning goal. Then, when the course is in process, or at 

the end of the course, students evaluate how, and how well, they achieve the learning 

goal.  

 7.5 Reliability and validity of alternative assessment 

 The alternative assessment used in this study, specifically portfolios, journals, 

as well as elf and peer assessment, had both strengths and weaknesses. The portfolio 

approach is low in practicality because teachers would be overloaded with learners’ 

work which needs time and effort to assess thoroughly. However, it is high in face 

validity, content validity and authenticity due to the fact that a portfolio is able to 

assess actual learners’ performance. It is also high in washback because learners can 

learn from peers’ and teachers’ feedback, as well as from their learning process and 

products collected in portfolio.  

 It is noteworthy that journals are low in practicality because it takes time and 

effort to write and to assess them. However, writing a journal is a way to encourage 

learners to reflect upon their learning process and strategies. This prepares them to be 

active and lifelong learners later.   

 Self and peer assessment is also severely criticized for their low reliability due 

to learners’ subjectivity and their lack of assessment knowledge and related skills. 

However, it is practical in reducing teachers’ workload and is also high in content 

validity, feedback potential, and authenticity.  In this study, in which student 

engagement was assessed, self assessment is considered to be the most valid and 
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popularly used instrument among researchers who studied student engagement 

(Fredricks et al.; 2004). It was found that even an instrument which was considered 

more reliable than self assessment such as observation by trained researchers, could 

not provide a valid result for cognitive engagement (Peterson et al., 1984).   

 Table 5 below shows that though the alternative assessments come with a cost 

of low practicality and reliability, its weaknesses can be countered by teachers who 

understand its nature. For example, the workload of portfolio and journal assessment 

can be reduced if teachers ask learners to become involve in assessing their own 

work, and that of their peers. Self and peer assessment might also be considered low 

in reliability. However, a diligent teacher can avoid this potential flaw by reserving 

self and peer assessment only for small formative assessment (Born, 2003).  

 

Table 5: Principled Evaluation of Alternatives to Assessment (Adapted from 

Brown, 2004: 278) 

Principles Portfolio Journal Self/Peer assessment 

Practicality Low Low Moderate 

Reliability Moderate Moderate Low 

Face validity High Moderate Moderate 

Content validity High High High 

Washback High High High 

Authenticity  High High High 

  

 To sum up, when face validity, content validity, washback and authenticity are 

the major concern, especially for performance assessment, then portfolios, journals, as 

well as self and peer assessment are valid tools for evaluating learners’ performance. 

These are also valuable tools for formative assessment in offering learners 

constructive feedback. 
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8. Network-based Language Teaching  

 It cannot be denied that technology has a crucial role in facilitating learning by 

helping learners to connect with content, context, and the community (Milliron & 

Miles, 2000). However, technology does not significantly change any essential 

elements in learning; it just provides a set of tools that simply, facilitates the learning 

process. What matters is implementing technology into education, and doing so in 

meaningful ways (Bowen et al., 2003; Chen & McGrath, 2003; Garrett, 1991; 

Milliron & Miles, 2000; Warschauer, 2005).  In this section, the roles of technology in 

language teaching, Network-based Language Teaching (NBLT), plus the rationale of 

the implementation of NBLT, as well as strengths and weaknesses of the 

implementation are reviewed.   

 8.1 Technology and language teaching  

 Technology has shared roles in language teaching for a long time. When 

language perspectives have shifted from structural to cognitive, and later to socio-

cultural perspective, the roles of Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) has 

changed accordingly (Kern & Warschauer, 2000). When language learning was 

viewed as a structural process, language was viewed as objective knowledge that can 

be developed by transmission from competent users, with habit formation made 

possible via repetition and corrective feedback. Language classes were conducted 

under grammar translation and audio-lingual methods. Therein, computers were used 

to provide drill, practice, tutorial explanations and corrective feedback.  

 With Noam Chomsky’s transformational generative grammar and the notion 

of LAD and UG, together with Stephen Krashen’s Monitor Theory and the notion of 

comprehensible input, language was then viewed as a constructed mental system. This 

was developed by the interaction between innate cognition and language input. Under 

the cognitive perspective, in which computers are used to provide language 

comprehensible input and analytic and inferential tasks, learners interact with 

computers and computer programs, trying individually to complete tasks. Yet, they 
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lack the chance to engage in authentic negotiation of meaning with other human 

beings.  

 Until recently, language learning was regarded as a socio-cognitive process. 

Language is developed in cultural contexts through social interactions with 

assimilation and accommodation of others’ speech. With this perspective, language 

instruction is no longer the procedure of explaining linguistic features, or exclusively 

providing comprehensible input to learners. It is about engaging learners to use 

language meaningfully, and appropriately, in authentic social contexts. Methods and 

techniques for language teaching that support this perspective are Communicative 

Language Learning (CLT), learner-centered instruction, strategy-based learning, 

content-based learning, CLL and TBLT.  

 Similarly to the rational CLL and TBLT were chosen to be promising teaching 

approaches, the integration and implementation of technology in the study was based 

on the socio-cognitive perspective. In comparison to the cognitive perspective in 

which learners exclusively interact with computers, under socio-cognitive perspective, 

technology, specifically Information and Communication Technology (ICT), is used 

to connect learners to learning resource, learning contexts and learning communities. 

The integration and implementation of technology for the English for Mass Media 

course in this study was conducted under the approach named Network-Based 

Language Teaching (NBLT) 

 8.2 Network-Based Language Teaching  

 NBLT is “language teaching that involves the use of computers connected to 

one another in either local or global networks,” (Kern & Warschauer, 2000:1). 

Goodyear, Banks, Hodgson and McConnel (2004:1) defined NBLT as “learning in 

which information and communications technology (ICT) is used to promote 

connections: between one learner and other learners; between learners and tutors; 

between a learning community and its learning resources.” According to an objective 

stated in the National ICT Education Masterplan (ONEC, 2002), Thai students are 

expected to use ICT to investigate, collect and process data from various sources, as 
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well as to create new knowledge. Therefore, ICT becomes a significant medium in 

NBLT and both of them are inseparable. 

 The followings are examples of language courses which implemented the 

notion of NBLT (Warschauer, 2000): 

1. ESL students at Miller College used Computer Mediated Communication 

(CMC) to share paragraphs with classmates in order to check the 

correctness for peer editing. They were also asked to write an essay to 

long-distant key pals (online pen pals);  

2. ESL students at the University of Hawaii were required to write e-mail 

journals for their teacher, and publish their bio-data and copies of their 

papers on their Web pages; and  

3. Students of a Hawaiian language course at the University of Hawaii used 

CMC to discuss various topics related to personal, political and cultural 

issues. They also created Web sites as a project demonstrating knowledge 

about Hawaiian life and culture. 

 Therefore, from the samples above, NBLT does not come in a specific form of 

teaching. This is to say, it can be used in various ways, as Kern and Warschauer 

stated, “Network-based language teaching does not represent a particular technique, 

method, or approach. It is constellation of ways by which students communicate via 

computer networks and interpret and construct online texts and multimedia 

documents, all as part of a process steadily increasing engagement in new discourse 

communities,” (2000:17). 

 8.3 Elements in NBLT 

 NBLT is composed of two major elements that are the network, and the digital 

literacy. The details of both elements are presented in the following sections below. 
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8.3.1 The network  

  The network is simply a tool. What matters is how the tool is 

employed. As already reviewed in the previous sections, the theoretical framework 

preferred by the ONEC for Thai learning reform is constructivism, and language 

acquisition is viewed as a socio-cognitive process. Under the perspectives of cognitive 

constructivism and social constructivism, ICT is considered a crucial tool for 

language teaching and learning due to two functions of ICT that are to provide 

contents and context for interaction and to provide access to discourse and learning 

communities. The detailed descriptions of the both functions are presented in the 

following sections below.   

  1. Contents and context for interaction 

  The first important feature of the NBLT and ICT is to provide contents 

and context mainly through Web sites which are located on a global network, as 

known as the World Wide Web (WWW). The World Wide Web, also referred to as 

Web, is a relatively new and revolutionary medium for organizing, linking, presenting 

and accessing information. According to Shetzer and Warschauer, 2001, the important 

features of the Web are:  

1. information is presented in linked nonlinear patterns that are stored 

electronically; 

2. integration of text with multimedia, such as graphics, audio and 

videos;  

3. rapid global access; and,  

4. ease and low cost of international publication.  

  With the Web, learners are able to access the enormous amount of 

authentic information in authentic languages (Warschauer & Healey, 1998) and are 

able to publish and distribute their works to an wider groups of audience (Shetzer & 

Warschauer 2001).    
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  2. Access to discourse and learning communities 

  The second significant feature of ICT is providing access to discourse 

and learning communities through CMC. ICT helps connect people from different 

parts of the world to join together. CMC in the language classroom has many 

advantages. Most of them stem from features which allow learners to collaboratively 

learn and work together more conveniently. The advantages of collaborative learning 

have already been reviewed in section 4, this chapter. For online collaborative 

learning, Kamhistein (2000) has reviewed the advantages of CMC, as follows. 

  Firstly, CMC promotes reflection and awareness of how to use 

language in social discourse. Learners gain more benefit from interaction because the 

nature of written communication allows them to attend and reflect both on form and 

content of the communication (Kern & Warschauer, 2000). In a study, it was found 

that learners used more variety of language functions when they communicated via 

CMC compared to traditional communication (Chun, 1994; Warschauer, 1996a). It 

was also found that, via CMC, learners used linguistic features which are lexically 

and syntactically more complex than they did in face to face communication 

(Warscheauer, 1996a). 

  Secondly, CMC helps reduce the limitation of learning in traditional 

classroom i.e. location, time, audience and interactivity. Kamhistein (2000) found that 

in an CMC setting, the interaction pattern did not reflect the initiation-response-

evaluation (IRE) structure which is usually found in the language classroom. With the 

IRE pattern, the teacher asks question, learners answer that question and, finally, the 

teacher evaluates the correctness of the responses. In the traditional language 

classroom, most exchanges reflect the IRE structure, while most teachers’ initiations 

are to ask questions. The directions of exchange were, mostly, from the teacher to the 

whole class, and from an individual learner to the teacher. There was no collaboration 

and no interaction. However, within a CMC setting, many exchanges consisted of 

learners’ initiations and responses which were driven by learners’ needs and interests.  

Ng and Ma (2002) claimed that interaction among learners is fostered because CMC 

is simple and convenient, and it is also time and space independent when compared to 
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other means of communication. With electronically stored online messages, learners 

from different levels of socio-economic or academic status have equal opportunities 

to share and exchange their ideas, opinions and experience in discretion. They are also 

able to refer to previous exchanges and keep a record easily. In addition, CMC 

improves learners’ engagement through cultural exchange, such as connecting French 

language students in America with French students in France (Kern, 1996), and 

connecting American Spanish language students with people in Latin America 

(Kendall, 1995).  

  Thirdly, asynchronous CMC tools allow learners to learn in 

collaboration with their peers, and teachers. From several empirical studies, 

researchers suggested that if technology is used to create collaborative learning 

communities via web-based discussions, learners’ cognitive engagement would be 

enhanced. For example, Benston (2000) studied the effects of a collaborative Web-

based course project on learner critical thinking and deep understanding about 

complex social policy issues. Learners were asked to think critically about the 

reliability and validity of information on the Web while the instructor and classmates 

provided weekly feedback in order to expand learners’ critical view. Another sample 

is a study on the interactive Web journal (Reimann, 2001). Each day, after class, 

learners submitted two important lecture points and one unresolved question via a 

Web form. Through the Web, learners were given an opportunity to think critically, 

and reflect upon their questions. The safe environment of the Web promoted 

discussion and helped increase participation from introverted and reflective learners.  

The results showed that learners found the Web helpful overall. Web discussion 

helped improve clarification and feedback on difficult concepts. It facilitated 

classroom discussion, gave them a voice in class, made it easier to ask questions, and 

stimulated thinking outside the classroom.  The findings in a study conducted by 

Persell (2004) showed the same result. Persell studied the effects of Web board 

discussion by having learners join a weekly online seminar in which they were 

assigned specific questions and discussion roles. The Web discussion could foster 

introverted learners, who rarely engaged in class, to participate. The finding showed 

that learners’ participation and interaction with the ideas of others increased during 
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the semester, thereby relating to their increasing cognitive engagement. Finally, 

asynchronous CMC tools allow learners to learn at their own pace while, at the same 

time, provide them with a sense of community.  

8.3.2 Digital literacy 

  As mentioned that NBLT, which is comprised of the Internet and 

CMC, is simply a set of tools, what matters is how to apply the tools to complete 

tasks. The knowledge and skills to retrieve information from the Internet, to have high 

level thinking process with such information, and to communicate with other 

members in online communities is called digital literacy. Shetzer and Warschauer 

(2000) suggested that traditional verbal literacy is no longer enough to tackle the more 

connected and complex world in the 21st century which is moving faster by 

technology. Learners should be prepared with digital literacy (which they called 

electronic literacy). Learners with digital literacy are able to use computers and the 

Internet to interpret and express meaning. They are able to find, retrieve, organize and 

make use of the information, as well as to read and write in the new medium. Digital 

literacy is divided into three broad, overlapping areas that are communication, 

construction and research. The three areas could be compared to the four 

communicative skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing). The details of the 

three areas with a comparison with four skills are as follows:  

1. Communication  

CMC could be compared to speaking and listening (Shetzer & 

Warschauer, 2000). Communication through CMC is different from the traditional 

form in many aspects, such as having its own forms of language, abbreviations and 

symbols, as well as etiquette (Kung, 2004). Moreover, with CMC, people can 

communicate both synchronously and asynchronously, with less physical and 

chronological barriers (Beatty, 2003; Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000.)  
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2. Construction  

Construction in digital literacy could be compared to writing in 

the traditional way, though there are three important shifts from the traditional writing 

(including typing), particularly, the shift from essay to hypertext, the shift from words 

to multimedia and the shift from author to co-constructors. The details of the three 

shifts are as follows. 

- Shift from essay to hypertext 

Traditional text is usually written in a linear form. However, 

hypertext is a feature of the Web changes reading from linear to non-linear pattern. 

Hypertext enables a single document to link to other documents stored in the same, or 

different, locations around the world. Readers have more alternatives from which to 

choose, whether to continue reading the whole article, or to stop reading it and click 

links to other pages for additional information. Though hypertext is far from replacing 

traditional print text, it could be regarded as an evolutional way of idea and 

information presentation.  

- Shift from words to multimedia 

Another important function of hypertext is multimedia. Not 

only does this relate the text, but also other media, such as graphics, animation, audio 

and video can be presented together on hypertext documents.  

- Shift from author to co-constructors  

Online documents mostly are the work of co-constructors 

instead of a sole writer, as in the traditional way. Web sites, usually are creation of a 

team of people, rather than just one person. Moreover, most Web sites have links to 

other Web sites in which the work of other authors exist. Even in a single reading 

session, readers could possibly read a topic written by many authors from many 

sources.  
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3. Research  

Due to the increasing amount of available information on the 

Internet, the ability to navigate the Internet, search for information and critically 

evaluate what is found before it is put it into use, could be considered the most 

important skill of digital literacy. For learners who are looking for information on the 

Internet, they need both reading and researching skills. Learners must know how to 

use search engines, to scan and to skim Web pages to look for the information they 

want, as well as to judge the validity, reliability and accuracy of information they find 

(Stapleton, 2005). These activities cannot be completed with low-level cognitive 

processes alone.  

 As mentioned, ICT are considered vital tools for 21st century that all must 

master as either literacy per se or tools to promote other literacy (AASL & AECT, 

1997; ITEA, 1996; ONEC, 2002; Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000; UNESCO, 2006).  To 

be successful in the age of information, learners should be flexible, autonomous, and 

lifelong learners (Reich, 1991 cited in Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000; Rifkin, 1995 

cited in Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000). To develop autonomous learners, it is crucial 

to cultivate digital literacy in learners (ONEC, 2002). Furthermore, from many studies 

related to implementation of NBLT in the classroom, the findings showed that the 

implementation resulted in higher learning achievement and student engagement. 

 8.4 NBLT and student engagement 

 The positive findings, related to the correlation between NBLT and student 

engagement, as well as the effects of NBLT on student engagement, were found in 

many studies. The detailed descriptions of the findings related to NBLT, student 

engagement, and its sub-elements, specifically, affective, behavioral and cognitive 

engagement are presented below.         

8.4.1 NBLT and affective engagement 

  Many scholars worry that working with computers might isolate 

learners socially. However, Crook (1994 cited in Beatty, 2003) says that computers 
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facilitate socially organized learning in the classroom rather than inhibits it. It was 

found that learners prefer to work together at a computer though there were other 

computers available for working individually (Beatty, 2003). They also enjoyed 

having peer assessment as it was more objective and they were able to gather more 

opinions (Ng, 2002b). Learners were motivated, had good attitudes and realized the 

values of computers and ICT (Reimann, 2001; Shetzer & Warschauer, 2001; 

Suanpang, and Petocz (2006); Warschauer, Grant, Real & Rousseau, 2004; 

Warschauer & Grimes, 2005). Moreover, learners also valued digital literacy they 

earned as a necessity for them after graduation (Kantos, 2002; Williams & Roberts, 

2002; Warschauer, 1996b). 

8.4.2 NBLT and behavioral engagement 

  With computers, learners can acquire language through collaboration 

and negotiation of meaning. When two or more learners sit together at computers and 

have discussion on learning process and content in the target language, they often 

engage in scaffolded learning by helping each other improve their language (Beatty, 

2003). Moreover, with CMC, learners, especially the introvert and weak ones, felt 

more comfortable to involve in collaborative learning, doing so their participation and 

interaction increased (Reimann, 2001; Persell, 2004). By doing so, the language was 

used authentically, without the restriction of IRE structure usually found in traditional 

classroom (Kamhistein, 2000).  

  The negotiation of meaning and collaboration occurs regardless of the 

computer programs used in language classrooms. Some computer programs are not 

intentionally designed for teaching language such as simulations, designing programs 

or word processing programs. Yet these can stimulate a great amount of interactive 

discussion if learners are given opportunities of working the programs in pairs, or in 

groups rather than individually (Nunan and Lamb, 1996a, cited in Beatty, 2003). In 

addition, with CMC, learners are able to learn in their own time and at their own pace 

(Ng and Ma, 2002), doing so with lower cultural and linguistic barriers (Kamhistein, 

2000). 
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8.4.3 NBLT and cognitive engagement 

  Learners agreed that they learned effectively through online 

multimedia-based contents, while communication and collaboration among learners 

and faculty members improved their understanding and other higher level cognitive 

process (Benston, 2000; Rersell, 2004; Reimann, 2001; Thomas, 2005) and learning, 

thereby, became active and meaningful (Sterling, 2004). This is due to the fact that 

the Web opens opportunities for learners to work in order to produce products which 

can be achieved by having higher-level thinking skills developed collaboratively. In a 

study conducted by Chun and Plass (2000), learners were required to engage in 

productive tasks and activities in a network environment. They were assigned tasks as 

if they were learners with prospects to study abroad. They had to find out the 

programs, university, accommodation, budget and other relevant details as if they 

were actually going there. Learners can also access authentic information, as well as 

communicate with other people multimodally, such as with texts, sounds or even 

video, as in a video teleconference. With tools and activities assigned, learners could 

make decision as to the path they want to take with tools they choose in order to 

complete the assigned tasks.  

  In a large scale study of the effects of a computer laptop program in 

which a thousand of students in three K-12 schools in Orange County, California 

participated, Mark Warschauer and his team found that computer laptops, which 

connected wirelessly with the Internet, helped students easily and conveniently access 

to information. Students used online information in many ways. For example, they 

used computers to seek information for background class-related knowledge before 

they came into the classrooms, to seek information to solve “just-in-time” problems 

appearing in classroom tasks, and to help complete their research projects 

(Warschauer & Grimes, 2005).  In another research project involving a laptop 

program, Warschauer and his team studied minority students, such as Latino English 

learners from low income families in California, as well as refugee and immigrant 

students in Maine. The problem for these students was weakness in academic literacy, 

such as reading, writing, speaking, listening and thinking skills. Yet, computer 
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availability and Internet access supported these underprivileged students with 

extensive and independent reading and writing, and assisted with language 

scaffolding. These students were also provided with opportunities to do authentic 

research and then pursue publication. The laptop program resulted in many positive 

outcomes. For example, students were more engaged. The engaged students produced 

more sophisticated work, which required more cognitive processes to complete. 

Moreover, when measured with a standardized test, they gained a higher score 

(Warschauer et al., 2004).  

  In a large scale research conducted by the Center for Applied Special 

Technology (CAST, 1996), 500 students from fourth and sixth form elementary and 

middle schools in America were asked to complete a project relating to civil rights. 

Students in the experimental group were allowed to access information from the 

Internet, while ones in control group did not. The result showed that students with 

online access received higher scores in all nine learning measures, and the scores were 

statistically significant for five of the nine measures. Moreover, from observations, 

teachers in the experimental group reported that the students were able to 1) find 

information quickly, 2) retrieve information from a large number of sources in various 

formats, 3) deal with information in ways that made the material relevant to their 

lives, and 4) learn from others, peers, teacher and the community by communication 

via e-mail and Web boards.  

  Not only the Web and the CMC facilitate learner learning. Other 

computer applications also help learners to engage cognitively in learning. 

Warschauer and Grimes (2005) found that the word processing application 

encouraged learners to write more than they did by hand.  Computers also helped 

learners to revise and edit their paper easily so they could compare different drafts 

before submitting the best one for their paper. Moreover, computers applications 

allow learners to engage in higher level of cognitive activities (Warschauer et al., 

2004; Warschauer & Grimes, 2005). For example, in writing classes, learners 

creatively produced their writing in various formats, such as brochures, posters and 

newspapers. In a literature class, learners were asked to compose a short musical clip 
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to represent the emotion in the poems that they read. With the Internet and Web 

browsers, learners downloaded maps, pictures, audio or video clips and placed them 

in slides for a project presentation. Learners also used computers to organize their 

learning, such as making flash cards from a presentation program, taking note on a 

word processing program or managing their schedule by way of a calendar program.  

 The literature review showed the positive effects of NBLT on student 

engagement and its sub-elements, as well as the positive relationship between NBLT 

and student engagement, including its sub-elements, thus the second set of hypotheses 

related to student engagement were set as alternative one-tailed hypotheses, (the first 

set of hypotheses are mentioned later), as follows: 

2. Student engagement of the undergraduate students who were taught using 

CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those who were taught 

without such an approach.  

2.1. Affective engagement of the undergraduate students who were taught 

using CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those who 

were taught without such an approach.  

2.2. Behavioral engagement of the undergraduate students who were 

taught using CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those 

who were taught without such an approach.  

2.3. Cognitive engagement of the undergraduate students who were taught 

using CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than those who 

were taught without such an approach. 

 8.5 NBLT and achievement 

 From the literature reviewed above, NBLT had positive effects on affective 

engagement (Ng, 2002b; Reimann, 2001; Shetzer & Warschauer, 2001; Suanpang, & 

Petocz, 2006; Warschauer & Grimes, 2005; Warschauer et al, 2004), behavioral 

engagement (Kamhistein, 2000; Ng and Ma, 2002; Nunan and Lamb, 1996a, cited in 

Beatty, 2003; Persell, 2004;  Reimann, 2001), and cognitive engagement (CAST, 

1996; Benston, 2000; Chun and Plass (2000); Reimann, 2001; Rersell, 2004; Sterling, 
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2004; Thomas, 2005; Warschauer & Grimes, 2005; Warschauer et al., 2004). The 

relationships between student engagement and achievement were also found in many 

studies (Carini, et al, 2006; Fincham, et al., 1989; Fredricks et al., 2004; Nystrand & 

Gamoran, 1991; Zimmerman, 1990).  

 In Thai contexts, the effectiveness of Web-Based Instruction (WBI) is found 

to be promising in enhancing learners’ learning achievement, particularly in 

Information technology, Mathematics and Statistics and Science (Apichatibutarapong, 

Worrachittanon, Tenissara, Vongsirojgul, and Petsuwan, 2008). Even in the context of 

SDRU, Suanpang, and Petocz (2006) studied the effects of WBI in the Business 

Statistics course. The results showed that online learners achieved superior learning 

outcomes in terms of grades and levels of satisfaction with their learning compared to 

learners in traditionally taught classes. However, what should be pointed out is these 

WBI courses were designed and constructed, mainly based on structural and cognitive 

perspectives. These online courses provided learners with content, examples with 

multimedia, quizzes and tests. The connections to other learning sources, 

communication to and collaboration with other communities, as well as construction 

online text and multimedia documents, all which are the main goals of NBLT, were 

not the main functions in these WBI courses.  

 A study of Raksasuk (2000) found that Thai students hardly had social 

interaction in WBI. Her finding, particularly Thai students’ online interaction habits 

agreed with other studies that support the notion that Anglo-Saxon students (from 

individualist cultures) are more accustomed to student-centered situations whereas 

Asian students (from collectivist cultures) prefer a teacher-centered approach 

(Anakwe Kessler, and Christensen ,1999; Chin, Chang and Bauer, 2000) 

 Chin  and colleagues (2000) compared two groups of university students from 

two different cultural backgrounds, particularly from Anglo-Saxon countries 

(Australia, England, Northern Ireland, New Zealand and Scotland), and from Asian 

cultural countries (Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong Kong, India, Philippines, 

Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand).The results showed that Anglo-Saxon students were 

more confident in using the Web-based materials despite the fact that both groups 
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perceived Web-based learning as an innovative idea to facilitate learning. Moreover, 

Asian students accessed the materials fewer than Anglo-Saxons did and seemed to 

have significantly more trouble related to the tasks of Web-based learning than their 

Anglo-Saxon classmates.  

 On issue of communication, Anakwe and colleagues (1999) also found that 

motives and communication patterns of learners from individualist cultures were 

supported in an online distance learning environment more so than learners from a 

collectivist culture. For Thais, face-to-face interaction is found to be the preferred 

method of communication rather than virtual interaction (Tetiwat and Huff, 2003). 

Many scholars (Raksasuk, 2000; Sanae & Bruekner, 2004; Mustafa, 2005) suggested 

that cultural factors in terms of interaction and communication should be considered 

while design and implement WBI because WBI might not increase collaboration for 

all cultures.  

 In Thailand, rote learning and learning by example are common ways of 

learning. From observation, Prapaisit (2003) found that English classes she observed 

were teacher-centered and most time in classroom was spent for teacher talks. The 

target language was hardly used in those classes due to the teachers’ low English 

proficiency, teacher’s lack of confidence, and learners’ low proficiency. Moreover, 

none of them used group work or pair work, which are is most important feature of 

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT).  Doing so was due to the fact that they 

were trained to use only drill activities, Total Physical Response (TPR), and singing.   

 On the contrary, E-learning requires a high level of discipline from the learner 

while Thai students have less of a sense of participation towards learning (Sanae & 

Bruekner, 2004). Particularly with NBLT, in which ICT is used to promote:  

1. collaboration between learners-learners, and learners-instructors; 

2. communication between learners and learning community; 

3. connection between learners and learning resources (Goodyear el al., 

2004); and 
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4. constructions of news knowledge in the forms of online multimedia text 

(Kern & Warschauer, 2000).  

 Many studies mentioned the passive learning habits of Thai student.  Thai 

students show a significant lack of self-control and independence of learning and of 

creative and critical thinking (Viartas & Sangkamnee, 2000). Thai university students 

were knowledge consumers (Sinlarat, 2005). The statements were agreed to by 

Pragram and Pragram (2006) that Thai students will only study a textbook because the 

answers for the examinations are in the book, but they rarely apply knowledge 

learned, such as putting it into use. Thai students still expect a great deal of assistance 

from teachers even they are in higher education (Pragram and Pragram, 2006). 

Malaiwong (1997) suggested that Thai students never have been taught to be 

autonomous learners.  

 NBLT is an innovative teaching approach and the studies of its effects on 

language achievement are rarely available, particularly in Thai context. Thai students’ 

passive learning habits possibly obstruct them from active and collaborative learning, 

and using the target language for those activities. The effects of NBLT, a teaching 

approach which is based on socio-cognitive, on English language achievement, 

particularly in Thai context is, then, uncertain. Therefore, from literature review, the 

first hypothesis in this study was set as a null hypothesis that:  

1. The English language achievement of the undergraduate students who 

were taught using CTBA with NBLT was not significantly different from 

those who were taught without such an approach. 

 The uncertainty in a finding related to English language achievement led to the 

third set of hypotheses that: 

3. There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and student engagement of the undergraduate students in 

each group.  
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3.1 There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and affective engagement of the undergraduate students 

in each group. 

3.2 There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and behavioral engagement of the undergraduate students 

in each group. 

3.3 There was not a significant correlation between the English language 

achievement and cognitive engagement of the undergraduate students 

in each group. 

  8.7 Suggestions for NBLT implementation 

 One caution that should be kept in mind when NBLT is integrated and 

implemented into classrooms is that computers and the Internet do not always engage 

and motivate learners. Before interested researchers began their research and 

observations, they expected that learners would be more authentically engaged when 

using computers in comparison to more traditional methods. Researchers found that 

learners did like the technology, but authenticity of the lesson and activities relevant 

and meaningful to learners’ lives made the lesson even more engaging than using 

computers (Bowen et al., 2003). This finding agreed with one from a study of a 

hypermedia design class (Chen and McGrath, 2003), in which hypertext tools just 

provided some certain motivational effects for the learners. However, what mattered 

in sustaining learner effort to complete tasks that demanded high levels of cognitive 

engagement was motivating context. The motivating context consists of the teacher, 

the curriculum, the peers, the tools, and the educational institution’s attitudes toward 

technology.  

 In addition, to facilitate learning, Warschauer (2001) suggests that tasks in an 

online environment should include the following elements.  

1. Interview and surveys: collaboratively, learners work to design, conduct 

and interpret an interview or survey on a social or cultural issue; 
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2. Online research: collaboratively, learners conduct online research 

questions assigned by teachers or their own interests;  

3. Comparative investigations: collaboratively, learners investigate social, 

cultural, or economic issues in their society and compare the findings 

online; 

4. Simulations: collaboratively, learners set up a simulation of a real world 

problem and try to find out the best solution; and, 

5. Online publication: collaboratively, learners publish online newsletter, 

magazine or report.   

 The characteristics of online tasks suggested by Warschauer (2001) suited well 

the term project of the English in Mass Media course. The term project required 

students to write, and to publish new stories, which reflected the current social issues, 

doing so by having interviews with news sources and conducting research.  

 In conclusion, to implement NBLT into the language classroom needs 

thorough planning. Students should be informed in advance what they are required to 

do, as well as the teacher’s expectation, as to outcomes, plus the criteria used to judge 

them, and the advantages they would gain from learning with NBLT. Some training 

might be needed in advance to prepare students for the NBLT environment. 

Moreover, the way that technology is integrated into the lessons is also important; it 

should not be used just for the sake of being used. It must be connected to the lesson 

in a constructive way. The Internet is suitable for a well-structured task-based 

approach which allows students to engage in complex and meaningful tasks 

throughout the course, doing so in collaboration with peers, teachers, other people or 

other resources (Warschauer, 2001; Roselli, Faggiano, Plantamura, & Rossano, 2002).   

 8.8 Precautions for NBLT implementation  

 However, Williams and Roberts (2002) have concluded that some weaknesses 

of NBLT might affect learning success, particularly, willingness to contribute, time 

management, communication skills, and computer skills, details of which follow.  
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 1. Willingness to contribute 

 Though many studies showed the positive results of online collaboration in 

which learners had chance to collaboratively work by contributing their ideas and 

experience, some learners might be unwilling to share. Learners who felt they were 

more proficient might be less motivated to exchange information if they saw that 

other members in the group were passive.  Some learners might be reluctant to share 

their ideas because they were not confident in their answers, or they were dominated 

by other active controlling learners.  

 2. Time management 

 NBLT requires collaboration between learners, while CMC allows them to 

work at any time and in any place.  Some learners might feel that they were 

overloaded with work. Some might be frustrated or bored while they had to wait for 

feedback from peers or teachers.  

 3. Communication skills 

 Some learners might experience difficulties in communicating with people 

with whom they were not acquainted. The lack of visual contact and body language 

also affected understanding. 

 4. Computer skills 

 As mentioned, NBLT requires digital literacy. Some learners might not 

possess such literacy, so operating computers and related applications might be 

obstacles for their learning. In addition, typing skill is a also crucial skill in NBLT. 

From research, it was found that learners with less proficient typing skill were less 

productive when they were required to learn in an NBLT context (Warschauer & 

Grimes, 2005).   
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 5. The Influence of Thai culture  

 In addition, academics have demonstrated concerns over the contradiction 

between Thai culture and Thai educational reform. The study reported in this 

dissertation stemmed from an attempt to develop education in Thailand with the 

National Education Act of 1999, regarded as a main principle and guideline. The 

concerns about the influence of Thai culture over learners and learning reform should 

be considered. Hallinger and Kantamara (2001) viewed that educational reform is 

possibly unsuccessful because notions in such reform conflicted with traditional Thai 

culture. That schools and teachers gained more independence and control does not fit 

with long-practiced norms in which educational policies were centralized. Pagram and 

Pagram (2006) exhibited anxiety over negative effects from westernized educational 

reform, claiming that the implementation of Western education, namely e-learning, 

into Thai contexts without appropriate adaptation or localization might negatively 

affect the culture and values of Thai youth.   

 As Hofstede stated, “Culture could be defined as the interactive aggregate of 

common characteristics that influence a human group’s response to its environment.  

Culture determines the uniqueness of a human group in the same way personality 

determines the uniqueness of an individual,” (2001: 10). The learning preference and 

learning habits of an individual learner can be considered as a part of his or her 

personality or habits. However, if learners from a particular country tend to believe 

and behave in similar ways, then the learning habits of such learners could possibly 

stem from the culture of the communities to which they belong.   

 A document distributed to instructors and academic personnel by the 

Department of Education and Children’s Services, the Government of South Australia 

(2008), characterizes the personality and learning habits of Thai students as follows: 

1. Thai students are taught to accept what the instructors say. They are less 

likely to have argument with the instructors as arguing is considered an 

inappropriate manner for young people to behave with older people;  
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2. They are generally shy. They are afraid to give wrong answers and to be 

embarrassed;  

3. They do not like to be singled out in a classroom, either for praise, blame, 

or individual response; and 

4. They are not accustomed to open class discussion. 

 This document concluded that Thais are passive learners and their passive 

learning habits stem from a non-confrontational society of Thailand in which 

traditions and cultures emphasize courtesy, tolerance and mutual respect while dispute 

or criticism should be avoided. Therefore, it is possible that Thai culture might affect 

the results in this study.  The Cultural Dimensions (Hofstede, 2001) was chosen as a 

framework to gain insight into Thai culture.  The descriptions of Hofstede’s Cultural 

Dimensions are presented in detail below.  

 Power Distance 

 Power distance refers to the degree to which people accepted unequally 

distributed power. Scarborough (1998: 9) characterized people and societies with high 

power distance as follows: 

1. People in high power distance society depend on the authority and expect 

directions from them;  

2. Subordinates are unwilling to challenge, or approach, anyone with higher 

authority; 

3. Children are taught since they were young to obey strict rules and the 

power of the superiors; and  

4. Organizations, from the smallest unit in the society are hierarchical and 

decision making is centralized.  

 Uncertainty Avoidance 

 Uncertainty avoidance refers to the degree of tolerance for ambiguity and 

unfamiliarity. People and societies with high uncertainty avoidance have the 

following characteristics (Scarborough, 1998:10): 
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1. They do not like change and try to avoid any unfamiliar risks;   

2. They prefer structured situations, formal rules, and norms; and 

3. In a workplace, roles are specified; rules and procedures are detailed and 

enforced; instructions are precise; and conflicts are avoided. 

 Collectivism 

 Collectivism is a cultural dimension which is totally opposite to individualism; 

it refers to the degree to which individuals are integrated into groups. A society with 

collectivism is associated with agricultural society in which people make a living with 

farming and live in farms or small towns. The characteristics of people from culture 

of collectivism are as follows (Scarborough, 1998:10):  

1. They live within extended families in which their families continue 

protecting them in exchange for respect and loyalty; and  

2. It is in contrast with a society with individualism of which people live in 

smaller or nucleus families in which they are expected to look after 

themselves.  

 Femininity 

 Femininity is a cultural dimension which is opposite to masculinity; people 

from a society with femininity tended to have such characteristics (Scarborough, 

1998:11: 

1. People in feminine culture are tender, modest, reticent and caring for 

others; 

2. They value nurturing and harmony; 

3. Gender roles are interchangeable; 

4. Conflicts are settled by negotiations and compromise; and 

5. The notions of competitiveness, assertiveness, and ambition are 

discouraged.   
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 Cultural dimensions in Thailand 

 According to Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions (2001), Thailand is a society 

which is composed of the following characteristics: high power distance, low 

individualism, low masculinity, and high uncertainty avoidance. Figure 8 compares 

the Thailand’s cultural dimensions with those of the United States and those of the 

United Kingdom. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of Thailand cultural dimensions with US and UK 
Adapted from http://www.geert-hofstede.com/hofstede_dimensions.php 

Notes:  Power Distance Index (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Masculinity (MAS) and Uncertainty 

Avoidance Index (UAI) 

 Figure 8 shows that the cultural dimensions of English speaking countries, 

particularly the United States and the United Kingdom correlate, In contrast, the 

cultural dimensions of Thailand does not correlate with the two countries in all 

dimensions. In addition, in these three countries, Power Distance Index (PDI) usually 

correlates with Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI), whilst Individualism (IDV) 

correlates with Masculinity (MAS).  

 As mentioned, Thai society is high in both power distance and uncertainty 

avoidance (Hofstede, 2001). Thai children are surrounded with strict rules and norms; 

they are taught since they were young to show respect to people who are older or are 
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higher in socio-economic status than them. The evidences can be seen clearly in both 

Thai language and manners. In a school context, students are not allowed to call their 

teachers by their names without the title Khun Kru (Mister, Miss Teacher). When they 

walk through the school entrance and meet a teacher in the morning, they greet them 

with a “wai”, being a slight bow of the head with two palms raising and pressing 

together in front of the chin, when they walk past a teacher, they bow with their heads 

and backs; or, when they talk to a teacher who is sitting on a chair, they must kneel 

because standing over the teacher’s head is considered disrespectful. Missing any of 

these manners could be frowned upon or lead to complaint that such a person is ill-

mannered or even improperly educated. 

 The influences of collectivism and femininity are also seen in the school and 

university context. Schools are perceived as the second home and teachers become the 

second parents. Thai students, therefore, tend to have passive learning habits and still 

expect a great deal of assistance from teachers even in higher education (Pragram and 

Pragram, 2006). Malaiwong (1997: 51) suggested that Thai students never have been 

taught to be autonomous learners. The statements were agreed to by Pragram and 

Pragram (2006) that Thai students will only study a textbook because the answers for 

the examinations are in the book, but they rarely apply knowledge learned, such as 

putting it into use. 

 8.9 Conclusion  

 ICT in NBLT was mainly used for two purposes. Firstly it was used to connect 

students to content and context for interaction. Secondly, it was used to connect 

students to discourse and learning communities. From reviewed studies, there is 

considerable evidence showing that when ICT is meaningfully and collaboratively 

used, it helps enhance student engagement in all aspects.  

 For affective engagement, learners were motivated, had good attitudes and 

realized the values of computers and ICT. Learners agreed that they learned 

effectively through online multimedia-based contents, while communication and 

collaboration improved learning. Learning was more enjoyable and active when they 
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were more engaged. Moreover, digital literacy was valued as a necessity for them 

after graduation.  

 For behavioral and cognitive engagement, the Web allows learners to access to 

the enormous amount of authentic information in authentic languages, as well as to 

publish and distribute their work to an international audience. The Web also opens 

opportunities for learners to work in order to produce more sophisticated products 

which can be achieved by having collaboration and working with higher-level 

thinking skills. Learners can communicate with other people through text, voice or 

video. Multimedia on the Web help enhance language learning by facilitating 

comprehension in reading and listening while learners also had opportunities to 

construct knowledge and have negotiation of meaning in speaking and writing.  

 Despite the positive findings related to ICT implementation in classroom, to 

implement NBLT into actual Thai classroom contexts must be done with care due to 

some difficulties, namely a low willingness to contribute, poor time management, 

inadequate communication and computer skills (Williams and Roberts, 2002) and, 

especially, Thai culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

1. Research Design 

 1.1 Research design 

 From the literature review presented in the previous chapter, CTBA is 

designed with the purpose to enhance language achievement and student engagement.  

The lesson plans and tasks in CTBA are specifically planned and organized in order to 

achieve such a purpose. Moreover, many studies have shown the positive effects of 

ICT implementation in classrooms in that ICT enhances student engagement in all 

aspects: affective, behavioral, and cognitive. However, ICT is like a coin; it comes 

with two faces. The advantages of ICT could turn out to be disadvantages, particularly 

if persons involved are not ready, the implementation is not planned carefully, or it is 

not put into action properly. Due to these key points, the present study was designed 

as quasi-experimental research with a non-equivalent group pre-test post-test design. 

The subjects were purposively selected and randomly distributed into two groups: the 

control group and the experimental group. The students in both groups studied the 

English for Mass Media course which was conducted under CTBA. However, only 

the students in the experimental group were taught with NBLT.  

 1.2 Rationales for the research design 

 The researcher was aware of the limitations of non-equivalent group pre-test 

post-test research design in that the result of the study could not be generalized to 

other contexts. However, there were many reasons to support the decision in applying 

such design in this study, such as: 

1. With the course description, course objectives, content, and needs for 

improvement of the English for Mass Media course, the implementation of 

CTBA with, or without NBLT in the course, was appropriate theoretically, 

pedagogically, and practically, as already mentioned in Chapter II; 
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2.3 cognitive engagement. 

2. Population and Subject Selection 

 The population in this study comprised 120 third-year Business English 

students at SDRU who enrolled in the English for Mass Media course, in the 

academic year 2007. They are Thai, female and male students with age range between 

17 to 20 years old.  

  To select subjects for this study, two out of four sections of students who 

enrolled in the English for Mass Media course were purposively selected before each 

section was assigned randomly to the control and the experimental groups. There 

were 24 subjects in each group. Though both male and female students joined this 

study, there were only two male subjects in the control group and one male subject in 

the experimental group. From the initial survey conducted by the researcher before 

the main study started, the result presented that other characteristics of the subjects in 

both groups, namely English language proficiency, digital literacy, and study habits 

were insignificantly different. These three characteristics of the subjects are described 

in the next section below.  

 2.1 Subjects’ general English language proficiency  

 Subjects from both groups were asked to take the Chulalongkorn University 

Test of English Proficiency (CU-TEP), a standardized language proficiency test, 

(CULI, 2006).  Independent-samples t-test was applied to analyze the mean scores.  

Table 6: Comparison of the General English Language Proficiency in Students 

Groups N Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Control 24 39.708 6.695 46 1.000 

Experimental 24 39.708 8.564   
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2. The English for Mass Media course was a required course for third-year 

students from the Business English program. Therefore, students who 

enrolled in this course in the academic year 2007 were, necessarily, 

required to participate in this study. However, because the third-year 

students comprised students from four sections, to merge all of them into 

one group, before distributed them randomly into the control and the 

experimental groups, therefore, was unlikely. This was due to the fact that 

the students also enrolled in other courses of which academic schedules 

were set and planned for a year in advance. Randomizing and distributing 

them would definitely interfere the planned academic timetable of the 

Business English program and academic personnel involved;   

 Therefore, from the rationale mentioned above, to purposively select two of 

totally four sections of SDRU Business English third-year students, who enrolled in 

the English for Mass Media course in academic year 2007, as the participants in this 

study, before to randomly distribute them into the control and the experimental groups 

was appropriate. 

 1.3 Variables  

 The independent variable in this study was:   

1. Collaborative Task-based Approach (CTBA) with, and without, Network-

based Language Teaching (NBLT).  

 The two dependent variables were:  

1. English language achievement; and 

2. Student engagement, which was sub-classified into three sub-elements: 

2.1 affective engagement,  

2.2 behavioral engagement, and, 
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 As illustrated in Table 6, the finding from the test showed that the general 

English proficiency of the two groups of subjects was insignificantly different, t (46) 

= 1.000, p > 0.05. Moreover, from the total scores of 120, the average scores of the 

control group (  39.708, SD = 6.695) was equal to ones of the experimental group 

(  39.708, SD = 8.564).  The results, when compared with the International English 

Language Testing System (IELTS) could be interpreted that the subjects in both group 

were extremely limited to limited English language users (Kendall Academy, 2009). 

According to the IELTS band score description, the extremely limited users are able 

to convey and understand only general meanings in very familiar situations, while 

communication breakdowns frequently occur. For limited users, they have problems 

in both understanding and expression, as well as with using complex language 

(IELTS, 2006). However, as third year students, they had already passed fundamental 

courses, which were considered advantageous for taking the English for Mass Media 

course, such as Paragraph Reading Strategies, A Discourse Approach in Reading, 

Controlled and Formulaic Writing, Formal Paragraph Writing, and Forms and Usage 

in Modern English.  

 2.2 Subjects’ digital literacy 

 Moreover, the results from the survey conducted by the research prior to the 

main research started showed that the subjects in both group were quite familiar with 

computers and application programs such as Microsoft Words and PowerPoint. They 

also knew how to search and retrieve information from the Internet. The sample of 

questionnaire used in the survey is available in Appendix 2. Moreover, the subjects 

had already passed the courses related to ICT and digital literacy, such as the 

Technology for Life course and the English for Communication and Information 

Retrieval course, both of which are compulsory for all SDRU freshmen.   

 2.3 Subjects’ study habits 

 From the same survey mentioned in subject’s digital literacy, the subjects in 

the control and experimental groups were insignificantly different in terms of their 

study habits. The survey assessed subjects’ study habits in seven aspects including 
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motivation, concentration, time management, remembering, listening to lectures and 

taking notes, studying a chapter, and test taking. The detailed descriptions of each 

aspect of study habits are presented in the section below. 

1. Motivation referred to intrinsic motivation, namely effort to finish difficult 

tasks, effort to achieve a better outcome, learning enjoyment, and extrinsic 

motivation, such as grades;  

2. Concentration referred to learning focus and finding a place and time for 

self learning; 

3. Time management referred to planning and organizing time for studying, 

including following the planned schedule; 

4. Remembering referred to reviewing learned content, and checking text’s 

headings and summary before reading;  

5. Listening to lectures and taking notes referred to taking notes, determining 

the important points in lectures, as well as checking and completing 

missing words in notes; 

6. Studying a chapter referred to understanding the concepts by reading 

headings and summary, then summarizing the studied content in their own 

words, and gaining a better understanding from charts and illustrations; 

and, 

7. Test taking referred to predicting what should be included in a test, 

planning time spent for each test section, organizing ideas before writing 

an article, and checking mistakes before handing in an answer sheet. 

 The results from the survey showed that the control group gained average 

scores higher than the experimental groups only in listening to lectures and taking 

notes. The experimental group’s average scores were higher than the control group’s 

average scores in motivation, concentration, time organization, time management, 

remembering, studying a chapter, and test taking, as shown in Table 7.   
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Table 7: Studying Habits of the Control and Experimental Groups 

Learning habits Groups n Mean Std. 

Dev. 

df t-value 

Motivation Control 24 3.384 0.378 46 -1.233 

Experimental 24 3.510 0.326   

Concentration Control 24 3.127 0.548 46 -0.474 

Experimental 24 3.194 0.422   

Time management Control 24 2.804 0.509 46 -0.913 

Experimental 24 2.917 0.334   

Remembering  Control 24 2.744 0.659 38.737 -2.010 

Experimental 24 3.063 0.414   

Listening to 

lectures and taking 

notes 

Control 24 2.991 0.401 46 0.290 

Experimental 24 2.959 0.358   

Studying a chapter Control 24 2.781 0.476 46 -0.606 

Experimental 24 2.855 0.364   

Test taking Control 24 2.866 0.412 46 -1.789 

Experimental 24 3.091 0.456   

 However, the result from Independent-samples t-test showed that both groups 

were insignificantly different in all seven aspects of studying habits. 

3. Setting and Timing 

 3.1 Suan Dusit Rajabhat University 

 The study took place at SDRU, an educational institute which has widely 

implemented technology for pedagogical and administrative management. At the 

university, students are able to connect to the Internet from desktop computers in the 

library, or from computer laptops through the wireless network installed around the 

university vicinity. Moreover, instructors in the Business English program have 

extensively integrated ICT in teaching, as well as encouraged students to use ICT for 
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producing and presenting their work, such as through brochures in the English for 

Marketing course, or a slide presentation in the English for Tourism course. To sum 

up, the context within SDRU positively supports ICT-enhanced language learning by 

providing devices and conduits, as well as technical and content support. 

 3.2 Classrooms for the English for Mass Media course 

 The control and the experimental groups did not share the similar setting for 

classrooms due to the extra requirement for ICT in the experimental group. Therefore, 

the English for Mass Media course was conducted in a traditional classroom and in a 

computer laboratory, for the control and the experimental group, respectively. The 

detailed descriptions of the both settings are presented below. 

3.2.1. Classroom for the control group (CTBA without NBLT) 

  Students in the control group studied in a classroom equipped with:  

1. air conditioners;  

2. a whiteboard;  

3. a personal computer, exclusive for the instructor;  

4. an LCD projector;  

5. a screen;  

6. a microphone and speakers; and, 

7. moveable lecture chairs. 

3.2.2 Classroom for the experimental group (CTBA with NBLT) 

  Students in the experimental group studied in a computer laboratory 

equipped with:  

1. air conditioners;  

2. a whiteboard;  

3. personal computers ready and available for all subjects;  

4. an Internet connection; 

5. an LCD projector;  
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6. screen for LCD projector;  

7. microphone and speakers; and, 

8. long tables with moveable chairs.  

  Both rooms were well-lit and free from any distracting sounds.  The 

images of the traditional classroom and the computer laboratory used in this study are 

available in Appendix 3. What should be noted is each student in the experimental 

group was provided computer and the Internet connection, while students in the 

control group were not. 

 3.3 Timetable for English for Mass Media Course 

 Each session of the English for Mass Media course lasted three hours and was 

held once a week for 15 weeks. Both the control and experimental groups had class on 

the same day. However, in order to limit any effects caused by difference in class 

timing, the course schedule for both groups were switched after the 7th week had 

passed. Details are as follows.   

3.3.1 Timetable for the control group 

Week 1 - Week 7 the morning session (09:00-12:00) 

Week 8 - Week 15   the afternoon session (13:00-16:00) 

3.3.2 Timetable for the experimental group 

Week 1 - Week 7  the afternoon session (13:00-16:00) 

Week 8 - Week 15   the morning session (09:00-12:00) 

4. Instructional Instrument 

 The main instructional instrument in this research was the English for Mass 

Media course in which the CTBA with, and without, NBLT was implemented. The 

details of the course are as follows. 
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 4.1 Course description  

 According to the course description written by the Office of Rajabhat Institute 

Council (ORIC), English for Mass Media is “the study of principle and style in 

printed media, such as newspapers and magazines, brochures, itineraries, 

advertisements in newspapers and magazines. Particular attention to syntactic and 

lexical features, using headlines, promotional literature, articles, newsletters, 

commercial advertisements and classified advertisements (sic)” (ORIC, 1993). 

However, according to the agreement among lecturers of the Business English 

program at SDRU, content related to brochures, itineraries and advertisements were 

taught in other courses, namely English for Marketing and English for Public 

Relations. Therefore, content in the English for Mass Media course was limited 

mainly on grammar structures and vocabulary frequently found in articles in 

newspapers. In the past, learners were required to read selected news stories simply to 

identify the grammatical structures in headlines, or to identify subjects, main verbs, 

heads and modifiers in news leads. While linguistic features were the main focus, 

their other skills, higher-order cognitive processes, and the knowledge related to 

domestic and international current situations happening around them were left 

uninvolved.  

 4.2 Course objectives 

 According to the course syllabus distributed to students enrolling in the 

English for Mass Media course in the first semester of academic year 2006, the 

objectives of the course were to enable the students: 

1. to identify parts in newspapers and find specific information in 

newspapers;  

2. to identify types and values of news stories;  

3. to read news headlines and identify basic grammar structures of the 

headlines;  

4. to read and answer 5Ws 1H questions (Who, What, When, where, Why 

and How) from news leads; 
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5. to identify the subjects and main verbs in news leads; 

6. to summarize and paraphrase the main ideas in news stories by their own 

words; and 

7. to write news stories with proper syntactic and lexical features.  

 However, in order to achieve the goal of educational reform which is to create 

“lifelong education for all” (ONEC, 1999), Thai learners should be cultivated active 

learning habits so that they could learn throughout life. Rote learning with traditional 

grammar-translation method in which language was viewed as a static transferable 

knowledge and was taught separately out of context would not facilitate active, 

meaningful, and lifelong learning. With such the goal in mind, the learning objectives 

of the English for Mass Media course needed to change. With the need for change 

from grammar-focused syllabus, the change of technology, and the need for critical 

thinking skill training, the course objectives had shifted the focus from mastery of 

individual and separated linguistic features to mastery of target language literacy and 

critical thinking. In this study, the course objectives were revised so that students 

were able to exercise their language proficiency in all four skills, their higher-order 

cognitive processes, collaboratively in groups and meaningfully with the current local 

and world affairs, yet, grammar structures were still emphasized. The objectives of 

the English for Mass Media course in the research reported in this dissertation were 

that students are able:  

1. to identify types and values of the news stories they read; 

2. to answer 5Ws 1H questions from the news stories they read; 

3. to summarize the main idea from the news stories they read; 

4. to write their own headline/ leads after reading news stories; 

5. to distinguish facts out of opinions from news stories; 

6. to evaluate and judge the validity, reliability and authenticity of news 

stories; and, 

7. to write news stories from the primary and secondary sources. 

 Table 8 shows how the newly revised course objectives were implemented in 

the lesson plan.  
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Table 8: Skills and Modes of Communication in Lesson Plan 
Mode of 

communication 
Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 
Skills focused 
in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 
Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 
Writing 

Units Schema 
building 

Controlled 
practice 

Language 
focus 

Tasks Presentation 

1. Parts in 
newspapers 

Parts of Front 
Pages 

Parts of 
Newspapers 
(controlled)  

Headlines 
 

Parts of 
Newspapers 
(free) 

Parts of 
Newspapers  

 Introduce parts 
of newspaper  
front page 
Have Ss match 
names with 
parts on front 
page 

Introduce 
parts in 
newspaper  
 

Punctuations 
Omission of 
articles  

Have Ss look for 
each part in the 
newspaper by 
giving guiding 
questions 

Presentation 

 The sample of lesson plan of Unit 1 presented in Table 8 confirms that the 

revised course focused on students’ modes of communication (interpretative, 

interpersonal and presentational) in all four skills (listening, reading, speaking, and 

writing). In Schema building, Controlled practice and Language focus, students have 

an opportunity to read the textbook, listen to lecture and write their answers to 

complete language-focused exercises and controlled tasks. In Tasks, students 

collaboratively work with their peers to complete the tasks. Mostly, answers in Tasks 

are open-ended but extra research is required to complete the tasks properly. In Tasks, 

students have chance to practice all skills in interpersonal mode. In Presentation, 

students have an opportunity to practice writing and speaking skills while they present 

their findings to class.  

4.3 Course content 

 According to the newly revised course syllabus for this research, content in the 

English for Mass Media course were as follows: 

1. Parts of Front Pages: activities in which students identified parts usually 

found on newspaper front page, such as masthead, ears, kickers, cuts, 

captions and so on;   

2. Parts of Newspapers: activities in which students explored various parts in 

the newspapers; 
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3. News Definition: activities in which students gave definition to news; 

4. Types of News: activities in which students categorized news stories into 

types such as home, international, business, sport, and entertainment; 

5. Types of Newspapers: activities in which students identified different 

characteristics between quantity and quality newspapers, including 

categorizing newspapers into such types; 

6. Parts of News: activities in which students identified main parts in a news 

story, such as the headline, lead and body; 

7. News Values: activities in which students identified values in an event that 

caused it to be publicly reported; 

8. News Writing Styles: activities in which students identified differences in 

styles of a news story and a narrative article, including writing news 

stories in appropriate styles; 

9. Headlines Structures: activities in which students identified grammatical 

structures in headlines;  

10. Abbreviations in Headlines: activities in which students gave the full 

definitions of abbreviations and acronyms usually found in news 

headlines; 

11. Noun Phrases in Headlines: activities in which students shortened a phrase 

by using noun-modified noun phrases; 

12. Headline Vocabulary: activities in which students defined words usually 

found in news headline, including finding and replacing appropriate words 

for headlines; 

13. 5Ws 1H Questions: activities in which students identified the important 

information that the news leads contained namely who, what, when, 

where, why and how; 

14. Subject and Main Verbs: activities in which students identified the 

subject(s) and main verb(s) in complex sentences of news leads;  

15. Head and Modification: activities in which students identified the subject 

heads, main verb and modification, as well as to write a sentence with 

modifiers; 
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16. Headline and Lead Writing: activities in which students wrote news 

headlines and leads from information given;  

17. Quotes and Attributions: activities in which student learned of news source 

and quotes; 

18. Direct and Indirect Quotes: activities in which students learned the 

differences of direct and indirect quotes and the ways to write them; 

19. Validity and Reliability: activities in which students judged the validity 

and reliability of the news sources and their quotes; 

20. News writing: activities in which students implemented their learned 

knowledge and skills to write the news stories.  

 4.4 Teaching procedures 

 The CTBA teaching procedures in the class each week were adapted from the 

TBLT framework of Willis (1996) and Nunan (2004) as is illustrated in Figure 7, in 

Chapter II. The procedure is comprised of six instructional steps, particularly schema-

building, controlled practice, language focus, tasks, presentation and wrap-up. With 

this framework, students were exposed to rich and comprehensible inputs of real 

spoken and written language in use. Students were also given chances to use language 

to do things actively and constructively while the focus on form was not abandoned. 

Teaching procedure in the English for Mass Media course presented in detail is 

available in Steps of treatment section, in this chapter. 

 4.5 Content and task organization 

 As mentioned in Chapter II, content and tasks in CTBA were organized in the 

horizontal order of open-endedness, and the vertical order of cognitive complexity, as 

presented in the context of the English for Mass Media course below. 

 Order of open-endedness  

 In each weekly class, the controlled practice came before the tasks in teaching 

procedure. The controlled practice required close-ended answers, while the Tasks 

required more open-ended answers. For example, in the Unit 2 of the English for 
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Mass Media textbook as shown in Table 9, students were asked to read teacher-

assigned news stories and identify the news types and news values, in controlled 

practice section, but in task section, they were asked to find news stories with 

assigned types and values, as well as to support their answers with reasons. 

Table 9:  Unit 2 Lesson Plan 
Mode of 

communication 
Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 
Skills focused 
in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 
Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 
Writing 

Units Schema 
building 

Controlled 
practice 

Language 
focus 

Tasks Presentation 

2. News 
stories 

News  News 
(controlled) 

Headlines Types of News 
(free) 

Types of 
News 

 News reading 
comprehension 
exercise 
 
Values of news 

Definition of 
news 
 
Types of 
news 
 
Values of 
news 

Present tense 
 
Past 
Participle 
 
Passive 
voice 

Have students 
find samples of 
news stories that 
match the 
assigned news 
types and news 
values. 

Presentation 

 Order of cognitive complexity  

 At the beginning of the semester, tasks required only a simple cognitive 

process in order to be completed. While at the end of the semester, tasks required 

more complex cognitive processes. For example, in the first weeks, students read 

news stories and then identified the types and values of the stories, as in Table 9, but, 

they wrote their own news stories at the end of the semester, as lesson plan shown in 

Table 10.  
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Table 10:  Unit 10 Lesson Plan 
Mode of 

communication 
Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 
Skills focused 
in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 
Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 
Writing 

Units Schema 
building 

Controlled 
practice 

Language 
focus 

Tasks Presentation 

10. Featured 
articles 

News Soft news/ 
Featured 
stories 

Past 
participle 

Soft news/ 
Featured stories 

Soft news/ 
Featured 
stories 

 Reading 
comprehension  
Exercise  
 

Have 
students 
compare 
writing 
styles of 
news stories 
and featured 
stories. 

Have 
students 
combine 
sentences. 

Have students 
write news stories 
in featured news 
style 

Presentation 

 The completed lesson plans for the English for Mass Media Course are 

available in Appendix 4. A sample of content in the English for Mass Media textbook 

is available in Appendix 5.  

 4.6 Types of CTBA tasks  

 The objectives of the English for Mass Media course were to encourage 

students to focus on linguistic elements, language skills, critical thinking skills, and 

world current situations. The course offered the students opportunity to practice 

rehearsal tasks, being tasks which were similar to real world tasks, so that they were 

prepared to encounter them after graduation.  A rehearsal task in this course was 

following and reporting world situations reported in newspapers, or news agency 

Websites. The other opportunity was to write authentic news stories from authentic 

news sources. Other pedagogical tasks and enable skills in this course were various 

including types of tasks classified by Willis (1996), Nunan (2004) and Richard (2001) 

such as listing, matching, problem solving, reading comprehension, paraphrasing, and 

summarizing.   

 Tasks in the English for Mass Media course were divided into three main 

types, specifically, in-class tasks, take-home tasks and a term project, as the 

comprehensive list of tasks in CTBA is shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Tasks in English for Mass Media 

 The detailed descriptions related to each type of tasks in CTBA are presented 

as follows.  As suggested by the names, in-class tasks were task students were 

required to complete in class hours. They were divided into two sub-types, 

specifically pedagogical tasks and enable skills.  

 Pedagogical tasks could be compared to Nunan’s rehearsal tasks (Nunan, 

2004), which are similar to real world tasks, such as reading and writing news stories 

and Willis’s tasks (Willis, 1996), which encourage learners to comprehend the course 

content better through tasks, such as matching or fill-in the blank. Enable skills could 

be compared to Nunan’s language exercises, which focus on separated lexical and 

syntactic features, such as monosyllabic words, and participles.  

 Take-home tasks were quite similar to in-class tasks, but students were 

allowed to complete them at homes due to the open-ended nature of tasks, as well as 

the increasing complexity of the cognitive processes required for completing the 

tasks. Another type of weekly task was a news summary. Here, students chose 

interesting news of the week, answered questions related to it, summarized it in their 

own words, and presented it to the class before collecting it in their groups’ portfolios. 
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News summary was a routine, weekly task with the main objective being to encourage 

students to read news stories and to follow current world situations. 

 For the term project, students were required to write completed and authentic 

news stories which consisted of news values (i.e. immediacy, impact, and fame) and 

of necessary parts (i.e. headlines, leads, news bodies, cuts and captions).  The project 

was not a one-shot project in which students simply submitted news articles at the end 

of the semester. They, in fact, were required to report their progress regularly. 

Consultation with the teacher was mandatory. Students had to present types and 

values of the news stories they were to write, the news sources they planned to use, as 

well as the first draft and the final draft.  All components had to be done before they 

were allowed to present their final project. The main objective of the term project was 

to provide a meaningful goal and contextual framework for learning throughout the 

semester, as well as a chance for students to practice tasks similar to real world tasks.    

 From the review related to student engagement in Chapter II, tasks that engage 

students the most should be authentic, collaborative, productive, reflective, various, 

novel, open ended, relevant to students’ lives, and require higher cognitive processes 

(Herrington et al., 2002; Newmann, 1991; Newmann et al., 1992; Schlechty, 2001 

cited in Bowen et al., 2003).  It was clear that all desired characteristics in engaging 

tasks were included in all types of tasks utilized in the English for Mass Media course 

as is illustrated in Table 11.  
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Table 11: Engaging Tasks in the English for Mass Media Course 
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Reading comprehension 

exercises 
 √      √ √ 

Language-focused exercises  √        

In-class and take-home tasks 
From simple to complex cognitive 

tasks 
 √ √ √ √ √   √ 

News summary 
Following local and world current 

situations from newspapers 
 √ √ √ √ √  √ √ 

Commentary writing 
commenting on reliability, and 

validity, as well as expressing their 

own opinions toward news and 

commentary articles 

√ √ √ √ √ √  √ √ 

News writing 
from authentic sources completed 

with necessary values and parts, as 

well as correct lexical and 

syntactical aspects 

√ √ √ √ √ √  √ √ 

Self and Peer Performance 

Assessment 
Through provided rubrics, journal 

writing and portfolios 

      √   

  

 4.7 Assessment  

 With the nature of CTBA, exclusively using standardized tests was not 

appropriate because such tests did not measure the actual performance of students 

when they deal with the assigned tasks. Therefore, performance assessment was 
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chosen to assess students’ performance in this study, particularly portfolios, journal 

writing, and self/peer assessment. The details of three types of alternative assessment 

employed in this study are reviewed as follows: 

 1. Portfolios 

 Students collected their work regularly in their groups’ portfolio, doing so as 

evidence of their learning.  Students were informed that they had to collect their work, 

the self/peers assessment of their works and their journal writing in the portfolio. In 

the first week, students were given a worksheet that provided information necessary 

for constructing a portfolio. Students in the control group were recommended to find 

folders for their portfolio while ones in experimental group were given explanation on 

how to create their groups’ Web logs, which they later used as their electronic 

portfolios.  

 2. Journals 

 Students were required to write reflective journals to reflect their learning 

process and performance, doing so regularly and submitting them to the instructor 

every two weeks. In the first week, students were given a worksheet of guiding 

questions which helped them to think reflectively about their learning. Students in the 

control group kept their journals in paper-based portfolios while students in the 

experimental group kept them in electronic portfolios.  

 3. Self and peer assessment 

 Students were encouraged to assess performance of themselves and their peers 

by using direct assessment of performance, indirect assessment of general competence 

and meta-cognitive assessment of setting goals (Brown, 2004: 271). With direct 

assessment of performance, students assessed the performance of themselves and of 

others in tasks, such as, the making of a news summary, by using a given rating scale. 

By indirect assessment of general competence, students assessed their cognitive 

processes by answering the guiding questions, and writing down reflectively about 

their learning in journals, as well as doing so regularly. The meta-cognitive 
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assessment of setting goals, is used in class on a bi-weekly basis. Students assessed 

their emotions and behaviors, such as anxiety, confusion, happiness, attitudes, values, 

punctuality, attendance, participation, collaboration, and efforts. They did this by 

answering given self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires. 

 To conclude, in-class exercises and tasks, as well as take-home exercises and 

tasks, were assessed by self and peers (direct assessment of performance), mostly 

after the exercises and tasks were due. However, students were required to assess their 

own performance, as well, by reflecting what they had learned, or done, in previous 

weeks in their journals (indirect assessment of general competence).  Students’ 

emotions, attitudes, values and other performances were assessed biweekly with self-

evaluated rating scales (meta-cognitive assessment of set goals). It should be noted 

that the indirect assessment of general competence and meta-cognitive assessment of 

set goals used in this study were not only used to assess and reflect upon students’ 

performance. Both of these were employed as research tools to measure students’ 

affective, behavioral and cognitive engagement, as Table 12 presents below shows 

how students were assessed in this study.  

Table 12: Self and Peer Assessments in this Study 

Student 
engagement 

Type of assessment How to measure What to be 
measured 

n/a Direct assessment of 
performance 

Peer-assessment 
with provided 
rubrics 

In-class and take-
home exercises and 
tasks 

Cognitive Indirect assessment of 
general competence 
 

Self-assessment 
using journal 
writing 

Cognitive process 
reflected in journal 
writing 

Affective and 
Behavioral 

Meta-cognitive 
assessment of setting 
goals 

Self-assessment 
using rating scales 

Emotions, attitudes, 
values and other 
performances 

   

 For the students in the experimental group who received NBLT as a special 

treatment, Web log or Blog is considered a crucial learning instrument. Based on the 

concept of NBLT, in which students communicate via networks and interpret and 

construct online multimedia documents (Kern and Warschauer, 2000), a Blog, a 

regularly updated website, in which contents are composed in journal style, displayed, 
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in a reverse chronological order, and readily accessible to the general public, was 

considered a proper learning tool and a performance assessment tool for CTBA with 

NBLT with two main reasons, particularly, user-friendliness and versatility.  

 Blog’s user-friendliness  

 Students needed no specific skill or knowledge to create a Blog. Students went 

to Blog provider Web sites, created an account, gave a name to their blogs, chose the 

look, waited for a while, and they own their Blogs. In the past, students needed to 

attend a special training for technical knowledge and skills such as Hyper Text 

Markup Language (HTML) or File Transfer Protocol (FTP), just to make a simple 

Web page (Shetzer and Warschauer, 2001). With innovation in ICT, Blog software 

allows students to create a Web site in few minutes. In this study, instructions for 

Blog construction were distributed to students in the experimental group at the 

beginning of the semester (see Appendix 6). Moreover, the simple layout and 

interface in a Blog page made it easy to understand and to use even for first time 

users. A sample of the experimental group students’ Blog can be found in Appendix 

7.  

 Blogs’ versatility  

 Blogs were used in this study for three main purposes, specifically as online 

journal, electronic portfolio, and CMC. With Blogs, students are able to compose an 

article, attach images, and add links to other Web pages, and other media. With these 

features, Blogs can function as electronic journals in which students reflect their 

learning process and also function as electronic portfolios in which their work is 

collected and exhibited.  

 However, the most important feature in a Blog that supports collaboration is a 

comment box. Though a Blog is considered personal property, it is open to the public 

to view and comment upon. Peers and teacher could leave comments for a Blog 

owner while the Blog owner could respond to such comments. Asynchronous 

communication offered in Blogs is similar to one usually found in Web boards.   
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Table 13 presents the roles of Blog as a journal, a portfolio, and a channel for 

communication, in a course conducted under CTBA with NBLT, compared with a 

course conducted under CTBA without NBLT. 

Table 13: Roles of Blogs in CTBA with, and without, NBLT 

 The control group 

CTBA without NBLT 

The experimental group 

CTBA with NBLT 

Reflective 
journal writing  

Students wrote their reflective 
writing in their paper-based 
journal and collect them in 
portfolio. 

Students wrote their reflective 
writing online and collect them 
in their Blogs.   

Portfolio Students collected their task 
outcomes in their paper-based 
portfolios. 

Students collected their task 
outcomes in their Blogs. Blogs 
functioned as electronic 
portfolios. 

Task  
presentation 

Students presented the task 
outcomes to the class in paper-
based format. Video visualizer 
and LCD projector were use to 
facilitate the presentation.  

Students presented the task 
outcomes to the class through 
their online Blogs.  

 

Peer 
assessment 

Students were encouraged to 
give feedbacks to other students’ 
tasks, verbally. The guidelines 
such as rubrics were provided. 

 

Students were required to give 
feedbacks to other students’ 
tasks online by leaving them in 
the groups’ Blogs. The 
guidelines including rubric were 
also provided 

Teacher 
support 

Students were informed specific 
office hours to have discussion 
with the instructor face-to-face 
in case they had 
questions/problems out of the 
classroom. 

Students were informed to 
contact the instructor through 
web logs and/ or e-mails in case 
they had questions/problems out 
of class. 

 4.8 Student roles 

 The roles of students in the English for Mass Media course were as active 

team participants, monitors, information sharers and risk takers. They were required 
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to work actively and collaboratively in team activities and were also encouraged to be 

reflective and critical thinkers, as well as users of the target language.  

 4.9 Instructor roles 

 Differing from the common and dominant role as a source of knowledge, and 

as a knowledge transmitter, the roles of the instructor in the English for Mass Media 

course were various. For instance, the roles included planner, manager, quality 

controller, group organizer, facilitator, and motivator.  The teacher introduced 

students to tasks by relating them to their background knowledge, assisted them to 

complete the tasks properly, and helped them to consciously notice the language 

elements within tasks. Another important responsibility of the instructor in this study 

was to encourage students to use the target language while participating in the tasks. 

However, the authority of the instructor was gradually transferred to students while 

the course was in process. This was due to the lesson design based on CLL and 

Bloom’s revised taxonomy, as previously mentioned. 

 4.10 Teaching materials 

 The teaching materials were revised and developed based on the course 

description and course objectives, as well as the CTBA framework. Also, the teaching 

materials in both the control and experiment groups were different in some detail but 

mainly included the textbook, newspapers, LCD projectors, computers, and the 

Internet connection for the experimental group. Authentic materials, mainly from 

newspapers, were used throughout the course. 

5. Steps of Treatment 

 There were 24 students in the control group and other 24 students in the 

experimental group. Students were informed that they were to study the English for 

Mass Media course collaboratively in teams, and they must stay with their teams for 

the whole semester. Students were then randomly divided and distributed into teams 

of four and there were six teams in each the control group and the experimental group. 
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They were asked to name their team, as well as to submit the team name and name 

lists of their members to the instructor. The names of students and their teams in both 

the control and the experimental groups are shown in Table 14. Please be noted that 

all these names are pseudonyms. 

Table 14: List of Students in the Control and the Experimental Groups 

The control group The experimental group 
Teams’ names Members’ names Teams’ names Members’ names 
Clarity Pasaporn Hellohangbok Noparat 
 Posatas  Arthitaya 
 Vipada  Thanatha 
 Thanatha  Usanee 
Snoopy Panumas Girlyberry Achara 
 Varunee  Rasamee 
 Anusorn  Rossukon 
 Sukanya  Natharika 
Angel Wanlaya Buachompoo Jaruwan 
 Prathana  Sasirin 
 Kwanchanok  Taksina 
 Prathan  Laksikar 
Mickey Ratima Veerapon Panwarot 
 Sirinapa  Naree 
 Patama  Veerapon 
 Inthira  Chantima 
Sweet Uraiwan Snowqueen Supaporn 
 Jureemas  Jariya 
 Supasorn  Tasawan 
 Kanchana   Juthamas 
A Please Wasawan Pittigirl  Thapanee 
 Panadda  Sasithorn 
 Orawan  Wanapa 
 Prapasri  Achara 
 

 The control and the experimental groups were similar in many aspects, 

specifically, the instructor, the students, class timing, and the teaching approach 

(CTBA) which included content in the textbook, items and options in language-

focused exercises, as well as tasks (in-class tasks, take-home tasks, weekly news 
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summary, and term project). The similarities in the control and the experimental 

groups are presented in Table 15 below.  

Table 15: Similarities in the Control and the Experimental Groups  

 The control group 

CTBA without NBLT 

The experimental group 

CTBA with NBLT 

Teacher With at least 3 years of 

experience of teaching the 

English for Mass Media course 

Similar to the control group 

Students 24 third year Business English 

students 

Similar to the control group 

Timing - Morning (0900-1200) in the 

first half of the semester 

- Afternoon (1300-1600) in the 

second half of the semester 

- Afternoon (1300-1600) in the 

first half of the semester  

- Morning (0900-1200) in the 

second half of the semester 

Content  English for Mass Media  Similar to the control group 

Content 

organization 

Based on the framework of 

CTBA 

Similar to the control group 

Tasks and 

language 

exercises 

Based on the framework of 

CTBA 

Similar to the control group 

  

 However, there were differences between the two groups, especially ICT-

based facilities provided in the experimental group. The differences were presented 

and compared side by side in the Table 16 below. 
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Table 16: Differences in the Control and the Experimental Groups  

 CTBA without NBLT CTBA with NBLT 

Classroom A traditional classroom, free 
from distracting sounds  

A computer laboratory, free 
from distracting sounds 

Classroom 
setting 

Classroom formation, with 
separate lecture chairs which 
were easy to move and put into 
other formations, such as groups 
or pairs.  

 

Classroom formation with 
computers on long tables 

Due to the weight of tables and 
computer, as well as cabling, 
these could not be moved and 
repositioned.   

Content 
delivery 

Students received the content 
from the print textbook. 

 

At first, students received the 
contents online. But, due to 
some difficulty in accessing 
computers and the Internet at 
their homes, content was made 
available in CD and in print. 

Language 
exercise 
delivery 

Paper-based Online interactive exercises 
(Example is available in 
Appendix 8 ) 

Learning  
materials 
besides 
textbook 

News articles from two local 
English newspaper in print 

News articles from newspapers 
and news agencies Web sites 
around the world 

Assessment Performance assessment using  
portfolios, journal writing and 
self/peer assessment 

Similar to that of the control 
group, but the experimental 
group kept their journals and 
task outcomes, as well as gave 
feedback to their peers in their 
teams’ Blog. 

 In order to provide the clearer insight into the English for Mass Media course 

which was conducted under CTBA either with or without NBLT, the Unit 3 from the 

textbook is used to illustrate the steps of treatment students in the control and the 

experimental groups received. The pedagogical procedure of Unit 3 is presented in 

Table 17 below. 
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Table 17: Lesson plan of Chapter 3: Types of newspaper 
Mode of 
communication 

Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational
 

Skills focused 
in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ 
Reading 
Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 
Writing 

 Schema 
building 

Controlled 
practice 

Language 
focus 

Tasks Presentation 

3. Types of 
newspapers 

News Types of 
Newspapers 
(controlled) 

Headlines Types of 
Newspapers(free) 

Types of 
Newspapers 
 

 News reading 
comprehension 
exercise 
 
 
Hard and soft 
news 
 
 

Hard and 
soft news 
 
Quantitative 
and 
qualitative 
newspapers 
 

Present 
participle 
 
To 
infinitive 

Have Ss compare 
English newspaper 
and other Thai 
newspaper. 
 
Have Ss identify 
whether they are 
quality or quantity 
newspapers.  

Presentation 

 The steps of treatment for the control and the experimental groups followed 

the pedagogical procedure of CTBA, which starts with schema building, controlled 

practice, language focus, tasks, presentation, and wrap-up, as shown in Table 18. The 

procedure was designed for a weekly class session which last 180 minutes.  

Table 18: The Steps of Treatment 

Steps Time 

 

The control group 

CTBA with NBLT 

The experimental group  

CTBA without NBLT 

Schema 
building 

20 minutes Two teams were systematically 
assigned to report their news 
summary to class, on weekly basis. 

As similar to the control group, 
students were to summarize news 
articles, as a weekly routine task. 

  Weekly news articles to be 
summarized were from two local 
English newspapers: the Bangkok 
Post and the Nation. 

 

The experimental group was able to 
access the news article from the 
Bangkok Post and the Nation 
through their Web sites. 

However, students had opportunity 
to access Web sites of newspapers 
and news agencies around the 
world. 

  Students could conveniently present 
news summary by cutting news 

Unlike the way the control group 
did, the experimental group could 
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Steps Time 

 

The control group 

CTBA with NBLT 

The experimental group  

CTBA without NBLT 
clips from newspaper, pasting it on 
a piece of paper, writing their news 
summary, and placing it under a 
video visualizer so that the LCD 
project could show it on the screen. 

conveniently copy the news stories 
they chose, both text and cuts, paste 
them on their Blogs, typed in their 
summary. The experimental group 
reported news summary to class 
from their blog,  

  The presenting teams were 
encouraged to ask the audience 
questions to check their 
understanding while the audience 
was encouraged to ask questions in 
case the presentation was not clear 
enough. 

The interaction between the 
presenting teams and the audience 
was encouraged, similarly to the 
control group.  

However, with NBLT the audience 
could listen to the presentation, 
while, at the same time, could read 
the stories in original version, ask 
questions or provide feedback 
through the asynchronous 
communication system provided in 
Blogs.  

 20 minutes After the presentation, students 
were to read news articles and 
finish reading comprehension 
exercises provided in the textbook. 

Similarly to what the control group 
did. However, the experimental 
group completed the online 
exercises which provide automatic 
and interactive feedback. 

Controlled 
practice 

20 minutes Students studied the course content 
from print textbook. 

In chapter 3, students studied the 
types of news, particularly hard 
news and soft news, as well as 
types of newspapers, specifically 
quantity newspapers and quality 
newspapers. 

The instructor took the main role in 
giving lecture.  

Students supposed to listen, write 
down notes and ask questions if 
they did not understand. 

Students studied the course content 
provided online, in Compact Disc 
or on their textbook, while the 
instructor gave the lecture.  

 

 20 minutes Students completed controlled tasks 
in which they were to judge 
whether the news stories (that they 
had read in Schema building 
section) were hard or soft news, as 
well as whether the newspaper that 
presented them were quantity or 

The controlled task was similar to 
that of the control group but they 
were asked to submit their answer 
to the instructor’a Blog so that the 
other teams could review and 
compare their answers. 
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Steps Time 

 

The control group 

CTBA with NBLT 

The experimental group  

CTBA without NBLT 
quality newspapers, by using the 
knowledge from the text and 
lecture. 

The answers were written on their 
textbooks. 

Language 
focus 

20 minutes Language focus section in chapter 3 
focused on present participle and 
to-infinitive in headlines. 

Students were to read news stories 
and identify the relationship 
between the specific verb forms and 
timing or voices presented in news 
stories. 

 

The exercises in language focus is 
similar to those in the control group 
but the experimental group did it 
with an online interactive exercises, 
which provided automatic 
feedback. 

 

Tasks 40 minutes Students were to find more samples 
of soft and hard news and identify 
the newspapers that presented those 
news stories whether they were 
quantity or quality newspapers, 
from other sources which were not 
provided in the textbook. 

Similarly to the control group did, 
but the control group could use the 
Internet to search for extra 
information to solve assigned tasks, 
conveniently, and at the same time, 
thoroughly.  

 

  The completed tasks were required 
to be collected in teams’ portfolios. 

The completed tasks were collected 
in teams’ Blogs, functioning as e-
portfolios.  

Presentati
on 

30 minutes Students presented what they found 
to the class. 

The findings were usually presented 
in hard copy. 

The presenter went in front of the 
classroom, open his/her team’s 
Blog and presented the findings to 
the classroom.  

The instructor and their peers were 
able to provide written feedback to 
their work verbally or through the 
Blog communication system. 

Wrap-up 10 minutes Teacher concluded taught content, 
answered questions, if any, and 
assigned take-home tasks. 

Most were similar to what the 
control group did, but the instructor 
posted the take-home tasks and 
assignment on his Blog.   

 Two points should be noted for lesson plans for the English for Mass Media 

course which was conducted under CTBA with and without NBLT. Firstly, the news 
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summarized and presented by students was up-to date, relevant, or even meaningful to 

students’ lives while the news reading comprehension exercises were related to the 

content students were to learn in controlled practice section. Thus, both news 

summary and reading exercises were considered appropriate schema building. 

Secondly, all tasks and exercises were encouraged to complete collaboratively in 

teams. Provided with self-evaluation rubrics, students were also supported to review 

their works and give feedback to their peers. Tasks, specifically free tasks and news 

summaries must be kept in groups’ portfolios for peer and instructor review.  

6. Research Instruments 

 To study the effects of CTBA with, and without, NBLT on English language 

achievement, student engagement, and student engagement’s sub-elements in three 

aspects, various types of research instruments were employed in this study as 

illustrated in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Research instruments in this study  

 The details of instruments employed to assess dependent variables in this 

study are as follows: 

1. An achievement test to measure English language achievement; 
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2. A set of self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires and semi-structured 

group interviews to measure and evaluate affective engagement; 

3. A set of self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires and semi-structured 

group interviews to measure and evaluate behavioral engagement; 

4. A set of self-evaluated guiding questions and semi-structured interviews to 

measure and evaluate cognitive engagement. 

 Detailed descriptions, including rational, construction and validation process 

of each instrument are presented in the sections below. 

 6.1 Achievement test 

6.1.1 Rationale for the achievement test 

  Tests play important roles in research in that they are used to 

investigate the effects of different instructional settings and techniques on language 

acquisition, as well as to provide criterion indicators of language ability for studies of 

classroom-centered second language acquisition (Bachman, 1990). Assessing English 

language achievement refers to the students’ mastery of grammatical elements and 

vocabulary frequently found in newspaper articles, and an achievement test is 

appropriate (Brown, 1996). In addition, though there is a current trend to measure 

holistic performance of language use, testing grammar and vocabulary is still 

considered appropriate, especially for criterion referenced tests, such as achievement 

test. As Hughes, (2003) suggests:  

1. grammatical structures are seen as the core element of language 

ability and, without such ability, the language performance would 

be limited; and, 

2. if grammatical structures and vocabulary are consciously taught to 

students, all items are appropriate to be selected for the test. 

6.1.2 Construction of the achievement test 

  The steps in developing the achievement test were as follows: 
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1. The achievement test was developed by the researcher to assess the 

degree of mastery of knowledge and skills after students took the 

English for Mass Media course for a semester; 

2. The tests were constructed based on the course description and 

course objectives. The main focuses of the tests were lexical and 

syntactic features frequently found in English newspapers;  

3. The related literature (Frederickson and Wedel, 1980;  

Punyaratabandhu, 1999) was reviewed as a guideline;  

4. While developing the achievement test, the researcher kept the 

notion of similarity between the Target Language Use Tasks (TLU) 

and Test Tasks as the main concern. Bachman and Palmer’s 

designing and developing language tests (Bachman & Palmer, 

1996) as well as other works relating to constructing language tests 

were used as guidelines (Alderson, 2002; Brown, 2004);  

5. Objective tests, such as multiple choice tests, which do not require 

subjective judgment, were chosen for constructing the test 

(Hughes, 2003). The advantages of multiple choice tests are as 

follows: 

1. Scoring is reliable, rapid, and economical; 

2. More items could be included in limited test time;  

3. The test could evaluate receptive skills without asking test 

takers to produce any other skills; 

6. Based on the course objectives, the test was consisted of three main 

parts which were designed to assess students’ ability to master 

lexical and syntactic features, usually found in newspapers, 

including reading comprehension of newspaper articles; and,  

7. The test was composed of 60 items. As a multiple-choice test, there 

were four options in each item. A copy of the English language 

achievement test is available in Appendix 9. 
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6.1.3 Validation of the achievement test 

  The procedure to assure the validity and reliability of the achievement 

test was as follows. For content validity, three experts were invited to validate the 

English language achievement test items. A name list of the experts is available in 

Appendix 10. They all had the following characteristics: 

1. Held an M.A. or Ph.D. in English, Teaching English as a Second 

Language, Teaching English as a Foreign Language, Applied 

Linguistics, Linguistics, Mass Communication, or related fields; 

2. Had at least one year of experience in teaching the English for 

Mass Media course.     

  The index of Item-Objective Congruence (IOC) was used to assess the 

validity of the questionnaire items (Rovinelli & Hambleton, 1977). Index of IOC from 

the experts for test items was 0.978. Any items that received IOC under 0.670 were 

revised and the suggestions from the experts were applied in improving the test items. 

The index of IOC for each test item is available in Appendix 11. 

  Items in the English Language achievement test in the main study 

obtained item difficulty level (p = 0.20-0.80) and item discrimination power (d ≥ 

0.15), (Harris, 1969; Madsen, 1983). Any “poor” items were improved before being 

used in the main study (Brown, 1996). On average, the difficulty level of the test was 

0.463, and its discrimination power was 0.227. The difficulty level and discrimination 

power of each test item are available in Appendix 12.  

  Kuder-Richardson (KR 20) was applied to measure internal 

consistency of the test. The test employed in the main study was consider reliable due 

to the alpha level of 0.898 (Brown, 1996; Best & Kahn, 1986). The reliability 

statistics for the achievement test are available in Appendix 13 

 

.  
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 6.2 Self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires for affective engagement  

 The questionnaires asked questions related to students’ emotions, attitudes, 

and values toward course elements, namely tasks, content, teaching methods, 

teachers, peers, and classroom environment. 

6.2.1 Rationale for the affective engagement self-evaluated rating 

scale questionnaires  

  Many studies which focused on affective engagement were conducted 

with a cross-sectional research design in which surveys were the main instruments 

(Connell et al, 1994; Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Finn, 1993; Finn & Voelkl, 1993; 

Skinner & Belmont, 1993; Skinner et al., 1990). Students were asked to rate their 

affective reaction to or interest in tasks, content, teaching methods, teachers, students, 

and classroom environment. The popularity of surveys comes from its advantages, 

stated as follows:  

1. They are the most widely use technique in education and 

behavioral science for the collection of data (Isaac, & Michael, 

1983);  

2. They are flexible tools to collect ranges of data from counts and 

frequencies, to attitudes and opinions;  

3. They are the most cost-effective, efficient, and credible means of 

collecting data, because the respondents are the best person who 

could speak for themselves (Isacc &  Michael, 1983); and,  

4. They are anonymous and self-administering.   

  However, surveys also have a disadvantage that they are vulnerable to 

over-rater or under-rater bias. 
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6.2.2 Construction of the affective engagement self-evaluated 

rating scale questionnaires  

  Though many surveys used to assess the affective engagement were 

found in the literature, there were still some possible problems to use them properly in 

this study, such as obtaining the guarantee of quality, copyright restrictions, and the 

relevance for the purposes of this study (Ruhe, 2006). Therefore, the researcher 

decided to study questions from several sources and then selected ones which 

potentially had validity and reliability to assess affective engagement studied in this 

research. However, in order to cover the depth of the content, but also keep the 

instrument at a reasonable length, the original scales were not used without 

modification. Many questions were modified in wording before they were translated 

into Thai. All were done in order to make questions more consistent in term of the 

response scale, and to make questions clearer to the students. Some questions were 

newly created to make them relevant to the study. The steps in constructing the 

questionnaires were as follows: 

1. The constructs were defined; 

2. Existing surveys and literature related to the affective engagement 

were reviewed; and, 

3. The items were written.  

  Samples of items to measure affective engagement found in the 

literature are presented in Table 19. 

 

Table 19: Samples of Items to Measure Affective Engagement from Literature  

Experts Items to measure affective engagement 

Willms (2003) 

 

1. Other students seem to like me. 

2. I feel lonely. 

3. I do not want to go to school. 

4. I often feel bored. 

Fredricks et al. 1. I feel happy in school. 
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Experts Items to measure affective engagement 

(2003) 

 

2. I feel bored in school (reversed). 

3. I feel excited by the work at school. 

4. I like being at school. 

5. I am interested in the work at school. 

6. My classroom is a fun place to be. 

Finlay (2006) 

 

1. When I first walked into my classroom, I thought it was 

(good, bad). 

2. I thought it was (friendly, unfriendly). 

3. I thought it was (clean, dirty). 

4. I am happy to be at my class. 

5. The teachers in my school treat students fairly. 

6. I like the teacher in my class. 

7. The teacher in my class cares about what I’m doing. 

8. The teacher knows the subject matter well. 

9. I enjoy the work I do in class. 

10. I feel I can go to my teacher with the things that I need to 

talk about. 

 NSSE (2006) 1. Other students are (friendly  unfriendly). 

2. Other students are (supportive  unsupportive). 

3. Faculty members are (available  unavailable). 

4. Faculty members are (helpful  unhelpful). 

5. Faculty members are (sympathetic  unsympathetic). 

6. The entire education experience at this institute is 

(excellent  poor). 

Handelsman, Briggs, 

Sullivan, & Towler, 

(2005) 

1. I really desire to learn the materials. 

2. I am confident that I can learn and do well in class. 

3. I have fun in class. 

Langley (2006) 1. I believe the instructor was fair and impartial in dealing 

with me in this course. 

2. I was treated in a respectful manner by the instructor 
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Experts Items to measure affective engagement 

during this course. 

3. I developed enthusiasm and interest to learn more about 

course content. 

4. My performance in this course was directly related to the 

positive learning environment created by the instructor. 

5. The environment created by the instructor was safe and 

supportive. 

Ruhe (2006) 

 

1. Most of the time, I enjoy participating in group discussion 

in class. 

2. Most of the time, I like to ask question in class. 

3. Mostly, I come to the class because I enjoy the class. 

4. I enjoy working with classmates on group assignments. 

5. I enjoy applying theories and concepts from this class to 

practical problems. 

6. I enjoy thinking about the ideas in this class after the class 

has ended.  

7. I like thinking about problems with no obvious “right” 

answers. 

6.2.3 Validation of the affective engagement self-evaluated rating 

scale questionnaires  

  The self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires were considered high in 

face validity because it measures students’ affective engagement by asking subjects 

about their emotions, attitudes and values toward learning.  

  For content validity, the experts who were invited to validate research 

instruments in this study came from recognized academic institutions, particularly 

Chulalongkorn University, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, and 

Suan Duist Rajabhat University. A name list of the experts who validated the self-

evaluated rating scale questionnaires for student engagement, including affective, 
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behavioral, and cognitive engagement, is available in Appendix 14. They all had the 

following characteristics: 

1. Held an M.A. or Ph.D. in English, Teaching English as a Second 

Language, Teaching English as a Foreign Language, Applied 

Linguistics, Linguistics, Mass Communication, or related fields; 

2. Had at least two years of experience in implementing collaborative 

language learning, task-based language teaching, or network-based 

language teaching in language teaching; 

3. Were involved in academic research concerning collaborative 

learning, task-based language teaching, or network-based language 

teaching. 

  The index of Item-Objective Congruence (IOC) was used to assess the 

validity of the questionnaire items (Rovinelli & Hambleton, 1977). IOC from the 

experts for items in this study was 0.968. Any items that received IOC under 0.670 

were revised and the suggestions from the experts were applied in improving items in 

the questionnaires. The index of IOC for items to measure affective engagement is 

available in Appendix 15.   

  For reliability, the questionnaires were field-tested by asking 21 

students who had the similar characteristics with the subjects of the main study to do 

the test. In this case, students in the pilot study were SDRU Business English students 

who enrolled in the English for Mass Media course in another section. The 

Cronbach’s alpha was applied to measure the rating scale for internal consistency. 

The result showed the Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.857, which was interpreted that 

the internal consistency reliability of the items was high (Brown, 1996). The 

reliability statistics for items to measure affective engagement are available in 

Appendix 16. 

 Examples of items designed to assess affective engagement, and its sub-

elements in the research reported in this dissertation are presented in Table 20.  
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Table 20: List of Items to Assess Affective Engagement in This Study 

Sub-elements Items 

Emotions 1. I feel happy in this course. 

 2. I feel bored in this course. 

 3. I feel nervous in this course. 

 4. I feel confused in this course. 

 5. I enjoy the work I do in class. 

Attitudes 6. I like studying in the class. 

 7. The teacher is knowledgeable.  

 8. The teacher is friendly. 

 9. The teacher is supportive. 

 10. The teacher is available.  

 11. I feel I am a valuable person in my group.  

 12. Other students are friendly. 

 13. Other students are supportive. 

 14. The activities in the class are interesting. 

15. The activities in the class enhance my comprehension. 

 16. The learning environment is safe. 

 17. The learning environment is supportive. 

18. The teaching materials in this course are interesting. 

19. The teaching materials in this course enhance my 

comprehension. 

 20. I developed enthusiasm and interest to learn more about course 

content. 

 21. I am confident that I can learn and do well in class. 

Values 22. Learning in this course help develop my English proficiency. 

23. I can apply theories and concepts from this class to practical 

problems. 

 24.  Theories and concepts from this class will be valuable for my 

career in the future. 
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 6.3 Semi-structured group interviews for affective engagement 

measurement 

 Based on questions listed in self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires for 

affective engagement, the items in the semi-structured group interviews asked 

students to clarify their emotions, attitudes and values toward tasks, contents, teaching 

methods, teachers, peers, and classroom environment. 

6.3.1 Rationale for semi-structured group interviews for affective 

engagement 

  In order to confirm the results of the questionnaires, as well as to 

gather more in-depth information, semi-structured interviews were administered. This 

method was considered suitable because it yielded insights into the learning process 

which would be difficult to obtain by other means (Nunan, 1992a). Interviews come 

with many advantages (Isaac & Michael, 1983) as follows:  

1. They are flexible, adaptable and personalized;  

2. Body language, gestures, and tones of voice in face-to-face 

interviews lead to clearer and better understanding; and  

3. The free responses in interviews will also provide in-depth insight 

about affective engagement.  

  However, interviews also have some disadvantages, such as:  

1. They are expensive, time consuming, and inconvenient;  

2. Skilled and trained interviewers are required; 

3. The responses might be manipulated by the interviewers; and,  

4. They might be difficult to summarize. 

  Therefore, in order to control the flaws of inconvenience and time and, 

at the same time, to observe the students’ responses to collaboration in groups, group 

interviews were applied to collect in-depth data in this study. However, group 
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interviews also have both advantages and disadvantages (Isaac and Michael, 1983). 

The advantages of group interviews are as follows. 

1. They are more efficient and economical than one-to-one 

interviews; 

2. They show group behavior and consensus; 

3. They show group interaction patterns; and 

4. While brainstorming, students can stimulate the ideas of others. 

  The disadvantages of group interviews are as follows:  

1. They may restrain individuality while promoting conformity; 

2. They may intensify group loyalties; and, 

3. Group members might be manipulated by an influential member. 

6.3.2 Construction questions for semi-structured group interviews 

for affective engagement 

  Questions were developed by the researcher to gain the clearer and 

deeper insight of students’ affective engagement. As indicated previously, the 

interviews asked students to clarify their affective engagement and its sub-elements. 

According to the nature of semi-structured interviews, the questions mostly came 

from the items listed in the questionnaires, but their emphasis was more on finding the 

answers for “why” and “how.” 

6.3.3 Validation of questions for semi-structured interviews for 

affective engagement 

  This semi-structure interview was high in face validity because it 

measured students’ affective engagement by asking subjects about their emotions, 

attitudes, and values toward learning. 

  For content validity, the questions in the interview were framed by 

items listed in the questionnaires. The items were validated by the three experts, 

previously mentioned, and achieved IOC of 0.968.  
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 6.4 Self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires for behavioral engagement 

 Items in the questionnaires covered students’ behavior toward academic-

related activities, namely class attendance, preparation, attention, asking questions, 

contributions, and effort.  

6.4.1 Rationale for behavioral engagement self-evaluated rating 

scale questionnaires 

  Similar to studies of affective engagement, the studies which focused 

mainly on behavioral engagement were conducted with a cross-sectional design in 

which surveys were widely used as a major tool (Connell et al., 1994; Connell & 

Wellborn, 1991; Finn, 1993; Skinner & Belmont, 1993; Skinner et al., 1990). 

Students were asked to report on their response levels during class time, such as 

having participation with group discussion, asking questions, contributing meaningful 

comments, and being distracted by other non-academic activities. 

6.4.2 Construction of behavioral engagement self-evaluated rating 

scale questionnaires 

  A detailed description of construction of self-evaluated rating scale 

questionnaires for behavioral engagement would be similar to one for affective 

engagement and can be found in this Chapter, section 6.2.2. Samples of items to 

measure behavioral engagement found in the literature are presented in Table 21. 

Table 21: Samples of Items to Measure Behavioral Engagement from Literature 

Experts Items to measure behavioral engagement 

Willms (2003) 

 

How many times in the previous two weeks did you 

1. miss school?    

2. skip classes?     

3. arrive late for school? 

Fredricks et al. 

(2003) 

1. I pay attention in class. 

2. When I am in class, I just act as if I’m working (reversed). 
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Experts Items to measure behavioral engagement 

 3. I complete my homework on time. 

4. I follow the rules at school. 

5. I get in trouble at school (reversed) 

Finlay (2006) 

 

1. How often have you thought of dropping out? 

2. When I am in class I just pretend I am working. 

3. I follow the rules in class. 

4. I skip classes during school. 

5. I skip the entire school day. 

6. I try to stay home from school. 

NSSE (2005) 

 

How often have you done any of following?  

1. Asked questions in class or contributed to class 

discussions 

2. Worked on a paper or project that required integrating of 

ideas or information from various sources 

3. Come to class without completing readings or assignments 

4. Worked with other students on projects during class 

5. Worked with classmates outside of class to prepare class 

assignment 

6. Tutored or taught other students (paid or voluntary) 

7. Used an electronic medium (listen, chat group, Internet, 

instant messaging, etc) to discuss or complete an 

assignment 

8. Used e-mail to contact with an instructor 

9. Received prompt feedback from faculty on your academic 

performance (written or oral) 

10. Worked harder than you thought you could to meet an 

instructor’s standards or expectations 

11. Discussed ideas from your readings or classes with others 

outside of class (students, family members, co-workers) 
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Experts Items to measure behavioral engagement 

Handelsman et al. 

(2005) 

 

1. I raise my hand in class. 

2. I participate actively in small group discussions. 

3. I ask questions when I don’t understand the instructor. 

4. I do all the homework problems. 

5. I come to class every day. 

6. I go to the professor’s office to review assignments, or 

tests, or to ask questions. 

7. I think about the course between class meetings. 

8. I find ways to make course interesting to me. 

9. I take good notes in class. 

10. I look over class notes during classes to make sure I 

understand the material. 

11. I help fellow students. 

12. I listen carefully in class. 

Langley (2006) 1. I participated actively in most class learning experiences. 

2. I participated actively in discussion boards for this Web 

course. 

3. I was an active participant in class discussions. 

4. I was encouraged to make use of my personal experiences 

to learn the content. 

5. I frequently worked with other students to solve problem 

in class. 

6. I frequently worked with other students to complete class 

projects or assignments. 

Ruhe (2006) 

 

1. I have been working harder than I thought I would to meet 

the professor’s expectations. 

2. I usually come to class prepared. 

3. I have been tutoring or teaching other students. 

4. In this course, I have tried to understand viewpoints which 

are different from mine. 
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6.4.3 Validation of behavioral engagement self-evaluated rating 

scale questionnaires 

  The self-evaluated rating scale was considered high in face validity 

because it measured subjects’ behavioral engagement by asking the subjects 

themselves to rate their behaviors in academic activities. 

  For content validity, the items in self-evaluated rating scale 

questionnaires were validated by the group of three experts, already mentioned in 

section 6.2.3, using IOC (Rovinelli & Hambleton, 1977). The validation resulted in 

IOC of 0.905 which was higher than that needed at 0.750. The index of IOC of items 

to assess behavioral engagement is available in Appendix 17.   

  For reliability, the questionnaires were field-tested with the same group 

of students who were in the pilot study of affective engagement. The Cronbach’s 

alpha was applied to measure the rating scale internal consistency. The results showed 

that the set of items achieved the Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.765, which was 

acceptable for this study (Brown, 1996; Best & Kahn, 1986). The reliability statistics 

for items to assess behavioral engagement can be found in Appendix 18.  Examples 

of items designed to assess behavioral engagement, and its sub-elements in the 

research reported in this dissertation are presented in Table 22. 

Table 22: List of Items to Assess Behavioral Engagement in This Study 

Sub-elements  Items 

Attendance 1. I came to class on time.  

Preparation 2. I came to class with readings in advance. 

Attention 3. I listened carefully in class. 

 4. I took good notes in class. 

 5. I willingly answered the teacher’s questions. 

 6. When I was in class, I just pretended I am working. (negative) 
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Sub-elements  Items 

  

Asking questions 7. I asked questions when I did not understand. 

Contribution 8. I complete my homework on time. 

 9. I participated actively in small group discussions. 

 10. I tutored or taught other students. 

 11. I worked actively with other students on activities during 

class. 

 12. I worked actively with classmates outside of class to prepare 

class assignment. 

Effort 13. I worked harder than I thought I could to meet an instructor’s 

standards or expectations. 

 14. I had conversations with the teacher to review assignments or 

tests or to ask questions. 

 A copy of self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires for affective and 

behavioral engagement assessment is available in Appendix 19.  

 6.5 Semi-structured group interviews prompted with video for behavioral 

engagement measurement 

 Questions in the interviews were developed by the researcher to gain the 

clearer and deeper insight of students’ motives of behaviors. According to the nature 

of semi-structured interviews, the questions mostly came from the items listed in the 

questionnaires, related to behavioral engagement, but their emphasis was more on 

finding the answers for “why” and “how.” Video records of students’ behavior in 

class was planned to encourage students’ responses, and contributions in the 

interviews. 
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6.5.1 Rationale for behavioral engagement semi-structured group 

interviews prompted with video  

  Though the common instrument to measure behavioral engagement is 

a survey, to confirm the result that might be biased from a self-evaluated rating scale, 

and to gain deep qualitative data of behavioral engagement, group interviews, 

prompted with a video record of class activities, were administered (Fredricks et al., 

2002). This method was considered suitable because it yields insights into the 

learning process which would be difficult to obtain by other means (Nunan, 1992a). 

The video tape which recorded behavior of the subjects in classrooms was played 

while the interviews were conducted. This was done with the expectation to stimulate 

subjects’ contributions which would result in clearer and deeper insight into students’ 

behavioral engagement.  

  The advantages of video recording are as follows: 

1. They can be viewed later: and, 

2. They can record small details in the class, such as movements, 

gestures, and facial expression (Michael, 1998).  

  However, the video recording comes with some disadvantages:  

1. They are expensive; and,  

2. They are time consuming for transcription.  

6.5.2 Construction questions for behavioral engagement semi-

structured group interviews 

  According to the nature of semi-structured interviews, the core 

questions mostly came from the items listed in the behavioral engagement 

questionnaires. However, questions in the interviews emphasized more on finding the 

answers for the “why” and “how” questions. All questions were prepared and asked in 

Thai so that the students could reflect their behavioral engagement as precisely as 

possible, without a barrier of the English language.    
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6.5.3 Validation of questions for behavioral engagement semi-

structured group interviews 

  This semi-structured interview was high in face validity because it 

measured subjects’ behavioral engagement by asking subjects about their behavior 

toward academic-related activities, such as class attendance, preparation, attention, 

asking questions, contributions, and efforts. The items were already validated by three 

experts, as stated previously, and achieve IOC of 0.905.  

 6.6 Self-evaluated guiding questions for journal writing 

6.6.1 Construction of self-evaluated guiding questions 

  The self-evaluated guiding questions were developed by the 

researcher. Based on Bloom’s revised taxonomy and tasks in the English for Mass 

Media course, the designed questions were used for the subjects to reflect their 

application of cognitive processes, which were divided into six levels, while they 

were completing assigned tasks. The guiding questions were constructed in Thai so 

that the students could well understand the questions and answer them accurately, 

without any linguistic barrier.  

6.6.2 Validation of self-evaluated guiding questions 

  For content validity, the guiding questions were validated by three 

experts, as earlier mentioned. The content validation resulted in IOC of 0.879. The 

index of IOC of items to assess cognitive engagement is available in Appendix 20.   

  For reliability, the guiding questions were field-tested with a group of 

subjects who were in the pilot study of affective and behavioral engagement. The 

results of the internal consistency test showed that the set of items achieved the 

Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.978, which was acceptable for this study (Brown, 1996; 

Best & Kahn, 1986). The reliability statistics for items to assess cognitive engagement 

can be found in Appendix 21. 
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  Based on the notions of CLL and a revised version of Bloom’s 

taxonomy of the cognitive domain (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001), tasks in the 

English for Mass Media course gradually required more complex cognitive process to 

complete them. The guiding questions, therefore, reflect tasks in each level of the 

cognitive process. Examples of guiding questions designed to assess cognitive 

processed while the students were learning and completing required tasks are 

presented in Table 23. 

Table 23: List of Items to Assess Cognitive Engagement in This Study 

Sub-elements Items 
Remembering 1. I recalled what I learned in the past two weeks. 
 2. I recalled new words I learned in the past two weeks. 
Understanding 3. I summarized the contents I learned in forms of tables or mind 

maps. 
 4. I summarized the main ideas of the news I read. 
 5. I related the content studied this week with ones previously 

studied. 
 6. I explained the contents to other students who did not 

understand. 
 7. I could solve questions I found from the learning text. 
 8. I could solve questions I found from the news stories I read.  
 9. I found others samples that could add up to ones in the learning 

text. 
Applying 10. I adapted what I have learned in this class with other subjects. 
 11. I wrote a news headline that is more appropriate than the original 

one. 
 12. I interviewed people to write my own news stories. 
 13. I wrote a short news story (a headline and a lead) to report the 

current event.  
Analyzing  14. I found discrepancies in a similar news story on different 

newspapers. 
 15. From a news story I read, I differentiated facts from opinions. 
 16. From the interview data, I differentiated facts from opinions. 
Evaluating 17. From a news story I read, I found it is valid and reliable. 
 18. From a news story I read, I found it is invalid and unreliable. 
 19. From the interview data, I found it is valid and reliable. 
 20. I wrote a letter to the editor to express my opinion toward a 

current situation, supporting with concrete reasons. 
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Sub-elements Items 
Creating  21. I wrote news stories to report current situations from valid and 

reliable sources completing with headlines, leads, bodies, cuts, 
and captions. 

 22. I wrote a commentary article that is well supported with critical 
reasons and concrete evidence. 

A copy of self-evaluated guiding questions for journal writing that was 

distributed to students in this research could be found in Appendix 22. 

 6.7 Semi-structured group interviews for cognitive engagement 

measurement  

 The interviews asked subjects to clarify any inconsistencies found between 

weekly English for Mass Media content and tasks and the subjects’ reflective written 

contributions on their application of the cognitive processes when they were 

completing the tasks. 

6.7.1 Rationale for cognitive engagement semi-structured group 

interviews 

  Semi-structured interviews were administered, in order to confirm the 

results that might be biased by the students’ contributions to guiding questions, and to 

gain insight into cognitive engagement. The advantages and disadvantages of semi-

structured group interviews were already provided in section 6.3.1.  

6.7.2 Construction questions for semi-structured interviews 

  The questions were developed by the researcher to get a clearer and 

deeper insight of students’ cognitive engagement, based on the self-evaluated guiding 

questions for journal writing, previously mentioned in section 6.6.  

6.7.3 Validation of questions for semi-structured interviews 

  This semi-structured interview was high in face validity because it 

assesses students’ cognitive engagement by asking students about their cognitive 
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processes in comprehending the contents and completing the tasks. For content 

validity, the items were validated by the experts, who were previously mentioned, and 

the items achieved IOC of 0.879.  

7. Data Collection  

 Data collection was conducted in two main stages: the pilot study and the 

main study.  

 7.1 Data collection in the pilot study 

 After the research instruments were constructed, validated by the experts, and 

revised in order to achieve the pre-set criteria, they were tried out with a group of 

students who had the similar characteristics with the subjects of the main study. The 

pilot study was conducted in the first semester of the academic year 2007. To collect 

data in the pilot study, the process was divided into three phases, particularly 

quantitative data collection for student engagement, qualitative data collection for 

student engagement, and quantitative data collection for English language 

achievement. 

7.1.1 Quantitative data collection for student engagement 

  Self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires for affective, behavioral and 

cognitive engagement were merged into one questionnaire for convenience of 

distribution and data collection.  Data collection was administered in a classroom, 

after the actual class of English for Mass Media was over. The classroom was air-

conditioned, well-lit, and free from any distracting sound. 

  With permission from the course instructor, the researcher introduced 

himself, as well as objectives of the questionnaires and instructions, plus indicated 

that the answers would not have any effects on them in any aspect. The explanation 

was done in Thai for clearer understanding. The quantitative data collection of student 

engagement in the pilot phrase took approximately 30 minutes.      
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7.1.2 Qualitative data collection for student engagement 

  Students in the pilot study were randomly chosen before they were 

asked to have an interview in groups. The room in which the interviews took place 

was a meeting room of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences. At first, data 

of affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement was planned to be collected 

separately in different interviews. However, this plan was later changed so that all 

affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement data were collected together in a 

session of interviews. The decision for change was based on many reasons, as are 

explained below:   

1. Student engagement was, itself, a multi-faceted construct. To 

collect data of one sub-element, such as affective engagement, 

without mentioning other sub-elements, such as behavioral or 

cognitive engagement, was hardly possible;  

2. To find time when all subjects in teams were available for an 

interview was difficult. It would be three times more difficult if 

qualitative data of student engagement was collected separately; 

and, 

3. The Faculty meeting room was the most appropriate place for 

interviews, but it must be booked in advance. The meeting room 

could be occupied for other more important purposes as well. 

Therefore, lowering the number of interviews helped reduce the 

necessary time and effort in finding other places in case the 

meeting room was not available.   

  The procedure in a pilot interview was in the following order:  

1. Students were seated at a round table with their team members; 

2. The researcher introduced the objectives of the interview, the 

procedure, and remarks, such as it was audio-recorded and that it 

would not affect the students in any aspect; and, 
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3. All questions and answers were in Thai. Prompts, such as their 

journals, were used to encourage students’ contributions. The order 

of questions followed the organization of items in the 

questionnaires. However, some points found interesting could be 

more focused upon than others. 

  A difficulty found during the pilot study led to another change applied 

in the main study, particularly the video prompts were replaced by still image 

prompts. In the experimental group, at first, the researcher planned to use closed 

circuit video cameras that were installed in the computer laboratories to record 

students’ behaviors in the experimental group. However, it was found out later that 

such cameras were surveillance cameras of which main purpose was to monitor the 

computer laboratories’ property. The video signal in an individual computer 

laboratory was not recorded directly. Instead, signals from all laboratories were sent 

to a main server which would record video signals from a single lab for 30 seconds 

before it switched to record signals from other labs. The recorded video retrieved 

from the main servers, then, was comprised of small adjacent chunks of video signal 

from all computer laboratories and, thus, it could not be used properly in this study. 

  In the control group, the researcher planned to use portable video 

camera placed on a tripod to record the students’ behavior. However, the portable 

video camera also came with some flaws, such as: 

1. They could not record the behavior of students who sat far away 

from the camera. Though the video camera was portable, with the 

weight and size of a camera and a tripod attached to it, moving the 

camera around the room was inconvenient; 

2. The existence of the video camera in the classroom made subjects 

felt uncomfortable, especially those close to the video camera. 

Their behavior became unnatural. Students either tried to avoid the 

video camera, or they posed in front of the camera; and 

3. Video prompt was initiated as an attempt to stimulate the students’ 

reflections during the interviews. However, finding a specific 
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moment from a three-hour-long video clip, which was recorded 

during a weekly English for Mass Media course, consumed a lot of 

times and efforts. Doing so, while having an interview, also 

negatively affected the students’ flow of contributions. 

  The digital still cameras could compensate for weakness found in a 

video camera, for instance: 

1. A digital still camera could capture moments in the class, such as 

movements, gestures and facial expression; 

2. Still images could be viewed later;   

3. It was lighter and thus, the, operator could freely move around the 

classroom. 

4. With its tiny size, it did not make students uncomfortable. 

5. The digital still camera allowed the researcher to record only 

moments he was interested in for further study. It was inconvenient 

to do the same with a video camera. 

6. Selecting required images and organizing them into some order 

was less time and effort consuming. 

  Because of many advantages provided by a digital still camera, the 

researcher decided to use still images from the camera as prompts in the semi-

structured group interviews, for both the control and the experimental groups.  

7.1.3 Data collection for English language achievement 

  In the pilot phase, English language achievement was measured by an 

achievement test, in the first semester of the academic year 2007. The test was 

conducted in the classroom in which the pilot students studied the English for Mass 

Media course. The procedure of the test administration was as follows:  

1. The pilot students were informed in advance that they were 

required to have the test, including the date and time;  
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2. They were also informed that the result of the test would not have 

any effects on their grades in any courses;  

3. The test administration was conducted with formal examination 

protocol. Students were seated in the order of their student 

identification numbers, as appeared on separated lecture chairs. 

Dictionaries, cell phones, and textbooks were not allowed; and,  

4. Time allocation for the examination was one and a half hour. 

 7.2 Data collection in the main study 

 In the main study, the data collection was conducted throughout the English 

for Mass Media course in the second semester of the academic year 2007. The data 

collection could be divided into four categories based on the instruments used to 

collect data. These were self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires, guiding questions, 

semi-structured group interviews, and an achievement test. 

7.2.1 Self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires  

  The questionnaires were used to collect data of affective and 

behavioral engagement. The procedure to collect the data with questionnaires was as 

follows:   

1. In order to study affective and behavioral engagement, and their 

trends, the questionnaires were distributed periodically through the 

semester, in the 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th weeks; 

2. Students in the control and experimental groups received the 

questionnaires after the English for Mass Media course was over, 

in the classroom for the control group, and in the computer 

laboratory for the experimental group; 

3. In the first week, the objectives of the questionnaires, the 

instructions, and the remark that the subjects’ responses would be 

kept anonymous and would not have any effects on the subjects 
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were explained in Thai. However, on the later weeks, only the 

instructions and remarks were mentioned; 

4. Subjects were told not to write their names down. However, the 

researcher still could identify each subject from codes on the back 

of each set of questionnaires; and, 

5. The allocation of time to finish the questionnaires was not fixed, 

but most students completed them within 15 minutes. Students 

were told to place questionnaires in the boxes provided before they 

left the room.  

7.2.2 Guiding questions  

  The guiding questions were used to collect data on cognitive 

engagement. The procedure to collect data with guiding questions was as follows:   

1. Students in the control and experimental groups received the 

guiding questions in the 2nd week. The researcher explained the 

objectives of the guiding questions, as well as instructions and 

remarks that their contribution would provide valuable reflective 

evidence for their leaning. The contributions were voluntary and 

would not have any effect on them. All explanations were 

conducted in Thai for better understanding; 

2. In order to study cognitive engagement and its trends, the 

responses to the guiding questions, in the form of journal writing, 

were collected periodically through the semester. Students in the 

control and experimental groups were informed to submit their 

journal within the end of the 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th weeks of the 

semester; and 

3. Students in the control group answered the guiding questions and 

collected them in their group portfolios, while students in the 

experimental group collected their answers in their group online 

portfolios.  
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7.2.3 Semi-structured interviews 

  Semi-structured interviews were used to collect qualitative data of 

affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement. In order to deal with a criticism that 

the data form interviews was unreliable due to the chronological gap between the 

event and the reporting (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), data collection in semi-structured 

group interviews was conducts within a week after each weekly class was over. By 

collecting the data as soon as possible after the task or event has taken place, it 

enhances reliability of the data (Ericsson and Simon, 1984, cited in Nunan, 1992a: 

124). The interview procedure was as follows:  

1. Twelve cohorts of students from the control and experimental groups, 

the same teams they were in class activities, were systematically 

selected for interviews. In each of the 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th, and 14th 

weeks of the semester, one cohort from the control group and another 

from the experimental group were scheduled for the interviews;  

2. Students were informed, in advance, of the day, date, time, and place 

that the interviews would take place;  

3. The interviews were administered at a meeting room of the Faculty of 

Humanities and Social Sciences; 

4. The subjects and the researchers sat together at a round table. The 

interviews were audio-recorded and later transcribed; 

5. Before each session of the interviews started, the researcher introduced 

the interviews’ objectives and procedure, as well as expected 

contributions from the interviewees, and remarked that the interviews 

would not affect the students in any way; 

6. The interviews were conducted in Thai. Prompts such as still images of 

students in actions, task outcomes, and students’ answers in the 

questionnaires were used as cross references and for in-depth 

investigation;  

7. Though the questions in the interviews were framed by ones from 

questionnaires, the researcher encouraged students to clarify more on 
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issues of “how” and “why” that the questionnaires could not provide 

deep and satisfactory answers; and   

8. In general, a session of semi-structured group interviews to collect 

qualitative data on affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement 

took approximately one and a half hours.  

7.2.4 English for mass media achievement test 

  Students in both the control and experimental groups were required to 

take the achievement test at the end of the semester (in the 16th week). The procedure 

of the test administration was as follows:   

1. The students were informed in advance that they were required to 

take the test, including the day, date, time, and place;  

2. They were also informed that the scores from the achievement test 

would later be accumulated with the total scores and would affect 

their final grade of the English for Mass Media course.  

3. The test administration was conducted with formal examination 

protocol. In a well lit, air-conditioned room, free from any 

distracting sounds, students were seated on separated chairs in the 

order of their student identification numbers. Dictionaries, cell 

phones, and textbooks were not allowed; 

4. A test paper, computerized answer sheet, and a pencil were already 

placed on each chair before the students were allowed to enter the 

test rooms.  

5. Both the control and experimental groups took the achievement at 

the same time in two adjacent rooms;  

6. Time allocation for the examination was one and a half hours. The 

test started at 10:30 a.m. and was over by 12:00 p.m. A proctor was 

assigned to supervise the examination in each room. The remaining 

time was announced 15, 10, and 5 minutes before the test time was 

over; and 
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7. Students were asked to leave the test paper and answer sheets face 

down on the chairs, when they finished the test.  

 Based on two main reasons, particularly that student engagement is a process, 

happening in periods of time, and that one of the objectives in this research was to 

study the development of effects of CTBA with NBLT on student engagement, data in 

this research, therefore, were collected periodically during the semester. Time table 

for collection of all types of data is presented in Table 24. 

Table 24: Timetable for Data Collection  

Weeks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Questionnaires 
    √  √  √  √  √     

Guiding 
questions 

   √  √  √  √  √     

Interviews 
 

   √  √  √  √  √  √   

Achievement 
test 

               √ 

8. Data Analysis 

 To study the effects of CTBA with, and without, NBLT on English language 

achievement and student engagement, three main research questions were set, as 

follows:  

1. Does CTBA with NBLT have significant effects on undergraduate 

students’ language achievement? If it does, what is the size of the effect? 

2. Does CTBA with NBLT have any impact on undergraduate students’ 

engagement? If it does, what is the magnitude of the effect size and is 

there any development of the effect? 

3. Is there a significant correlation between English language achievement 

and student engagement of the undergraduate students? If there is, what is 

the size of the effect?  
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 The comprehensive list of statics tools to answer each question was illustrated 

in Figure 11 below.  

 

Figure 11: The comprehensive list of statics tools for data analysis  

 8.1 Data analysis on the effects of CTBA with, and without, NBLT on 

English language achievement  

1. The students’ computerized answer sheets from the control and 

experimental groups were marked separately by the automatic marking 

machine;  

2. The scores from each group were quantified to find the mean scores and 

standard deviations;  
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3. The Independent-samples t-test was applied to find out whether there was 

a significance difference in English language achievement between the 

two groups (p = .05); and,   

4. Cohen’s d index was applied to find out the size of the effect. 

 8.2 Quantitative data analysis on the effects of CTBA with, and without, 

NBLT on student engagement 

 To gain an insight into student engagement, quantitative data of affective, 

behavioral, and cognitive engagement, from self-evaluated questionnaire, and guiding 

questions were analyzed separately by way of the following procedure.   

1. Data obtained from self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires for affective 

engagement from both groups were quantified for descriptive statistics; 

2. The Independent-samples t-test was applied to find out whether there was 

a significance difference in affective engagement between the two groups   

(p = .05); 

3. Cohen’s d index was applied to find out the size of the effect; and,  

4. The Pearson-product moment correlation coefficient was applied to find 

out whether there was a significant development in student engagement, 

and its sub-elements, in the control and/or experimental groups. The 

relationships between time and student engagement, plus its sub-elements 

were interpreted from the coefficient of correlation (r) (Best & Kahn, 

1986).  

 8.3 Qualitative data analysis on the effects of CTBA with, and without, 

NBLT on student engagement 

 To gain more insight into student engagement, qualitative data of affective, 

behavioral and cognitive engagement were then analyzed as follows. 
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8.3.1 Affective and behavioral engagement  

  The data, related to affective and behavioral engagement, gained from 

semi-structured group interviews, from both control and experimental groups was 

analyzed by means of content analysis. The procedure of data analysis from semi-

structured group interviews was as follows: 

1. The interviews in Thai were transcribed; 

2. The transcription was later translated into English; 

3. The data were coded and categorized into groups; 

4. The categorized data showed patterns which help validate and 

explain the results from quantitative data analysis; 

5. Pseudonyms were used in the findings thoroughly.  

8.3.2 Cognitive engagement 

  Data obtained from guiding questions, reflective journals and semi-

structured group interviews from both groups was analyzed by means of content 

analysis. Doing so, data was conceptualized, coded, and grouped into categories.  

Nevertheless, responses to the guiding questions in the form of reflective journal 

writing were reviewed later in the study and insufficiently supported the findings. In 

the pilot study, it was found that students were willing to do journal writing. 

However, the difference between the pilot study and the actual study was that the pilot 

students were asked to write the journal once, while the students in the main study 

were required to write them five times while they were being assigned with other 

tasks from the English for Mass Media course and other courses. This resulted in the 

students gradually losing interest in contributing cognitive reflection into their 

journals. Thus, observations from the instructor were used to support the cognitive 

engagement results found through the guiding questions and semi-structured 

interviews. 
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 8.4 Data analysis on the correlations between English language 

achievement and student engagement 

 The Pearson product-moment coefficient was applied to find out if there was 

any relationship between the students’ achievement test scores and their student, 

affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement in the control group and in the 

experimental group. The Pearson-product moment correlation coefficient was also 

used to indicate the size of the effect of the treatment.  

 In Chapter IV, the research findings for research questions stated in this 

chapter are presented. 

 



 

CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

 In this chapter, the quantitative data from the English for Mass Media 

achievement test, self-evaluated rating scale questionnaires, and guiding questions, as 

well as qualitative data from semi-structured group interviews and observation are 

analyzed to answer the following research questions. 

1. Does CTBA with NBLT have significant effects on undergraduate 

students’ language achievement? If it does, what is the size of the effect? 

2. Does CTBA with NBLT have any impact on undergraduate students’ 

engagement? If it does, what is the magnitude of the effect size and is 

there any development of the effect? 

3. Is there a significant correlation between English language achievement 

and student engagement of the undergraduate students? If so is, what is the 

size of the effect?  

The three research questions were set in order to investigate the effects of 

CTBA wit, NBLT on undergraduate students’ English language achievement, and on 

student engagement, as well as to study the correlation between the English language 

achievement and student engagement.  

1. Effects of CTBA with NBLT on English language 

achievement 

With a research question as to whether the CTBA with NBLT had significant 

effects on undergraduate students’ English language achievement, the null hypothesis 

was set that the English language achievement of the undergraduate students who 

were taught by the CTBA with the NBLT would not be significantly different from 

those who were taught without such an approach. 
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The findings from the achievement test showed that, from the total scores of 

120, the average scores of the control group (  54.167, SD = 13.117) were higher 

than ones of the experimental group ( 49.542, SD = 12.371).   

Table 25: Comparison of the Students’ English Language Achievement 

Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Control 24 54.167 13.117 46 1.257 

Experimental 24 49.542 12.371   

However, when calculated by Independent-samples t-test, the result presented 

in the Table 18 shows that English language achievement mean scores of the students 

in both groups were insignificantly different, t (46) = 1.257, p = 0.108. Thus, the 

hypothesis for the first research question at alpha = 0.05 was accepted.    

 Moreover, the effect size of CTBA with NBLT on the undergraduate students’ 

English language achievement was small, Cohen’s d = 0.36. An effect size of 0.36 

indicated that the mean scores of the control group were about at the 64th percentile, 

whereas those of the experimental group were at the 50 percentile (Cohen, 1988).  

2. Effects of CTBA with NBLT on Student Engagement 

The research question for student engagement was set whether CTBA with 

NBLT had effects on undergraduate students’ engagement. If so, what was the size of 

the effects, and was there development of the effects? From the literature review, it 

was hypothesized that the student engagement, including its sub-elements, of the 

undergraduate students who were taught by CTBA with NBLT would be significantly 

higher than those who were taught without such an approach.  

 2.1 Effects of CTBA with NBLT on student engagement  

 To test the hypothesis, data from the undergraduate students’ student 

engagement were collected five times during the semester. The findings showed that 
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the average scores of the control group (  = 2.681, SD = 0.592) were lower than ones 

of the experimental group (  = 3.216, SD = 0.762).  

Table 26: Comparison of the Students’ Student Engagement  

Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Control 24 2.681 0.592 46 -2.716* 

Experimental 24 3.216 0.762   
*p < 0.05 

 The result from the Independent-samples t-test in the Table 19 shows that the 

student engagement of the control group was significantly lower than that of the 

experimental group, t (46) = -2.716, p < 0.05. Thus, the hypothesis was accepted at 

alpha = 0.05.   In addition, the effect size of CTBA with NBLT on the undergraduate 

students’ student engagement was large, Cohen’s d = -1.41. An effect size of -1.41 

indicated that the mean scores of the control group were about at the 50th percentile 

whereas those of the experimental group were at the 92th percentile (Cohen, 1988).  

 For the development of student engagement, the results from the 

questionnaires collected five times during the semester showed a significant 

development of the student engagement in a linear formation in the control group      

(r = 0.774, p < 0.05) as illustrated in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12: The control group’s student engagement trends  

  

 The development of student engagement in a linear formation was also found 

the experimental group (r =0.895, p < 0.05), as illustrated in Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13: The experimental group’s student engagement trends  
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 Student engagement was a broad term which covered three sub-elements that 

are affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement. Therefore, to investigate the 

student engagement in depth, three further sub-hypotheses were required to be tested.  

 2.2 Effects of CTBA with NBLT on affective engagement  

 The hypothesis for affective engagement was that the affective engagement of 

the undergraduate students who were taught by the CTBA with NBLT was 

significantly higher than those who were taught without such an approach. 

Undergraduate students’ affective engagement data was collected five times during a 

semester. The affective engagement average scores of the control group students       

(  = 3.597, SD = 0.263) were lower than ones of the experimental group students       

(  = 3.632, SD = 0.448). A comparison of the effects of CTBA with, and without, 

NBLT on affective engagement in the control and the experimental groups is shown 

in Tabled 20.  

Table 27: Comparison of the Students’ Affective Engagement  

Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Control 24 3.597 0.263 46 -0.333 

Experimental 24 3.632 0.448   

 

 Table 20 shows the results from the Independent-samples t-test that the 

affective engagement in both groups were insignificantly different, t (46) = -0.333, p 

> 0.050. Thus, the hypothesis that the affective engagement of the undergraduate 

students who were taught by the CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than 

those who were taught by CTBA without NBLT at alpha = 0.05 was rejected.    

 The size of the effect of CTBA with NBLT on the undergraduate students’ 

affective engagement was near zero, Cohen’s d = -0.10. An effect size of -0.10 

indicated that the mean scores of the control group and the experimental group were 

about at the 50th percentile (Cohen, 1988).  Furthermore, data from the 
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questionnaires collected during the semester did not show any systematic 

development of affective engagement in both the control and experimental groups.  

 Due to the fact that the affective engagement studied in this research was 

composed of three sub-elements, being emotions, attitudes and values, to investigate 

the affective engagement in depth, it was necessary that all sub-elements must be 

studied, as well. Quantitatively, it was found that the control group had lower average 

scores in emotions and attitudes but higher average scores in values, than what the 

experimental group had. However, when Independent-samples t-test was applied, 

emotions, attitudes and values in both the control and experimental groups were 

insignificantly different, as shown in Table 28.   

Table 28: Comparison of the Students’ Sub-Elements of Affective Engagement  

 Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Emotions Control 24 3.262 0.285 38.581 -1.042 

 Experimental 24 3.376 0.456   

Attitudes Control 24 3.870 0.272 46 -0.201 

 Experimental 24 3.891 0.445   

Values Control 24 3.659 0.362 46 0.222 

 Experimental 24 3.629 0.544   

 Qualitatively, the control and the experimental groups shared some similarities 

and differences in affective engagement. The qualitative findings of sub-elements of 

affective engagement are presented in detail below. 

2.2.1 Emotions  

  Anxiety was the most outstanding emotion which both groups shared.  

Anxiety found in this study is classified into three types, specifically anxiety from 

tests and examinations, from collaboration in groups, and from teaching methods. 

Three types of anxiety concluded from the qualitative data analysis are presented in 

detail as follows: 
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  1. Anxiety for tests and examinations 

  The students in both groups had anxiety towards tests and examination; 

they were afraid to fail the course. They claimed that they would have been less 

anxious if the instructor allowed them to bring dictionaries into the examination 

rooms, or designed test items that came directly from the textbook or gave them some 

hints for test items.  

  2. Anxiety for collaboration in groups 

  The second type of anxiety is one associated with collaborative 

learning. Because CTBA with NBLT focused on working collaboratively with the 

network functioning as an assisting tool for collaborating, completing tasks would be 

much more difficult if the tasks were not shared by group members. Collaboration, 

then, was a necessity. However, some students accepted that they were anxious to 

work in groups, especially when they did not receive collaboration from other 

members, fearing that they might not come to class, not be fully responsible for their 

share of the work, or be distracted by other non-academic activities 

  3. Anxiety for teaching methods 

  The experimental group had anxiety over unfamiliarity of using 

computers and the Internet for learning. A student (Kanchana) said that she loves to 

learn this course but “did not want to use computers and post the answers on the 

network.” Other students (Thapanee and Rachanee) mentioned the difference between 

reading traditional newspapers and online newspapers, saying that reading online 

newspaper required clicking and scrolling, which they did not feel comfortable with, 

compared to reading print newspapers.  

2.2.2 Attitudes 

  In this thesis, attitudes were investigated in three aspects: the 

instructor, CTBA, and NBLT.  
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  1.  Attitudes towards the instructor 

  In general, both groups had positive attitudes towards the instructor’s 

characteristics, agreeing that he was knowledgeable and expert in the course he 

taught, as well as, funny, friendly and flexible in teaching. When he taught, he did not 

focus solely on grammatical correctness, but tried to encourage students to experiment 

and complete tasks. Ratima gave an example that the instructor allowed her extra time 

to complete and submit tasks and that such flexibility resulted in her gaining better 

task outcomes. Veerapol admitted that he felt happy while learning because the 

instructor was not strict about the way he dressed which did not conform to the 

regulation of the university. However, the instructor’s friendliness and flexibility 

could be considered as a flaw. Some students, such as Intira thought that the instructor 

should have been stricter so that the students would have been afraid of him, and he, 

then, could have fully controlled the classroom regulations. 

  Some students had an attitude that an attempt to develop an 

autonomous learning habit in them was because of recklessness of the instructor.   

The Buachompoo group from the experiment group said they needed the instructor to 

be more available and to take care of them more closely. They preferred learning with 

teachers who treated them like they were young high school students. Unlike high 

school teachers, the university instructors treated students as adult learners who are 

supposed to be autonomous, independent and responsible in learning. However, they 

said they were not yet ready.  

  2. Attitudes toward CTBA 

  In this research study, members from the control and experimental 

groups admitted they realized the advantages of group working, namely that they 

could share ideas, discuss the best answers, learn from others and become positive 

forces for each other. However, if they had options, they preferred to work 

individually. The conflict between an ideal and a reality became apparent in the 

interviews.  
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  Only the Girlyberry, a team from the experimental group admitted that 

they preferred to work together, claiming they were able to share the strength of each 

member; ones who were expert in computers and the Internet would mainly take care 

of technical tasks, such as searching or uploading tasks, whilst ones who were good at 

English would, chiefly, take care of academic tasks, such as reading comprehension 

exercises or writing news stories. However, the rest of the students from both the 

control and experimental groups admitted that they preferred learning individually 

due to the perceived learning convenience and learning independence. 

  Learning convenience is the first reason. Finding times and places that 

all team members were free to work together beyond the classroom hours was very 

difficult. A student (Posatas) from the control group admitted he financially supported 

other members of his team because he had to work a part time job and could not join 

others for take-home tasks. Other students added that working solo was more 

convenient because they need not to wait for other team members to have mutual free 

time so that they can work together.   

  The other reason was learning independence which, claimed by the 

students, came with many advantages. For example: 

1. They could finish tasks based largely on their ideas, without any 

necessity to attend discussions with others that were “troublesome, 

chaotic and never ending,” (Kanchana); 

2. They would not worry that they would complete tasks incorrectly 

and would be blamed later by other members of their teams;  

3. The individual learning would truly reflect each student’s 

performance. Students who were industrious and responsible for 

learning and tasks should deserve the good grades. By doing the 

tasks in groups, the diligent students had no choice but to be 

responsible for free riders.  

  However, the students still agreed that working in groups was 

agreeable and appropriate under some conditions. For instance:  
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1. They preferred to work in groups for tasks that were assigned to be 

finished within the class hours; and, 

2. Group work would be appropriate for some large and complex 

tasks which were too difficult for one single person to complete 

them individually. 

  3. Attitudes towards NBLT 

  The experiment group agreed that the Internet is an interesting and 

powerful tool to help connect them to the learning resources and learning 

communities.  A student (Sasirin) even suggested that it was the most appropriate 

medium for learning in a course, the content of which directly related to mass media. 

Others in the experiment group agreed that using computers and the Internet in a 

computer laboratory was a convenient method for learning.  

  However, when the issue of NBLT was further investigated, the 

students admitted that if learning success was considered as the first priority, they 

preferred to learn in a traditional classroom. The atmosphere in the traditional 

classroom was more academic, offering more learning concentration and less 

distraction on lectures and group works compared to the computer laboratory. The 

experimental group’s negative attitudes towards learning with NBLT in a computer 

laboratory stemmed from the extra demands on devices and conduits, skills, times, 

and concentration. The detailed descriptions of extra demands from NBLT are 

presented below. 

  The first extra demand is for devices and conduits. Despite the 

positive attitudes toward the attractive and convenient aspects of NBLT, some 

students in experimental group, especially ones who did not have either computers or 

the Internet connection at home, complained and questioned the claimed convenience. 

If the tasks were assigned to do and submit within class hours, their difficulties 

experienced by the students would be minor. However, if students were asked to do 

some take-home tasks, the issue of digital divide became more apparent. In order to 
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complete the take-home tasks, they had extra requirements to go to the university 

central library or pay extra money for the Internet connection at Internet cafes.  

  Juthamas gave her comment towards extra demands of NBLT that is 

worth considering, especially for instructors whose students cannot access the 

Network conveniently. She said, “Paper newspapers can be read everywhere, every 

time. To read online newspaper, we must go to internet café, spending time reading 

and translating, which took time for understanding. Going to internet café, after 

school, took 20 baht per hour. To translate and to try to understand each news story, 

it took at least 30 minutes.” 

  The second extra demand is for computer and the Internet skills. 

Despite a confirmation that all students in this study possessed some fundamental 

digital literacy, some students still complained that they lacked skills required for 

learning with NBLT. Reading news stories on the screen was different and far 

unnatural for some when compared to reading print newspapers. By reading 

traditional newspapers, students could physically touch the papers, flip through pages, 

as well as, scan and skim a whole page quickly. While reading online newspapers, 

they could not see a whole page due to the limitation of computer screens.  To quickly 

scan all contents, flipping through pages was not possible for online newspapers; they 

were forced to scroll up and down the Web pages, as well as to click on links and 

buttons.  

  The third extra demand is for time. NBLT required students to spend 

more time for learning. Some students in the experimental group claimed that 

traditional newspapers were more agreeable in terms of time spent because they could 

be read more conveniently, at any time and at any place. However, the requirement 

for NBLT was not exclusively limited to news reading. A student (Juthamas) said that 

searching information on the Internet to complete tasks took a lot of time, especially 

when compared to having exercises in the textbook. The textbook was considered the 

bible for her because, in her opinion, it covered all contents she needed to know for 

the final examination.   
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  The last extra demand students mentioned is for concentration. 

Learning with NBLT required extra concentration. Though each and every student in 

the experiment group had the privilege to access a computer and Internet connection, 

and it was considered an advantage, it actually turned out that the Internet access 

become a drawback. Experimental group students admitted they could not control 

themselves to focus on learning. While the instructor was giving lectures, they were 

engaged in non-academic activities offered on the Internet, such as sending short 

messages, viewing Web pages, posting comments on networking sites, watching 

videos and playing online games. A team (Girlyberry group) commented that most 

students in the experimental group would absolutely fail this course if the evaluation 

would have been based entirely on lexical and syntactic correctness.   

2.2.3 Values 

  Values in this research study referred to the students’ realization of the 

importance of the English for Mass Media course in developing their English 

language proficiency, increasing comprehension in world current situations, and 

enhancing future career opportunities. The detailed findings in sub-categories of 

values are presented below.  

  1. Development of English language proficiency 

  Most students from the control and experimental groups agreed that 

English for Mass Media improved their English proficiency to some extent.  They 

agreed that they better had come to know lexical features, such as vocabulary, 

abbreviations and acronyms, as well as syntactic features such as, specific verb forms 

frequently used in headlines which convey voices and timing messages. Such types of 

knowledge positively affected other English courses, especially the Translation 

course. The English for Mass Media course helped them translate news headlines and 

leads in the Translation course, doing so more accurately.  
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  2.  Development of comprehension of world current events  

  However, the students from both control and experimental groups did 

not value the roles of the English for Mass Media course in expanding their 

perspectives as to the world current events, claiming they usually followed (or 

listened to or even overheard) news from other sources, such as television or radio 

news programs, which mostly were broadcasted in Thai.  

  3. Development of future career opportunities 

  Both the control and experimental groups did not value the English for 

Mass Media course in increasing the opportunities for their future careers. Moreover, 

students could not find any concrete example of knowledge and skills gained from the 

course that could be advantageous for their future careers.  

 2.3 Effects of CTBA with NBLT on behavioral engagement  

 The effect of CTBA with NBLT on behavioral engagement was hypothesized 

that the undergraduate students who were taught by CTBA with NBLT would have 

behavioral engagement significantly higher than those who were taught without such 

an approach. When the data were collected, it was found that the average scores of the 

control group ( = 3.199, SD = 0.413) were lower than that of the experimental group 

( = 3.461, SD = 0.335).  

 Furthermore, when calculated with the Independent-samples t-test, the 

behavioral engagement in the control group was significantly lower than that in the 

experimental group, t (46) = -2.412, p < 0.05, as shown in Table 29. Thus, the 

hypothesis that the experimental group had behavioral engagement significantly 

higher than the control had was accepted at alpha = 0.05.    
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Table 29: Comparison of the Students’ Behavioral Engagement 

Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Control 24 3.199 0.413 46 -2.412* 

Experimental 24 3.461 0.335   

* p < 0.01 

  

 The effect size of CTBA with NBLT on the behavioral engagement was 

moderate, Cohen’s d = -0.70. An effect size of -0.70 indicated that the mean scores of 

the control group were about at the 50th percentile whereas those of the experimental 

group were at the 76th percentile (Cohen, 1988). In addition, the development in linear 

formation (r = 0.740, p = 0.061) was likely to occur in the experimental group in the 

case that the period of the study was extended as illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: Possible behavioral engagement trends in the experimental group 

 The behavioral engagement in this study consisted of six sub-elements that 

were attendance, preparation, attention, asking questions, contributions, and efforts. 

Table 30 below shows that the control group had lower average scores than the 

experimental group had, in all sub-elements of behavioral engagement. However, 

when the Independent-samples t-test was applied, it was found that, quantitatively, the 
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experimental group only had attendance and asking questions significantly higher 

than the control group had, t (33.68) = -5.466 , p < 0.05 and t (46) = -2.139, p <  0.05, 

respectively.  

Table 30: Comparison of Students’ Sub-Elements of Behavioral Engagement  

 Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Attendance Control 24 3.880 0.597 33.677 -5.466 * 

 Experimental 24 4.624 0.296   

Preparation Control 24 2.218 0.618 46 -0.513  

 Experimental 24 2.304 0.539   

Attention Control 24 3.368 0.462 46 -0.284  

 Experimental 24 3.404 0.395   

Asking 

questions 

Control 24 2.901 0.617 46 -2.139 * 

Experimental 24 3.304 0.688   

Contributions Control 24 3.514 0.440 46 -1.118 

 Experimental 24 3.656 0.435   

Efforts Control 24 3.314 0.483 46 -1.198 

 Experimental 24 3.475 0.446   
* p < 0.05 

 Qualitative findings of the effects of CTBA with NBLT on the sub-elements 

of behavioral engagement, supported with more evidence from students' interviews 

are presented below in relation to the experience of, and feedback from, students in 

the research process reported in this thesis. The findings in sub-elements of behavioral 

engagement which were found to be insignificantly different between the two groups 

are to be presented firstly, specifically preparation, attention, contributions and 

efforts. The sub-elements that were found to be significantly higher in the 

experimental group, particularly attendance and asking questions are presented later.  

2.3.1 Preparation 

  Preparation in this study was classified into two categories, 

specifically, reading textbooks before coming to class and reading textbook before 
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having a test. The detailed description of preparation for class and for a test is 

discussed below.  

  1. Reading textbooks before coming to class 

  Very few students admitted that they had read the textbook in advance 

and none of them had read it thoroughly. The group interviews revealed that poor 

learning habits and inadequate personal perseverance were reasons behind their lack 

of appropriate preparation before having a class.  

  Some students said they firstly needed to listen to the lectures in order 

to conceptualize the main ideas in the textbook. “I need to understand first in the class 

and then review the text for better understanding later”, said Ratima.  “I totally 

depend on your lectures,” Sirinapa added. Other students said that the organization in 

the textbook did not fit their learning style so they did not read it. The textbook in this 

study was organized within a CTBA framework in which a schema building step 

required students to complete news story reading comprehension exercises. In relation 

to this, Thapanee said that she would rather not spend her time for the reading 

comprehension exercises, but would focus on the linguistic contents only. Thapanee 

concluded, “I would read textbook in which the contents were organized into topics, 

showing the main ideas and easy to understand. In English mass media, I did not like 

reading long news stories but I would read the main concepts which were organized 

into an order such as news types or news values. Such an organization helped me to 

grab the main ideas. I was too lazy to categorize the contents into topics myself.”  

  Some students did not have the necessary perseverance to prepare 

themselves for learning. Orawan, a student who lives at Bang Bua Thong, a place far 

from the university, said that she tried to read textbook in advance but hardly made it, 

claiming that, “I did not have time. I arrive home late at night around 9 -10 p.m. and 

still had some chores to do.” Other students simply accepted that they were too lazy to 

read the textbook.  “I’m just lazy. I never read texts in advance in any course,” 

Panadda and Prapasri said while laughing. “I just don’t like reading books,” said 

Rasami. “I did not understand in class. Though I have read the textbook in advance, I 
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would not understand it anyway because I was just too lazy to translate the English 

into Thai,” said Wasawan.   

  2. Reading textbooks before having a test 

  The students from both the control and experimental groups were not 

serious about preparing themselves for the tests, as well. “I never reviewed what I’ve 

learned after school. I would read one day before the test,” Panadda said. However, if 

they read the textbook, they would not read it thoroughly; they just scanned pages and 

read only the headings in each unit. “I scanned through the topics and tried to make 

understanding the major points,” said Orawan.  “I read a little; just scanned through 

pages, and focused on some parts that I did not understand. I was not serious about 

the tests,” Patharaporn said.  

  Reasons that they were not seriously prepared before having the tests 

were various. Some students frankly accepted that they did not prepare themselves for 

tests at all. “I never ever read for exams”, said Panadda.  Thapanee denied that she did 

not read the textbook was not because she was not lazy. “I was just not in the mood. 

Though there was a test next day. If I was not in mood, I would not read,” she said. 

She also thought it was not necessary; what she really needed was clear understanding 

in concepts, not memorizing the contents.  

  Thapanee further explained, “I would read only courses that require 

memorizing but your course does not. The tests cover unseen news stories. The 

questions need thinking which did not come directly from the textbook. I need to know 

and apply the concepts to do the tests. It depends whether I could remember and 

understand the concepts you taught, which is more comprehensible than reading the 

book myself.” Achara agreed with Thapanee’s explanation and added, “I did not know 

what to read or what would be included in the tests. Thinking it might be a waste of 

time. Contrary to other courses of which contents are fixed to what was in the 

textbook; this course are not.”   
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  However, both groups admitted that some exercises or tasks must be 

assigned so that they had chance to review the textbook before they completed the 

tasks. Some students also added that this technique would be more effective if the 

assignments were graded and scores were given.  

  “I would read textbook only if the instructor asked me to do some 

assignments in the textbook. If the instructor did not, I would not,” Uraiwan, another 

student in the control group confirmed that statement. “Most of the time, I would read 

text in Ajarn James course because he asked us to submit assignments which were 

required to do in the textbook," Wanapa, a student in the experimental group, said.  

2.3.2 Attention  

  Despite learning at the undergraduate level, the students still behaved 

like young high school students who require close supervision, instructions or even 

orders from the instructors who, in Thai culture, are viewed as a proxy for benevolent 

parents.  

  A student in the control group (Uraiwan) said that she could 

concentrate well in a traditional classroom setting. Listening to lectures, jotting down 

lecture notes, following instructions on tasks, and finishing tasks in groups were all 

achieved with less distraction. Yet, it could not be interpreted that the control group 

always concentrated on learning. Ratima, explained that casual or even disruptive 

behavior in classroom was normal. “To sit, study, chit chat, have some sweet in 

classroom, is a common thing; it’s just teenagers’ habits,” said Ratima. The 

statement clearly reflected some Thai students’ attitudes and behaviors toward 

learning.  

  When the experimental group studied under CTBA with NBLT in 

which the instructor’s role changed from a sole authority to a facilitator, some of them 

insisted firmly that, despite being distracted, they could control themselves to pay 

attention to learning. A team (Hellohangbok) said that, in the computer laboratory, 

they used the Internet for entertainment purposes, but only did so when they had 
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finished the assigned tasks and the instructor was busy helping students in other 

groups. Some students, in addition, commented that the computer laboratory was not 

suitable for using the Internet for pleasure. “The school Internet connection is so slow. 

It is far faster at my house. I see no point to play it here,” said Sasithorn, whilst 

Juthamas said that she had no chance to be distracted due to a large number of tasks 

assigned to be completed in class. “There were a lot of works. If I did not listen I 

would not understand what you said. With limited time and help, I also could not ask 

friends in other group,” she said.  

  Nevertheless, the interviews revealed another perspective which was 

contrary to what the students had firmly said. Either consciously or subconsciously 

aware of the distraction, students could not control themselves to focus on learning, 

either listening to lecture, jotting down notes or voluntarily answering questions. In 

addition, the experimental group admitted that the computer laboratory was a suitable 

place to avoid answering the instructor’s questions. They were able to hide behind the 

computers, and looking at the computer screens. This was done just to avoid eye 

contact which could lead to interaction with the instructor. As Thapanee commented, 

“It might be easier to control ourselves in traditional classroom.”  

  Panwarot, who thought that distraction would not affect her 

performance in class said, “Usually in the computer laboratory, I would open hamster 

related Web pages. I was reading the web while I was listening to what you were 

saying. While you assigned work, I would ask Naree what you just said.” If Panwarot 

actually could concentrate on what the instructor was saying whilst she was busy 

dealing with the Internet, she should not recheck the instructions with her peer. What 

was more absurd was when Naree, a student who Panwarot expected to depend upon, 

was asked whether she was listening to the lecture whilst Panwarot was reading 

hamsters Web pages, the answer was, “I did not. I was reading entertainment news.” 

“I just can’t control myself,” admitted Naree.   

  Juthamas added that the Internet occupied her group mates’ attention 

and made them more difficult to work with. “I also warned her (Supaporn, her team 
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member) about using Hi5. She believed me for a while. When you asked her to turn 

her computer screen off, she would later turn it on, anyway.”  

2.3.3 Contributions  

  Contribution referred to activities that must involve other people in 

order to achieve learning success. Despite provided with ICT tools, contribution in the 

experimental group was insignificantly different from that of the control group. Such 

insignificant difference of contribution was possibly affected from the following 

factors:  

1. Low attendance which negatively affected the control group,  

2. CTBA with NBLT which positively and negatively affected the 

experimental group, 

3. Requirements for devices and conduits which negatively affected 

the experimental group, and 

4. Characteristics of tasks in CTBA which affected both groups. 

  The mentioned factors that possibly affected students’ contributions 

are discussed in detail below. 

  1. Low attendance 

  The control group‘s contributions were negatively affected by low 

attendance which was so low that in some teams, all members never attended the class 

together. In such cases, students had less chance to interact with each other and 

contribute their knowledge into the team learning process, either inside or outside 

classroom. For in-class tasks, the members from low-attendance teams were indirectly 

forced to join other teams; otherwise they had to finish the tasks alone. For take-home 

tasks, low attendance still affected contribution; it was difficult for the students to find 

a mutually suitable time and place to work together. Apparently, it became a 

responsibility of the student who attended the class to pass the lecture notes and task 

assignments to the others who missed the class.  
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  2. CTBA with NBLT  

  Even though the control group’s contribution suffered from low 

attendance, the difference in contribution between the control and experimental 

groups was insignificantly different. This possibly stemmed from the facts that CTBA 

with NBLT, which took place in the experimental group, had positive effects only on 

in-class contributions.  

  In the sessions of schema building and language focus, it was found 

that students in the experimental group gained advantages from Web-based exercises 

created by an application named Hot Potatoes. This application offered automatic 

feedback, score calculating, a stop watch function and a sense of competition. When 

the students were asked to complete reading comprehension exercises in schema 

building session, they were informed in advance that the exercises was timed and any 

incorrect answers would penalize the final scores. In order to gain the highest total 

scores, they had to choose the correct answer at their first attempt. The scores for the 

second or third time correct answers would be deducted.  Whilst students did this 

activity, the team members moved to sit together, sharing a single computer, looking 

at the computer screen and contributing their ideas to find the best answers. The 

students admitted that they enjoyed working collaboratively with their peers and 

having competition with other groups.  

  In addition, unlike learning in a traditional classroom setting which 

required mainly English language proficiency, learning under CTBA with NBLT in 

computer laboratory required both English language proficiency and digital literacy. 

With the requirement for such diversity to ensure success in this course, students in 

the experiment group contributed their knowledge and shared their responsibility 

based on their expertise. In the Hellohangbok team, Noparat took care of academic 

stuff, such as writing a news summary, whilst Usanee was the key person who took 

care of technology aspects, such as creating and updating their group’s Web logs.  

  The Girlyberry team confirmed that their members contributed and 

helped each other. "When a consensus was needed, we tried to discuss for solution 
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and consult with other sources such as the Internet and online dictionary.” However, 

when a task required specific expertise, they would put a right person to a right job. 

“We like group works. Sharing ideas and strengths – academic stuffs would go to 

Rossukon and Natharika while the technology stuffs would go to Rasamee”, said the 

Girlyberry group. The Pittigirl team also confirmed collaborative learning in 

computer laboratory. Sasithorn, the Pitigirl team member said, “None of us were fussy 

or bossy. We tried to help each other finding the best solution to the assigned tasks. 

When we reached disagreement, we tried to compromise. But if we could not solve it 

ourselves, we would consult friends in other groups or the instructor”.  

  However, it did not mean that CTBA with NBLT had positive effects 

on the contribution of all students in the experimental group. Similar to results in 

other sub-elements of student engagement, CTBA with NBLT had both positive and 

negative effects. This finding presented a drawback of CTBA with NBLT that NBLT 

distracted students from learning. Some students reported that they had problems 

dealing with other members who were distracted by the Internet while they were 

required to finish in-class tasks. As mentioned while discussing behavioral 

engagement’ attention, some students were engaged with the Internet and did not pay 

attention well to lectures. Then, when the tasks were assigned, they became a 

hindrance to the whole group. Juthamas explained the reasons why her group could 

not finish in-class tasks on time. It was that her friends did not focus on learning.  

  Juthamas said, “I already explained it to her (a group member) but she 

still did not understand. I had to repeat from the beginning. She should listen to the 

instructor at first and ask only some points, not the whole. If she listened to the 

instructor, she would have understood. She made our group could not finish the 

tasks.”  

  3. Requirement for devices and conduits 

  Most students rarely read, commented, or corrected errors in other 

members’ shares of tasks before the tasks were submitted. Such behavior could have 

resulted from low attendance in the control group and unavailability of devices and 
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conduits in the experimental group. “We had less chance to meet each other, so we 

did not review others’ works whether they were right or wrong. We might read for 

spelling check but that was not frequent,” said Prathana.  

  The experimental group’s students complained about the unavailability 

of devices and conduits and the inconvenience of NBLT. From a total of 24 students 

in the experimental group, only 14 students could access the computers and 9 students 

had access to the computer and the Internet conveniently at their homes. The 

unavailability became a major reason that students used as an excuse when they did 

not make proper contribution outside of the classroom. However, it should be noted 

that Suan Dusit Rajabhat University provides computers and the Internet connection 

at the central library and wireless Internet connection throughout the university 

compound, all free of charge.  

   4. Characteristics of tasks 

  Characteristic of tasks was another factor that possibly allowed 

students to avoid completing tasks collaboratively with other members. In the control 

group, take home tasks were divided into small parts and distributed to each member 

for which they were responsible. The clear separation of tasks, though, could solve the 

difficulty of nonattendance, it lessened the chance students had for contributions on 

collaborative learning.  

  The ways that the student contributed to learning depended on the 

characteristics of the tasks. If the tasks were simple, or they were routine, students 

would tend to handle them individually, or cooperatively at best.  The obvious 

example was a news summary task that was required to be done every week and could 

be completed individually without much difficulty. It was found that the responsibility 

in the task was rotated from one member to another each week. “This week for news 

summary A takes it. Next week, new news story, B will take it,” Kanchana explained.  

  However, if a task was large in scale, like controlled news writing, in 

which students were asked to write news stories from given information, they tended 
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to deal with it cooperatively. For example, information given as news sources for 

controlled news writing tasks was separated into small parts and distributed to each 

member. Each part of a news story was then written separately by each member 

before everything was merged and submitted as a single news story. Students 

commented that with the divide-and-merge method, they could cope with difficulties 

related to nonattendance, finding time and place for working together beyond class 

hours, and heavy workloads. 

  It was only when the tasks were so large and so complex that a student 

could not complete them individually or cooperatively, the students in the control 

group, them, tended to complete them collaboratively, as they did in free news writing 

tasks, in which they were assigned to write news stories from the primary and 

secondary source with appropriate format. 

  The pattern of divide-and-merge tasks was found in the experimental 

group as well. However, due to the requirement to submit tasks online, the ways the 

experimental group contributed to learning was slightly different from the control 

group. From a small and simple task, to a large and complex task, the experimental 

group tended to manage it in three directions: individually, cooperatively, and 

collaboratively.  

  Individually, a student who could conveniently access the Internet took 

all responsibility, especially in simple and routine tasks, such as weekly news 

summary. “If the news story was easy, we would summarize it individually each week 

but if the task was huge or complex, we would do it together”, said Naree. 

  Cooperatively, each student was responsible for a share of a divided 

task. All shares would be collected, merged and handed to a student who could 

conveniently access the Internet to upload the tasks to the teams’ Blog. “For 

controlled news writing that we had to rewrite news story (from given information) 

using direct and indirect quotes, the news stories were divided into pieces and 

distributed to each member. When finished, we gave Veerapol files so that he could 

merge and post them on the blog,” said Naree.  
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  However, that the experimental group students completed tasks in 

groups collaboratively were not limited to the large and complex tasks as it was in the 

control group. Collaborative, it was found that some teams in the experimental group 

would try to complete tasks, whether they were considered small, simple and routine, 

such as news summary task, in the computer laboratory together in teams, due to the 

requirement to submit tasks online. Many of them accepted that they finished the 

tasks on the class day, before or, sometimes, after the class started, in the computer 

laboratory. The issue that the experimental group together complete tasks in the 

computer laboratory is further discussed in behavioral engagement’s attendance 

section. 

2.3.4 Efforts 

  Efforts referred to the state when students tried harder in order to be 

successful in learning including consulting the instructor beyond the class times, and 

completing tasks for higher expectation. It was found that both groups were not 

significantly different in learning efforts, despite extra learning tools provided in the 

experiment group. The detailed characteristics of efforts found in both the control and 

experimental groups are to be discussed in the section below. 

1. Consulting the instructor beyond the class times 

  The students from both groups accepted that they did not consult the 

instructor beyond the class hours, and they explained with many reasons namely they 

preferred to consult friends; they were learning-independent; and, they were afraid 

that it might disturb the instructor.  

  In asking questions, some students admitted that they did not ask 

questions in the classroom because of they were afraid of losing face. Though, the 

CMC could help them avoid face to face encounters with the instructor, the instructor 

never received questions from the experimental group through any kinds of CMC. 

Unavailability of devices and conduits mentioned in contribution might explain this 

occurrence, or the students possibly believed their responsibility for learning was 
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limited within the classroom walls. Kanchana provided an example which supported 

such an assumption. “I would like to ask teacher but would do that only in class. 

When the class was over, it was over. I would not do anything further,” said 

Kanchana.   

  2. Completing tasks for higher expectation 

  The students in the experimental group possessed positive attitudes 

towards learning with technology, electronic literacy, and were provided devices and 

conduit, but evidence presented that they did not make extra effort to achieve higher 

learning success.  

  Generally, both the control and experimental groups could submit take-

home tasks on time.  Students in the control group tried to finish take-home tasks in 

the classroom on the due date, with scissors, glue sticks, paper sheets and pens in 

hands, as could be seen from time to time. Similarly, some experimental group 

members completed tasks assigned in the previous week just minutes before the class 

began. The Girlyberry team refused a claim that they completed tasks in the computer 

laboratory on the class day because they did not make an enough effort in learning.  

Instead, they asserted that they would like to summarize the most up-to-date news 

stories and to do the tasks collaboratively in groups due to the fact that some of their 

members did not have computers and/or the Internet connection at home.  

   The absence of effort was also reflected in the way students chose 

news stories based on ease and simplicity with which to summarize them. Instead of 

reading many news stories, and then choosing one to summarize, some students 

specifically chose news stories about which they already possessed background 

knowledge, such as news stories that they heard via Thai televisions, or read in Thai 

newspapers. The Panwarot’s statement helped clarify this finding well. Panwarot said, 

“Reading the web is faster; news is divided into subcategories. I needed not to flip 

pages reading newspapers. Just turn on the web sites, then I directly picked a news 

story I already understood from other Thai sources.” Naree added, “I would listen 

and watch the news first (from other source such as Thai television) and decided 
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which news I would summarize. Any news I liked, I would pick that specific news 

directly from the Internet for summarizing. I would not read the rest. 

  The Girlyberry team chose news stories to summarize in a simpler 

way. They chose the biggest and most eye-catching news of the day, which was 

always displayed on news Web sites’ homepages. Another obvious sample of 

students’ low effort was that Naree chose a weather report, which was mainly 

composed of graphics and numbers, for a news summary. “I thought it was easy,” she 

said. Naree’s news summary is shown in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15: Weather report as a sample of students’ low efforts  

  From findings presented above, four of six sub-elements of behavioral 

engagement in the control group were not significantly different from those of the 
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experimental group.  However, attendance and asking questions in the experimental 

group were found to be significantly higher than those in the control group.  

2.3.5 Attendance 

  Statistically, students in the experimental group came to school 

significantly more on-time and more often than the control group did. This 

phenomenon could be interpreted either as attractiveness of NBLT per se, or as an 

indirect effects that the experimental group was required to use computers and the 

Internet connection to complete tasks.  

  Suan Dusit Rajabhat University is located in downtown amid 

governmental and military offices without any shopping centers or movie theaters for 

teenagers to hang around. “When we were studying at Victory Monument Campus, we 

always cut classes to hang around in the shopping malls nearby, watching movies, 

shopping, etc,” Achara said, “but here, there was nowhere to go.” In addition, many 

buildings in the university were under construction. This caused a noisy and dusty 

environment around the university vicinity, not to overlook the year-round hot and 

humid Bangkok climates, so students in the experimental group decided that going to 

the computer laboratory, which was air-conditioned and equipped with computers and 

Internet connection, was preferable to being outdoors elsewhere. Even the students 

had no assignment to finish, they could spend their time surfing websites, chatting to 

their friends online or playing online games.  

  The other reason was the students’ unavailability of computers and the 

Internet, plus the NBLT’s requirement to submit tasks online. From the data collected 

before the study began, only 14 from total 24 students in the experimental groups 

could conveniently access computers at their homes and only 9 students had access to 

the Internet at their homes. Therefore, that members of the experimental group came 

to the computer laboratory before the class started was mainly to finish the assigned 

tasks with their group members. “We hardy cut the class or came to class late.  It is 

because we had tasks to finish, to find news or to post news summary on our blog,” 

said Supaporn.  
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  In contrast, students in the control group came to class late and less 

frequently. It could be understood that the control group was not affected by the needs 

and attractiveness of computers and the Internet the same way that indirectly forced 

the experiment group to come to class. Members of the control groups made frequent 

excuses about the travel distance, Bangkok traffic conditions, insufficient and 

inefficient mass transportation, or even the early hours of the class, all of which 

potentially demonstrated their indifference in learning. “I live in Srinakarin and come 

to the university by train. If I woke up late, I would miss the train and had to wait for 

another one and come to the class late. To come to the morning class on time means I 

have to wake up at four in the morning,” said Prathana.  

  Many control group students frankly admitted that they felt too lazy to 

come to class.  Supasorn said that he was late because he woke up late and there was a 

terrible traffic jam from his house at Kaset to the university. From the same team, 

Kanchana, a girl, whose house is in Lad Prao district, said, “I came to class late 

because I woke up late. Sometimes, I already woke up but felt too lazy to go to the 

university, so I just stayed in bed.” Prapasri, another member of the control group 

whose apartment was in Bangplad district, a few kilometers from the university said 

that she was late because, “I woke up at eight and arrived at the university at 10 a.m. 

or 11 a.m. I am also too lazy to walk out of my place, which is in a deep soi.” 

Panadda, her group member, added, “I like to read Thai novels till late at 3 a.m. to 4 

a.m., so I could not wake up. Sometimes, I woke up at noon and decide not to attend 

classes.” 

  However, not all students in the control group accepted or offered 

these excuses, especially ones whose houses were far from the university but who 

could still come to class on time and regularly. They said they would be responsible 

for all courses in which they were enrolled whether they liked them or not. They also 

commented upon the non-punctual students, saying that those were actually “lazy” 

and “irresponsible.” Panumas, whose house is in Samut Prakarn said, “I came to class 

in the early morning to avoid traffic jam. This is because I know I am not good at 
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English. I hope that coming to class every time would help in some ways. I might get 

some attendance scores or something from listening to lecture.” 

2.3.6 Asking questions 

  Both the control and experimental groups accepted that most of the 

time when they had questions or doubts, they would rather consult their friends than 

their instructor. They would ask the instructor for assistance only when the instructor 

was available, at the spots and at the moment that they could reach him easily, such as 

while the instructor was walking past them, or monitoring them when working in 

groups. Many reasons were raised to support their behavior namely they did not want 

to interrupt the instructor while teaching; they did not have courage to ask; and, they 

were afraid to be mocked by friends in class and would lose their faces.  

  Panumas admitted, “There were too many points that I did not 

understand, but I did not want to ask again and again because you would walk to me, 

explaining one on one, point by point. This made me feel uncomfortable.” Prapasri 

supported Panumas’s statement, saying, “I was afraid of losing face when I asked you 

but still could not understand. When I asked you and you answered back, I still did 

not get it yet but had to nod, pretending that I already got it.”  

Some students said their friends could explain the contents more 

quickly and clearly, in Thai, than the instructor did. When they asked the instructor, 

the instructor would ask them questions, trying to stimulate them to get the answers 

by themselves, and these done mainly in English. Orawan said, “I would ask friends, 

never asked the instructor because I’m afraid that if I had asked, I would be more 

confused. I’m afraid that the answer would contradict my own understanding.” 

 2.4 Effects of CTBA with NBLT on cognitive engagement  

 The effect of CTBA with NBLT on cognitive engagement was hypothesized 

that the undergraduate students who were taught by CTBA with NBLT would have 

cognitive engagement significantly higher than those who were taught without such 

an approach. Data collected during the semester showed students’ cognitive 
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engagement in the control group (  = 1.704, SD = 1.205) was lower than that in the 

experimental group ( = 2.763, SD = 1.702). Calculated by Independent-samples t-test 

the cognitive engagement in the control group was significantly lower than that in the 

experimental group,    t (46) = -2.487, p < 0.05, as shown in Table 32.  

Table 31: Comparison of the Students’ Cognitive Engagement 

Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Control 24 1.704 1.205 46 -2.487* 

Experimental 24 2.763 1.702   
*p < 0.05 

 Therefore, the hypothesis that the cognitive engagement of the undergraduate 

students who were taught by the CTBA with NBLT was significantly higher than that 

of students who were taught without such an approach was accepted at alpha = 0.05.   

  The size of the effect of CTBA with NBLT on students’ cognitive 

engagement was moderate, Cohen’s d = -0.73. An effect size of -0.73 indicated that 

the mean scores of the control group were about at the 50th percentile whereas those 

of the experimental group were at the 70th percentile (Cohen, 1988). Moreover, a 

systematic development of the effect of CTBA with NBLT, on cognitive engagement, 

in compound formation was found in the control group, (r =0.955, p < 0.05) as 

illustrated in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16: The control group’s cognitive engagement trends  

 A developing trend of the effect of CTBA with NBLT, on cognitive 

engagement, in compound formation was also found in the experimental group,         

(r =0.916, p < 0.05) as illustrated in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: The experimental group’s cognitive engagement trends  
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 Cognitive engagement was comprised of six sub-elements namely, 

remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating. When the 

Independent-samples t-test was applied to compare cognitive engagement’s sub-

elements in both control and experimental groups, it was found that the experimental 

group had remembering, understanding, analyzing, and evaluating, significantly 

higher than the control group had at alpha level = 0.05. However, applying and 

creating in both groups were found insignificantly different (p = 0.05), as shown in 

Table 32.  

Table 32: Comparison of the Students’ Sub-Elements of Cognitive Engagement   

Sub-elements Groups n Mean Std. Dev. df t-value 

Remembering Control 24 0.975 0.631 42.048 -4.134* 

 Experimental 24 1.633 0.459   

Understanding Control 24 2.917 2.240 46 -3.072* 

 Experimental 24 5.217 2.905   

Applying Control 24 2.575 1.506 46 -1.197 

 Experimental 24 3.075 1.385   

Analyzing Control 24 1.767 2.015 46 -2.183* 

 Experimental 24 3.433 3.152   

Evaluating Control 24 1.542 1.888 36.365 -1.758* 

 Experimental 24 2.917 3.335   

Creating Control 24 0.450 0.776 46 0.731 

 Experimental 24 0.300 0.638   
* p < 0.05 

 Despite the significant differences in cognitive engagement, the Girlyberry 

team viewed ICT tools as a convenience and mainly used them for simple tasks, such 

as downloading online news stories, and uploading the news summaries. They did not 

perceive the differences between learning in a traditional classroom and learning with 

NBLT in a computer lab. Some of them said that they neither used the Internet for 

academic purposes such as searching for extra information, nor completed tasks 

beyond simple reading and writing unless they were specifically assigned to do so by 
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the instructor. Those indifferent perspectives towards ICT were confirmed by the 

findings in affective engagement and the behavioral engagement which were 

previously discussed.  

 Based on CTBA and Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 

2001), the lesson plans in the English for Mass Media course for both the control and 

experimental groups was designed to be parallel in content, tasks, and organization. 

However, when the lesson plans were implemented in actual classrooms, the 

pedagogical activities in the English for Mass Media when integrated with features 

provided by NBLT possibly affected cognitive engagement significantly, as supported 

in quantitative findings. The features of NBLT including online interactive exercise, 

computer and web applications, digital literacy, and dynamic nature of the Internet are 

presented in detail below. 

2.4.1 Online interactive exercises  

  In the schema building session of the textbook, students were asked to 

read news stories before they completed the reading comprehension exercises in the 

form of multiple-choice questions. It was observed that the students in the 

experimental group collaborated more, and tried harder, than ones in the control group 

in order to find out the best answers for the questions. It should be noted that the items 

and options in the reading comprehension exercises for both groups were similar. The 

major differences were the ways that the questions, answers and feedback were 

delivered. This was found to have affected the patterns that the students engaged in 

the exercises, both behaviorally and cognitively. For instance, the control group 

would do the printed exercises in the textbook and wait for the instructor to provide 

the correct answers, while the experimental group would do the exercises online 

which automatically provided feedback after the questions were answered.  

  The students in the control group, though, sat with their group 

members, yet they preferred to complete the exercises individually, such as reading 

news stories, checking word meanings from the dictionary, marking possibly correct 

answers in the textbook, and waiting for the instructor’s feedback. On the contrary, in 
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the experimental group, students in each team would gather around a computer screen 

with their fellow members, working collaboratively to find the best solutions for the 

tasks.  

  The online, interactive, multiple-choice exercises, created by the 

application named Hot Potatoes, developed an atmosphere of collaboration within 

groups, but also competition among groups, due to the following features: automatic 

item and options shuffling, timer, automatic feedbacks. The detailed descriptions of 

features provided Hot Potatoes that possibly affected the students’ behavioral and 

cognitive engagements are presented in detail below. 

  1. Automatic item and options shuffling 

  Every time, students opened new web pages for the next question, 

items would be selected at random from the question pool, and the options would be 

reshuffled. By way of this, each team had less of a chance to copy the correct answers 

from other groups. Also, they could not turn on four computers at the same time to 

guess the answers randomly. The only way to complete all the questions was through 

collaboration.  

  2. Timer  

  Students were required to finish exercises in an assigned period of 

time. If the time was up, the exercises would be locked and the students would not be 

allowed to finish the rest of the questions. By way of this condition, they were 

indirectly forced to focus on completing exercises. 

  3. Automatic feedback 

  The automatic feedback provided in the exercises was separated into 

two main categories. The first one was the feedback that informed the students 

whether their answers were correct. If their answers were incorrect, the feedback 

system would provide the correct answers. The second type was grading feedback 

which would give scores based on conditions set in advance. In each question,  
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1. if the students choose the correct answer in the first attempt, they 

would receive a whole point;  

2. if they answered the question correctly in the second attempt, they 

would receive less than a point;  

3. If they could not answer it correctly in the second attempt, the 

correct answer would show up and they would not get any point. 

  By these conditions, if the teams would like to achieve the highest 

scores and become the winner, they must choose only the correct answers in the first 

attempts. To accomplish this goal, collaboration became a necessity. From 

observations made, it was found that some teams even used two sets of computers: the 

first one for the online exercises, and the second one for online assistance, such as 

online dictionary.  

2.4.2 Computer-based and Web-based applications  

  The experimental group was not limited to web browsers and search 

engines for learning, as seen while they tried to complete reading comprehension 

exercise. It was also found that the experimental group applied other computer-based 

and web-based applications in their learning process such as word processing and web 

logs. These applications possibly affected their cognitive engagement.  

  1. Word processors 

  In the first week of the English for Mass Media course conducted in 

the computer laboratory, students were suggested to type their responses, answers, 

task outcomes, and feedback firstly on a word processor, such as Microsoft Word, 

before they posted them on the Web logs simply with the an objective to prevent any 

technical and/or human errors that might cause their work to disappear. However, 

from observations, it was found that the word processor affected the students’ 

cognitive process in many aspects.  

  Firstly, the word processor highlighted the students’ lexical and basic 

syntactical errors so that they would notice and correct them before submitting the 
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final outcomes. It was found that the errors in the task outcomes presented in Blog 

usually came from the students who typed their answers directly into the Blog, 

without using the word processor. 

  Secondly, the word processor came with a feature that allowed 

students to insert or draw tables. Also, Multiply, the website which hosted all 

experimental group’s Blogs, allowed their users to drag and drop tables created in a 

word processor into their Blogs effortlessly. Therefore, it was found that the 

experimental group submitted task outcomes, such as news types, news values, and 

types of newspapers, in well categorized and organized tables.  

  2. Blogs 

  Students in the experimental groups were given an opportunity to 

create news stories in a broader perspective. Due to the popularity of cellular phones 

and its features of image and video recorders, instead of creating news stories on plain 

text, it was found that most students applied still images and/or video clips they 

originally had taken into their own news stories, which resulted in more reliable, valid 

and lively news stories. The example of their sophisticated news writing tasks with 

images and video can be found in Appendix 23. 
2.4.3 Digital literacy  

  To search for desirable information online requires more than language 

and simple computer literacy.  Finding the definitions for abbreviations and acronyms 

is an example. Unlike vocabulary in general, abbreviations and acronyms sometimes 

stand for proper nouns which were not included in paper-based on even electronic-

based dictionaries. To find the definitions for such the words online, students required 

more than traditional reading skills, particularly the analytical and critical skills. For 

example, students faced an abbreviation, ETA, in a specific context which did not 

provide the exact definition to such an abbreviation. When they used online search 

engines, they must select carefully the keyword for searching. Otherwise, they would 

be bombarded with thousands of web pages. Even though they could screen some 
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unrelated web sites, and finally reached the desired web pages due to proper keywords 

they applied, more than one answers appeared to be correct. ETA could stand for 

Estimated Time of Arrival, Employment and Training Administration or Expressway 

and Rapid Transit Authority of Thailand, depending on the context. Therefore, to 

achieve the correct answers by online search involves complex cognitive processes. 

Language literacy and lower level thinking processes were not sufficient; students 

required digital literacy and higher level thinking process (Shetzer and Warschauer, 

2000). 

2.4.4 Dynamic nature of the Internet 

  The last, but considered the most important feature, of NBLT was that 

it allows the instructor and the students the possibility to learn up-to-date content 

more flexibly and dynamically. As mentioned earlier, the lesson plans for the control 

and the experimental groups were parallel in content, tasks and organization. 

However, in practice, the up to date news stories were more interesting and desirable 

to use as a lead-in activity than the outdated ones published in the textbook.  

  This research was conducted in the second semester of academic year 

2007 in which a national election was to take place for the first time after the coup 

d’état of September 2006. News stories related to campaigns and policies of the 

political parties became the main focus of newspapers at that time. Instead of asking 

students to read out-of-date news stories which were already prepared in the textbook, 

having them read current news that related to general election would be more 

effective to engage them with both English language learning and current local 

situations.  NBLT not only engaged the students to learn English from authentic 

content and within familiar contexts, but the instructor also had more opportunities to 

produce tasks, with more creativity and flexibility. To engage students with the 

coming national election, the instructor had set a series of questions and tasks as 

follows: 

1. What political party are you going to vote for? 

2. What is the policy of that party that you favor the most? 
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3. Set up a poll in your class and find out which party is the favorite 

one. 

4. Write a news headline and news lead reporting the result of the 

poll. 

5. Present the news story to the class. 

  The dynamic tasks resulted in using computers and the Internet for 

“just-in-time” problem solving. The questions and tasks had the students ask 

themselves what political party they were going to vote and what reasons were behind 

their decisions. The Internet opened the opportunities for them to find out the answers 

instantly. This type of emerging task could not be accomplished within the traditional 

classroom. Moreover, when faced with questions or difficulties either from the 

newspapers or textbook, the students used the Internet to solve such the difficulties 

instantly, such as to find the definitions for word, abbreviations and acronyms from 

online dictionaries, or to compare the news stories from Thai newspaper Web sites 

with the English ones for better comprehension. 

  In conclusion, from observation, the features provided within NBLT, 

namely interactive exercises, computer-based and Web-based applications and 

dynamic nature of the Internet, as well as the digital literacy which was required for 

learning with NBLT were possibly responsible for significantly differences in 

cognitive engagement between the control and experimental groups. 

3. Correlations of English Language Achievement and 

Student Engagement  

A null hypothesis was set that there was not a significant correlation between 

the English language achievement and the student engagement in the control and the 

experimental groups. The relationships between the English language achievement 

and the student engagement within each group were calculated by the Pearson 

product-moment correlation coefficient.  
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 3.1 Correlations in the control group  

 As is evident in Table 26 below, the correlation between the English language 

achievement and student engagement in the control group was not found to be 

significant. Therefore, for the control group, the hypothesis that there was not a 

significant correlation between English language achievement and student 

engagement was accepted at p = 0.05. However, when the sub-elements of student 

engagement were analyzed, only the positive intermediate correlation between the 

affective engagement and English language achievement was found (r = 0.417, p < 

0.05). In comparison, relationships between behavioral engagement and cognitive 

engagement with English language achievement were low and insignificant. 

Table 33: Relationship of Student Engagement, English Language Achievement, 

and English Language Proficiency in the Control Group  

  Affective 

Engagement 

Behavioral 

Engagement

Cognitive 

Engagement

Achievement English 

Proficiency

Student 

Engagement 

0.498* 0.657* 0.950* 0.041 -0.104 

Affective 

Engagement 

 0.621* 0.290 0.417* 0.186 

Behavioral 

Engagement 

  0.397* -0.009 -0.087 

Cognitive 

Engagement 

   0.008 -0.118 

Achievement     0.416* 
Note: * p < 0.05 

 3.2 Correlations in the experimental group 

 According to the results presented in Table 34, there was no significant 

relationship between English language achievement and the student engagement in 

the experimental group. When sub-elements in the student engagement were 

analyzed, the affective, behavioral, and cognitive engagement did not correlate with 
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English language achievement. Therefore, the hypothesis that there was not a 

significant correlation between the English language achievement and student 

engagement, including its three sub-elements in the experimental group, was accepted 

at p = 0.05.  

Table 34: Relationship of Student Engagement, English Language Achievement, 

and English Language Proficiency in the Experimental Group  

  Affective 

Engagement 

Behavioral 

Engagement

Cognitive 

Engagement

Achievement English 

Proficiency

Student 

Engagement 

0.316 0.574* 0.965* -0.006 -0.339 

Affective 

Engagement 

 0.705* 0.083 0.015 0.107 

Behavioral 

Engagement 

  0.353* 0.167 0.041 

Cognitive 

Engagement 

   -0.042 -0.401 

Achievement     0.779* 
 * p < 0.05 

4. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the quantitative data from self-evaluated rating scale 

questionnaires, guiding questions and English language achievement scores, as well 

as the qualitative data collected from semi-structured group interviews and 

observations were analyzed and the findings can be concluded as follows. 

1. CTBA with NBLT had insignificant effects on English language 

achievement at alpha level = 0.05, as illustrated in Table 35 and the 

hypothesis was accepted.  
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 Table 35: English Language Achievement Finding Summary 

  Significantly different at p< 0.05 Size of the Effects  

English language achievement No Small  

(Cohen’s d = 0.36) 

 

2. CTBA with NBLT had significant effects on student engagement in 

general at alpha level = 0.05, and the size of the effect was large. The 

finding accepted the hypothesis. However, because student engagement 

was multifaceted, the findings on sub-elements of student engagement are 

as follows: 

2.1 CTBA with NBLT had insignificant effects on affective 

engagement at alpha level = 0.05, and the size of the effect was 

very small. The finding rejected the hypothesis. The qualitative 

findings showed that experimental group felt more anxious toward 

the new teaching approach. They also expressed negative attitudes 

towards CTBA and NBLT. Learning together in groups and 

completing tasks through ICT, especially outside the computer 

laboratory, were viewed as troublesome and inconvenient 

activities. They preferred passive learning with teacher’s close 

assistance to the more active, constructive, autonomous learning 

associated with ICT. The experimental group’s learning 

preferences reflected in values as to how they valued the 

Translation course. The Translation course, which was conducted 

under a grammar-translation method, was viewed as an English 

course that helped improve their English the most, as well as a 

course that was important for their future careers; 

2.2 CTBA with NBLT had significant effects on behavioral 

engagement at alpha level = 0.05, and the size of the effect was 
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moderate. This finding accepted the hypothesis. A development of 

the effects was likely to occur if the time frame in the study would 

have been prolonged. Qualitative findings showed that both groups 

of students did not read the assigned textbook in advance, either for 

class or for tests. Distracted by content and activities on the 

Internet, the experimental group could not pay attention fully to 

lectures. Although it was found that the members of experimental 

group learned collaboratively well in the computer laboratory, they 

hardly collaborated outside the classroom. Despite being provided 

with ICT as a learning medium, members of the experimental 

group did not consult the instructor beyond class hours, either 

through face-to-face communication or CMC. The experimental 

group’s passive learning habits also reflected in most parts of 

behavioral engagement, particularly in efforts. The students would 

try to complete tasks and submit them on the due date exactly as 

they were assigned. They would not try to do any extra work for 

research unless they were specifically appointed to do so. 

2.3 CTBA with NBLT had significant effects on cognitive engagement 

at alpha level = 0.05, so the hypothesis was accepted. The size of 

the effect was moderate. Developments of the effects were found in 

both the control and experimental groups. That the positive trends 

in cognitive engagement were found in both groups meant lesson 

plans based on Bloom’s revised taxonomy affected the students’ 

application of the cognitive processes. Moreover, that the 

experimental group had significantly higher cognitive engagement 

than the control group had indicated that NBLT helped enhance 

their cognitive processes as were applied in dealing with tasks. 
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  Findings related to student engagement and its sub-elements are 

summarized in Table 36 below. 

Table 36: Student Engagement Finding Summary 

  Experimental group is 
significantly higher at p < 0.05 

Size of the Effects  

Student engagement Yes Large  
(Cohen’s d = 1.41) 

 Affective engagement No Near zero effect  
(Cohen’s d = 0.10) 

  Emotions No  

  Attitudes No  

  Values No  

 Behavioral engagement Yes Moderate  
(Cohen’s d = 0.70)  

  Attendance Yes  

  Preparation No  

  Attention No  

  Asking questions Yes  

  Contributions No  

  Efforts No  

 Cognitive engagement Yes Moderate  
(Cohen’s d = 0.73) 

  Remembering Yes  

  Understanding Yes  

  Applying No  

  Analyzing Yes  

  Evaluating Yes  

  Creating No  
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3. Relationships between English language achievement and student 

engagement with its sub-elements in the control and experimental groups 

were low and insignificant at alpha level = 0.05, as shown in Table 37. The 

hypothesis was, then, accepted. 

Table 37: Correlation Finding Summary 

  Significant at p < 0.05 Size of the Effects  

Correlation between the 

English language 

achievement and the 

student engagement 

Control group No Low and 

insignificant  

(r = 0.041) 

Experimental 

group 

No Low and 

insignificant  

(r = -0.006) 

 

The underlying causes for the research findings were explored, analyzed and 

interpreted based on both the quantitative and qualitative data and are presented in 

Chapter V.  



 

CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS 

 In this chapter, the summary of the research reported in this dissertation is 

presented in the first section. The factors that possibly prevented students who were 

taught using CTBA with NBLT to obtain achievement test scores significantly higher 

than those who were taught without such an approach, as well as the appropriate 

teaching approach to be implemented in English for Mass Media class in the future 

are to be discussed in section 2. The recommendations for research consumers and 

researchers who were interested to conduct further studies related to CTBA, NBLT or 

student engagement are presented in section 3.  

1. Summary 

 In this thesis, Collaborative Language Learning (CLL) and Task-based 

Language Teaching (TBLT) were together implemented as Collaborative Task-Based 

Approach (CTBA) in the English for Mass Media course to engage students. Also, 

Network-Based Language Teaching (NBLT) was used as a catalyst to enhance 

English language achievement and student engagement. ICT, a main component in 

NBLT, was claimed to help connect students with content, contexts and communities, 

doing so more quickly, widely and conveniently. Nevertheless, it was impossible to 

judge a student who regularly spent a great deal of time surfing the Internet and had 

routine online communication as a learning student. That Web pages were opened did 

not imply any were read. Even if read, there was still a question of how reading Web 

pages supported learning in any way. Moreover, it is quite an overstatement to 

interpret the success of ICT integration based upon students’ scores in the 

achievement examination. This is due to the limitation of the examinations. 

Particularly, the examinations do not assess leaning as a process; they also did not 

give a clear and detailed insight into what exactly positively affected teaching and 

learning (Lally & De Laat, 2002: 1). 
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 Therefore, student engagement became a solution to compensate for the 

weaknesses of examinations, doing so as an attempt to assess the learning process 

and, at the same time, to gain an insight in order to improve learning and teaching 

success in a holistic way.  When students engage, they “… read more, write more and 

interact more in positive ways with their teachers and peers, they gain more in terms 

of essential skills and competencies such as critical thinking, problem solving, and 

effective communication,” (NSSE, 2000: 2). A teacher who engages learners tries to 

arouse their interest by using amusing, stimulating and challenging lessons or 

activities (Harmer, 1998). When learners engage in meaningful and quality activities, 

there is potential that they will learn better, have better academic performance, as well 

as gain the skills to work with others and know how to transfer knowledge to solve 

problems creatively (Bowen, 2003). 

 However, student engagement is not a single construct which is easy to 

measure and evaluate; instead it is multi-dimensional, involving three main elements 

that are students’ affections, behaviors, and cognitive investment in learning 

(Fredricks, et al., 2004). In this study, affective engagement referred to students’ 

emotions, attitudes and values toward course elements, such as tasks, content, 

teaching methods, teachers, peers, and classroom environment. Behavioral 

engagement referred to students’ behaviors toward academic related activities, namely 

class attendance, preparation, attention, asking questions, contributions and efforts. 

Cognitive engagement referred to students’ application of cognitive process in order 

to complete assigned tasks. The cognitive engagement was divided into six levels, 

from simple to complex cognitive processes, which were remembering, 

understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating. These six levels of 

cognitive processes were based on Benjamin Bloom’s revised taxonomy on cognitive 

domain (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).   

 To study the effects of CTBA with, and without, NBLT on English language 

achievement and student engagement, three main research questions were set, as 

follows.  
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1. Did the CTBA with NBLT have significant effects on undergraduate 

students’ language achievement? If it did, what was the size of the effect? 

2. Did the CTBA with NBLT have effects on undergraduates’ student 

engagement? If it did, what was the size of the effect and what was the 

development of the effect? 

3. Was there a significant relationship between English language 

achievement and student engagement of the undergraduate students in 

each group? If there was, what was the size of the effect? 

 This study was designed as a quasi-experimental research with a non-

equivalent group pre-test post-test design. The population in this study was composed 

of 120 third year Business English students at SDRU who enrolled in four sections of 

the English for Mass Media course, academic year 2007. They are Thai, female and 

male, 17-19 year-old students with limited English proficiency. To select students for 

this study, two out of the four sections of students were purposively chosen before 

each section was randomly assigned to a control and an experimental group. In each 

group, there were 24 students whose English language proficiency, digital literacy and 

study habits were not significantly different. 

 The research instruments included English language achievement test, self-

evaluated rating scale questionnaires for affective and behavioral engagement, self-

evaluated guiding questions for cognitive engagement, and semi-structured group 

interviews for qualitative data for affective, behavioral and cognitive engagement. 

They were constructed based on literature, validated by the experts, field tested, and 

revised before they were used to collect the data. All questionnaires and guiding 

questions were constructed in Thai; responses to the guiding question, as well as those 

to the semi-structured interviews were also in Thai.  

 To answer the research questions, the procedure and statistical instruments to 

analyze the data were employed as follows:  
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1. For the first research question, to find out the differences in English 

language achievement between the control and experimental groups, the 

independent sample t-test was applied whilst Cohen’s d index was applied 

to find out the size of the effect; 

2. For the second research question, to find out the differences in student 

engagement between the two groups, the independent sample t-test was 

applied; Cohen’s d index was applied to find out the size of the effect; 

Pearson-product moment correlation coefficient was applied to find out 

whether there was the significant development in student engagement;  

3. For the third question, the Pearson product-moment coefficient was 

applied to find out correlation between the students’ achievement test 

scores and their student, affective, behavioral and cognitive engagement in 

the control and the experimental group. Pearson r correlation was also 

used to find out the size of the effect.  

 The answers for the research questions are as follows.  

1. CTBA with NBLT had insignificant effects on English language 

achievement. The experimental groups did not achieve test scores that 

were significantly different from those of the control group.  

2. CTBA with NBLT had significant effects on student engagement in 

general. However, because student engagement was multi-faceted, the 

findings on sub elements of student engagement are as follows. 

2.1 CTBA with NBLT had insignificant effects on affective engagement. 

The experimental group did not have positive emotions, attitudes and 

values toward the new teaching approach higher than those of the 

control group.  

2.2 CTBA with NBLT had significant effects on behavioral engagement. 

The experimental group came to school on time and asked questions 

significantly more than the control group did but both of them were not 
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different in preparation, attention, contributions and efforts. The 

developing trend in the experimental group would have been possible 

if the study would have been extended.  

2.3 CTBA with NBLT had significant effects on cognitive engagement; 

students in the experimental group had applied cognitive processes, 

particularly remembering, understanding, analyzing and evaluating 

significantly more than the control group had. The cognitive 

engagement trends were also found in both groups.  

3. The correlations between the English language achievement and the 

student engagement with its sub-elements in the control and experimental 

groups were not found to be significant. 

2. Discussion 

 Two points worthy of discussion after the findings were found are as follows: 

1. What factors prevent students who were taught using CTBA with NBLT to 

obtain achievement test scores significantly higher than those who were 

taught without such an approach?  

2. Which teaching approach is more appropriate for future implementation in 

English for Mass Media class?  

 2.1 Possible factors in insignificant differences in English language 

achievement test scores 

 In order to discuss for the factors to explain the reasons why CTBA with 

NBLT had insignificant effects on English language achievement, it is necessary to 

study both students’ learning processes and products, specifically student engagement 

and English language achievement test. 
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2.1.1 Student engagement 

  CTBA with NBLT was implemented in the English for Mass Media 

course due to the literature review that language could be acquired through 

negotiation of meaning. Negotiation of meaning increases when people collaborate, 

while ICT could increase collaboration by enhancing connection to learning resources 

and communication within learning communities (ONEC, 2002). The relationships 

between student engagement and achievement were also found in many studies 

(Carini, et al, 2006; Fincham, et al., 1989; Fredricks et al., 2004; Nystrand & 

Gamoran, 1991; Zimmerman, 1990). At the same time, many studies also showed the 

positive effects of NBLT on affective engagement (Ng, 2002b; Reimann, 2001; 

Shetzer & Warschauer, 2001; Suanpang, & Petocz, 2006; Warschauer & Grimes, 

2005; Warschauer et al, 2004), behavioral engagement (Kamhistein, 2000; Ng and 

Ma, 2002; Nunan and Lamb, 1996a, cited in Beatty, 2003; Persell, 2004;  Reimann, 

2001), and cognitive engagement (CAST, 1996; Benston, 2000; Chun and Plass 

(2000); Reimann, 2001; Rersell, 2004; Sterling, 2004; Thomas, 2005; Warschauer & 

Grimes, 2005; Warschauer et al., 2004).  

 However, many scholars agree that Thai learners are passive and dependent 

(Malaiwong, 1997; Pragram & Pragram; 2006; Sanae & Bruekner, 2004; Sinlarat, 

2005; Viartas & Sangkamnee, 2000), while language classrooms, even after the 

educational reform, were conducted with teacher-centered method (Prapaisit, 2003). 

Moreover, studies revealed that students from collectivist culture, namely students 

from Asian countries, rarely have interaction with others, particularly in online 

contexts (Anakwe et al.,1999; Chin et al. 2000; Raksasuk, 2000; Tetiwat and Huff, 

2003). Thai students’ passive learning habits mentioned agreed with quantitative 

findings in affective and behavioral engagement in this research study. Therefore, to 

find out the possible explanation for insignificant difference in English achievement 

between the students who were taught under CTBA with NBLT and students who 

were taught without such an approach, the factors that affected the student 

engagement are to be discussed in detail. 
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  As mentioned, student engagement is multi-faceted. Even though, the 

students who were taught under CTBA with NBLT had student engagement 

significantly higher than the students who were taught without such approach, not all 

sub-elements of student engagement were found significantly different. It was found 

that affective engagement’s emotions, attitudes and values, behavioral engagement’s 

preparation, attention, contributions and efforts, as well as cognitive engagement’s 

applying and creating in both groups were not significantly different.  

  Three major factors were possibly responsible for the insignificant 

different in some sub-elements in student engagement, specifically low English 

proficiency, passive learning habits and unavailability of computers and the Internet 

connection, particularly at the students’ homes. 

  1. Low English proficiency 

  As mentioned in Chapter III, the CU-TEP average scores of the 

students from both groups were 40 from a total of 120. The results could be 

interpreted that the students in both group were extremely limited to limited English 

language users. Even though the instructor, particularly in this research, used English 

as a major medium for giving lectures and answering questions, students preferred to 

use Thai with their instructor and peers, both inside and outside classroom. According 

to the literature review, language was acquired through social interaction, while 

people tried to negotiate for mutual understanding (Long, 1985; Swain, 1985; 

Lightbown & Spada, 1996). CTBA gave students an opportunity to practice various 

functions of English language, with authentic purposes and within authentic context, 

while they were trying to complete tasks collaboratively in groups. Their limitation in 

English language possibly obstructed them from acquiring language through CTBA 

with NBLT, as well as negatively affected the effects of CTBA with NBLT on 

affective and behavioral engagement.  

  Their preference toward using Thai in learning English reflected in 

their attitudes and behavior of which data were collected from the semi-structured 

interviews. The examples of students’ preference for Thai language in English class 
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are presented as follows. In affective engagement, the instructor’s English lectures 

and task instructions caused students to feel anxious and confused. For behavioral 

engagement, students claimed that they did not like reading the textbook because they 

did not want to translate text from English to Thai, as in preparation. In asking 

questions, when in doubt, students preferred to consult with their friends in Thai, 

claiming that the instructor’s responses in English could not satisfy them, and even 

confused them. In contributions, students accepted that they mainly used Thai when 

asking and answering questions, as well as when having discussions, both inside and 

outside classroom. Moreover, it was found that translation of English into Thai, and 

Thai to English, became crucial processes in most learning activities from reading 

texts to completing news stories. In this regard, a team (Veerepon) admitted that when 

they summarized news stories, they read English news stories, summarized them in 

Thai, and then translated the summary into English.  In addition, many students 

admitted that news stories they chose to summarize were ones they had already read 

and/or heard of in Thai from other sources. 

   “I would listen/ watch the news first (from other source such as TV in 

Thai) and decided which news I would summarize,” said Naree. Panwarot further 

explained, “I would find news stories that I already understood. I read the Thai 

newspaper before read English newspapers for better understanding. Instead of 

reading a lot of news stories and then choosing one to summarize, I directly picked 

one that already understand from other Thai sources.”  

  Thus, the native language preference stemmed from the low English 

language proficiency of the students and the major requirement to use the target 

language in CTBA with NBLT possibly affected the student engagement, specifically 

in affective and behavioral engagement.  

  2. Unavailability of computers and the Internet connection 

  Outside the computer laboratory, students in the experimental group 

did not bother to use the Internet to complete tasks, to communicate with other team 

members, to give feedback to their teams’ tasks outcomes, or to consult the instructor. 
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Not doing so, they claimed that it was a result from unavailability of computers and 

the Internet connection at their homes. Their claims were confirmed by data collected 

before the research started that only 14 from total 24 students in the experimental 

groups could conveniently access computers at their homes and only 9 students had 

access to the Internet at their homes. 

  The experimental group’s insignificant difference in efforts also agreed 

with their learning contribution. There were differences in efforts between the 

students who could access the Internet conveniently, and the ones who could not.  

Students who could access the Internet conveniently accepted that they used them to 

follow current events by reading news stories from online news websites. Sasirin said 

that she would scan Web pages for news stories she liked, except sport news, before 

she chose them to summarize. She also mentioned that she was following news 

related to the national general election. In contrast to Sasirin’s taste for news types, 

Veerapol liked sport news and read it regularly on the Bangkok Post and the Nation 

Web sites. Having a chance to read many news stories online, Veerapol could 

comment as to the differences between two major English newspapers in Thailand. 

“For English newspapers, the Nation is better (on sport news) than the Bangkok Post; 

the Nation presents sport results in detail and it is more updated,” Veerapol said.  

  On the other hand, students who could not access the Internet 

conveniently at home admitted that they would do what they were asked to do only 

and nothing more. They would search for information on the Internet for a report, 

only if they were specifically asked to do so and if extra grades were promised. 

Voluntarily spending extra time to go to the library, or spending extra money to go to 

Internet cafes, just simply for academic related activities was unlikely. 

  3. Passive learning habits 

  Unavailability of computers and the Internet at homes could be just an 

excuse, if it was considered that SDRU has provided the computers and the Internet at 

the main library, not including free wireless Internet connection throughout the 

university area, and dial-up Internet account for every student. Students’ passive, 
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dependent, and immature learning habits in both control and experimental groups, 

reflected in affective engagement’ emotions, attitudes and values, as well as 

behavioral engagement’s preparation, attention, contributions, and efforts were 

possibly the actual causes for insignificant differences in those sub-elements. Using 

the framework of culture dimensions (Hofstede, 2001), high power distance, high 

uncertainty avoidance, femininity, and collectivism, as well as low intrinsic 

motivation for learning and high extrinsic motivation for rewards were found 

throughout affective and behavioral engagement. 

  As found in emotions, learning English in a new collaborative and 

innovative way made the students felt anxious that they might fail the course. Instead 

of paying more attention to learning to solve their anxiety, they viewed that the 

instructor’s intervention could help them pass the course. The students; perspective 

that their learning success was dependent directly upon the instructor’s mercy was an 

example of high power distance influence in Thai culture.  

  In attitudes, some students complained that the instructor in higher 

education level did not take good care of them closely like their high school teachers 

did. The expectation for assistance, supervision and good care are aspects of people 

from a collectivism culture, as is related to Thais.  According to Scarborough (1998: 

83), the expected characteristics of teachers in Thai culture are similar to the ones of 

leaders in that they should be decisive, but kind and concerned.   

  Moreover, students from both groups did not have positive attitudes 

towards collaborative learning; instead, they had positive attitudes towards individual 

learning, thinking collaborative learning was troublesome and potentially risky as it 

could form interpersonal conflicts. The preference to learn individually is in contrast 

to the concept of people from a collectivist culture who feel more comfortable to live, 

work, or learn in groups comprised of their own kind. However, a previous study of 

the learning style preferences of ESL students revealed that English learners, 

including both native speakers and non-native speakers did not prefer to learn in 

groups. Thai students were found to have a minor preference for individual learning 

styles, but had a negative preference for group learning (Reid, 1987). People from 
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high uncertainty avoidance do not avoid risks; they just avoid unfamiliar risks 

(Scarborough, 1998). The students’ negative attitudes toward learning collaboratively 

could possibly be influenced by needs not to be involved with unpredictable factors, 

such as other students and the experiences of dealing with them. Therefore, it is 

another characteristic of people from a high uncertainty avoidance culture that they do 

not like change. 

  In values, the English for Mass Media course was valued as a course 

that partly developed the students’ English proficiency, but it was not valued as a 

course that helped open the views toward the world or one that increased their future 

career opportunities. The students also accepted that they enjoyed the contents from 

content-based courses, such as the English fro Hotel Business course or the English 

for Tourism course, or activities in skill-based courses, such as the Listening and 

Speaking course; however, the Translation course was valued as an English language 

course that helped improve their English proficiency the most, as well as their 

opportunities for future careers.   

  The finding was surprising to the researcher, but it could be 

understood. The grammar- translation methods has long been used in language 

teaching (Richard & Schmidt, 2002). Despite an attempt to reform education from 

rote learning to active, constructive and collaborative learning, the grammar 

translation method still apparently exists, at least in the Translation course. The course 

consisted of the presentation of grammar rules, list of vocabulary and translation 

exercises whilst learning activities are passive, emphasizing reading over other 

communicative skills, such as speaking and listening. Typically, students are asked to 

read English sentences before translating them into Thai, or vice versa, while a 

teacher would be the main authority who gives final judgment to their answers. The 

students felt more secure and comfortable with a familiar passive-learning method in 

which the instructor was the knowledge feeder while they were passive knowledge 

receivers. As such, there is no risk in discussion, idea sharing, oral presentation, and 

self and peer assessment.  
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  The students valued a course in which language was taught as a 

passive transfer of knowledge and that they could learn mainly from remembering 

static contents printed in the textbook. They loved to learn with the instructor who 

was the single source of knowledge, and to have answers that were absolute. In 

contrast, the English for Mass Media course, which supported active learning with 

socially constructed knowledge, was not highly valued as much. These samples of 

passive learning habits was likely to be found in high power distance and uncertainty 

avoidance societies, such as Thai society (Anakwe et al.,1999; Chin et al,, 2000.).   

  The characteristics of passive learning habits affected by high power 

distance demonstrated clearly in behavioral engagement. In preparation, it was found 

that students were unprepared; they did not voluntarily read textbook for coming 

classes in advance. Instead, they waited for the order from the instructor, in telling 

them which chapters to read, and what exercises to fulfill. All were chiefly done for 

the sake of reward from the higher authority. Students admitted that they would read 

the textbook only when they were assigned to complete the exercise or assignments, 

but those assignments must be grade-assigned. Moreover, the students denied reading 

the textbooks for the tests after they realized that the test items would not come 

directly from the textbooks. This was also true in efforts that students completed tasks 

simply to fulfill the task requirements without making any extra efforts, even with the 

experimental group that was given extra learning tools.  

  Despite the higher contributions in class, findings in behavioral 

engagement demonstrated that members of the experimental group did not work 

collaboratively or industriously outside of the classroom. Instead, they tended to 

lower their workload on tasks and tried to finish them easily. It was found as indicated 

previously that a student (Naree) chose weather forecast which was full of graphics 

and numbers to summarize for her group’s weekly news summary, or a team 

(Girlyberry) simply chose any eye-catching news story which appeared on the 

newspaper homepage to summarize, regardless of  whether it was the story they were 

interested in or not.   
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  Moreover, characteristics of tasks also affected the students’ 

behavioral engagement’s contributions. If the take-home tasks were simple or small, 

like weekly news summary, students tended to manage them individually. For a news 

summary, students in teams of four should have read newspapers regularly and 

summarized a news story together once a week. However, it was found that each of 

them had read newspapers and summarized news stories once a month instead. If 

tasks were simple but large, like controlled news writing, the students tended to 

divided it into smaller bits and then had each member finish them cooperatively. With 

such management, one group resulted in an unfinished task because one of their 

members could not finish her share on time while another team handed in an 

unorganized and unedited news story because they simply merged without any 

revision. Students possibly thought that their responsibility towards tasks was limited 

to their shares only and the responsibility was over when they handed them to other 

members. The perspectives resulted in lack of discussion and peer review either 

before or after the tasks were submitted. Collaboration was only found in tasks that 

were large and complex, like free news writing in which students would make an 

appointment so that they could complete the tasks together collaboratively.   

  For attention, the experimental group was severely distracted by 

content and activities offered on the Internet. They accepted that without the 

instructor’s strict supervision, they could not control themselves and that they let the 

Internet distract them either with, or without, their awareness.  

  Moreover, it is a common characteristic of people in high power 

distance society that the subordinates try to avoid any encounter with ones with higher 

authorities. Results found in efforts showed that students from both the control and 

experimental groups did not consult with the instructor outside the classroom. 

Correlated to findings in attention, both groups did not voluntarily have participation 

with the instructor. The students possibly believed their responsibility for learning 

was limited within the classroom walls. Kanchana provided an example which 

supported such an assumption. “I would like to ask teacher but would do that only in 

class. When the class was over, it was over. I would not do anything further,” said 
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Kanchana. However, rapport became another excuse that students used not to 

approach the instructor. Students from the experimental group mentioned that the 

university instructor did not take good care of them, like their secondary school 

teachers did. Jaruwan said, “The instructor in the university taught with faster pace 

and did not explain the contents thoroughly. Then I gained English knowledge less 

than I did in high school.” The distance between the instructor and students was not 

limited to issues of academic comprehension. For more serious issues which could 

damage their performance and grades, such as free riders in teams, students said that 

they never had an idea to consult the instructor. 

  Other cultural dimensions, particularly collectivism and femininity, 

possibly explained students’ behaviors found in contribution. That students denied 

giving feedback to other team members could be interpreted as an effort to avoid 

causing any interpersonal conflicts. In interviews related to affective engagement, 

both groups had expressed their anxiety over working in groups, claiming they felt 

more comfortable to work individually. Such anxiety possibly stemmed from 

dimensions of Thai culture, particularly collectivism and femininity. That is to say, 

Thais prefer to live harmoniously with others and keep a low profile. In general, they 

did not like to be singled out either for praise or blame or take unfamiliar risks like 

working with others, which, potentially, causes conflicts or failures. The students 

from both the control and experimental groups agreed that the tasks that were already 

divided and distributed to each member became an individual responsibility. “We had 

not reviewed whether they were OK, right or wrong. Consider it was each person’s 

responsibility,” said Kanchana, a student from the control group.   

  The perspective of individual responsibility was also shared by 

students in the experimental group. After a task was submitted online, no group 

members opened the Web logs, read and commented what their friends did. The 

experimental group members tried to explain such the poor contribution that they 

viewed divided tasks as an individual responsibility. Veerapol said, “I had read 

others’ works because I was the one who posted tasks on the Blog. But I did not 

review whether they were right or wrong. As I told you, good or bad grade was up to 
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what each one did. Though I knew that it was wrong I would not mention it because it 

was an idea of individual person. I might tell them their errors only if we still had 

enough time to correct (the errors). I would not tell if the tasks were on the deadline.” 

  For behavioral engagement’s attendance, and asking questions, at first 

glance, it is possible that there were some characteristics of CTBA with NBLT which 

possibly overcame the students and the approach’s flaws, However, from the 

discussion above, the factors, specifically low English proficiency, unavailability of 

computers and the Internet connection, passive learning habits, as well as grade as a 

major extrinsic motivation, which possibly diminished the positive effects of CTBA 

with NBLT on most sub-elements of affective and behavioral engagement, could 

possibly affected behavioral engagement’s attendance and asking questions, as well. 

The above assumption above was supported by quantitative finding. Referring to 

Table 33 and Table 34 in Chapter IV, the positive correlations between the affective 

engagement and behavioral engagement were found significant in the control group   

(r = 0.621, p < 0.05) and the experimental group (r = 0.705, p < 0.05). There were 

some relationships between affective engagement and behavioral engagement in both 

the control and the experimental groups.  

  Therefore, from the quantitative and qualitative findings in affective 

and behavioral engagement, it is highly possible to interpret that high attendance in 

the experimental groups did not directly relate to NBLT; NBLT per se was not 

attractive enough to persuade students to come to class often and on time. Regarding 

to interviews, students accepted that they still preferred to learn with traditional 

method, in traditional classroom. Moreover, the Translation course, an English course 

which was conducted with grammar-translation method was highly valued as an 

English course which helped develop students’ English proficiency, as well as future 

career opportunity, by both groups of students.  

  As learned from the interviews, all students agreed that instructors 

(Thai or foreign, whether compassionate or austere), course content (interesting or 

boring), timing (morning or afternoon class) were not significant factors affecting 

class attendance. The diligent students would come to classes in every course, no 
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matter what, while the lazy ones were not enthusiastic to attend and tried to find 

excuses for such a behavior.  Grades were one major factor that could encourage both 

diligent and lazy students to go to the university. The demotivated students admitted 

that they would try harder to come to classes on the days when there were tests, or to 

classes with extra scores assigned for class attendance.  

  “Ajarn James, (a male native English speaking instructor), would 

deduct our attendance scores if we came to his class late. Moreover, he also made us 

feel guilty by looking at his wrist watch and look at us, back and forth,” said 

Thapanee. Sasithron added, “Also Ajarn Jane (another native English speaking 

instructor). She would not allow us to have tests, which were conducted weekly, if we 

could not come to class on time.”   

  Prapasri, a student who hardly came to class said, “If there is 

something that could make me come to class on time, it is testing. I would try very 

hard (to come).” However, her statement seemed absurd. On one test day, which was 

announced in advance, she still came to the class late. “Because I thought the test 

would start at 11 a.m. But, apparently it was 9 a.m.,” said she.  

  The extrinsic motivation based on grades was not limited to inactive 

students; it also affected the diligent students who hardly cut the class. Supaporn said 

that she and her group members hardy cut the class or came to class late because they 

had tasks to finish and submit online. Achara said that she never had the idea not to 

attend the English for Mass Media class. “Because the content is difficult and there 

were lots of tasks which are required to submit in class ever week,” she said.  

  Therefore, it is sensible to interpret that the experimental group’s 

attendance possibly related to the unavailability of computers and Internet at their 

homes and the requirement to submit tasks online. That the members of the 

experimental group came to the computer laboratory before the class started was to 

finish the assigned tasks with their group members.  
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  For asking question, NBLT affected the experimental group and made 

asking questions in the group significantly higher than that in the control groups with 

many possible factors, though the influence of Thai culture did not encourage 

communication, especially between the authorities and the subordinates. First of all, 

despite the similarity in contents and tasks, the ways the students in both groups 

learned and completed them were different. To complete the tasks, the experimental 

group must involve both English language and digital literacy so there were more 

opportunities for the students to ask questions particularly ones related to digital 

literacy. Questions found in the experimental group could be very simple namely the 

addresses of the Web, or the complex ones such as how to add still images and video 

clips into their tasks and upload them to Blogs.  

  Secondly, the Internet distraction could be considered a cause for 

asking questions. Distracted by the Internet, students in the experimental missed the 

instructions for assignment that must be submitted within class, so they were forced to 

ask the instructor for repetition and clarification. Students said that they were 

confused when tasks were assigned because the instructor sometimes gave a series of 

tasks to do at the same time. However, some students admitted that the confusion 

possibly came from their inattention. “I liked traditional class because teacher was a 

focus of the class. In computer laboratory there was you and there were computers. I 

was likely to pay attention to the computer screen more than to what you were 

teaching. I think that we were confused because of ourselves that did not pay attention 

to your instructions at first so that we had to ask for explanation again later”, 

Thapanee said. 

  To summarize, the interpretation related to significantly difference in 

attendance and asking questions at first reached a conclusion that it was the direct 

effects of CTBA with NBLT. The students in the experimental group came to the 

computer laboratory often and on time because of the attractiveness and convenience 

of the NBLT. Also, the students asked questions more mainly because of the 

complexity in the NBLT tasks. However, when the picture was viewed as a whole, 

while passive learning habits and extrinsic motivation had influence over affective 
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engagement and most sub-elements in behavioral engagement, it possibly had 

influence over attendance and asking questions, as well.  

  From the discussion above, therefore, it is sensible to interpret that 

CTBA with NBLT per se did not directly affect behavioral engagement’s attendance 

and asking questions. The needs for computers and the Internet connection to 

complete assigned tasks, the Internet distraction, as well as the complexity to 

complete tasks under NBLT, all possibly forced the experimental group to come to 

class, and to ask questions for task clarification. It resulted in that they did so 

significantly more than the control group did and all were possibly done from their 

concerns over grades, not learning. Learning, in students’ view, became passive 

processes, particularly following the instructors’ orders and waiting for his judgment. 

They did not autonomously and enthusiastically learn for the sake of self 

development.  

2.1.2 English language achievement 

  The English language achievement test per se possibly was a reason 

that the experimental group did not gain significantly different test scores from the 

control group, despite having behavioral and cognitive engagement significantly more 

than the control group had. From quantitative findings in cognitive engagement, two 

interpretations could be reached. The positive trends in cognitive engagement were 

found in both groups meant lesson plans based on Bloom’s revised taxonomy affected 

the students’ application of the cognitive processes; and, that the experimental group 

had significantly higher cognitive engagement than the control group was possibly 

effects of NBLT that enhanced students cognitive processes as were applied in 

dealing with tasks. Despite being designed to be parallel in content, tasks, and 

organization, the features of NBLT including online interactive exercise, computer 

and web applications, digital literacy, and dynamic nature of the Internet, when 

implemented in actual classroom, possibly affected cognitive engagement 

significantly, as found in quantitative findings.  
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  However, that the test did not result in significant difference between 

two groups could not be considered a weakness of the test, but rather a strength. This 

was due to the fact that the achievement was designed based on the course description 

and course objectives which focused mainly on lexical and syntactic features 

frequently found in newspapers articles. It should be noted that the achievement test 

was designed to measure mainly the lower level thinking process, such as 

remembering and understanding of specific areas in English lexical and syntactic 

features. The close-ended, multiple-choice English language achievement test in this 

study was not designed to, and then was not sufficient to measure higher level 

thinking that the experimental group had while they were engaging with tasks.  

  The above claim is also supported by the findings of the significant 

correlations between the English language achievement and the English language 

proficiency in both the control and experimental groups supported the above 

mentioned explanation that the test exclusively measured only the mastery of lexical 

and syntactical features in English for Mass Media course. Referring to Table 26 and 

Table 27, a small correlation was found between English language achievement and 

English language proficiency in the control group (r = 0.416, p < 0.05) while a large 

correlation was found in the experimental group (r = 0.779, p < 0.01). This finding 

could be interpreted that the strong students attained higher achievement test scores 

while the weak students gained lower scores, no matter what their student 

engagements were.  

 From the discussion, it could be concluded that the insignificant difference in 

English language achievement test scores in the two groups of students was possibly 

resulted from student engagement and the English language achievement test per se. 

The experimental group’s student engagement was negatively affected from the 

students’ low English proficiency, unavailability of computers and the Internet 

connection, as well as passive learning habits. Though CTBA with NBLT had 

significant effects on the experimental group’ cognitive engagement, the English 

language achievement test was exclusively designed to measure learning products, 
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particularly, lexical and syntactical features, not to measure learning process, 

specifically, student engagement. 

 2.2 Appropriate Teaching approach for the English for Mass Media 

course 

 In this section, the findings related to CTBA and NBLT found in this study 

would be analyzed based on the concept of SWOT analysis to answer whether CTBA 

with NBLT should be further implemented in the English for Mass Media course.   

2.2.1 Strengths of CTBA 

  The strengths of CTBA were expressed clearly in the pattern of 

cognitive engagement developing trends in both groups. The results could be 

interpreted that, based on Bloom’s revised taxonomy, CTBA gave the students 

opportunities to exercise their cognitive processes from the passive low level of 

remembering to active constructive higher level of creating. Rote learning was 

avoided, but the students were not left unable to have experiments with syntactic and 

lexical features. Based on the TBLT frameworks belonging to David Nunan (Nunan, 

1999, 2004) and Jane Willis (Willis, 1996), students have an opportunity to practice 

English meaningfully and authentically, while grammar focus, such as exercises and 

explanations on grammatical aspects, were not omitted.  

2.2.2 Weaknesses of CTBA 

  The main objective of CTBA was to have students learn English 

language by completing tasks collaboratively. However, with these groups of 

students, many weaknesses of CTBA were found. For example, CTBA failed to 

encourage students to use the target language as a main medium in learning; it could 

not encourage the students to complete the tasks collaboratively; and the strict 

framework of CTBA prevented students from completing the tasks in the timeframe 

allowed, especially the complex ones in the second half of the semester. The 

weaknesses of CTBA are discussed below in detail. 
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  1. Native language used in CTBA 

  As mentioned, one of strengths of CLL and TBLT is allowing students 

to acquired language naturally by using the language. However, in real life situations, 

such as in Suan Dusit Rajabhat University, English was not commonly used as a 

native tongue. The findings demonstrated that, under CTBA, though students applied 

higher level thinking processes to solve complex tasks, they preferred to do them in 

Thai, either with peers or with the instructor, inside or outside classroom.  

  Tasks in CTBA were designed with collaboration as an ultimate goal 

while communication in English was expected as a by-product. At the beginning of 

the semester, the course started with simple and close-ended tasks which required 

students to work together in order to complete all tasks perfectly. While the course 

continued during the semester, the tasks gradually became larger, more complex, 

more open-ended, and could be completed by collaboration only. The quantitative 

findings indicated that the tasks organized in an order of complexity affected the 

students’ development of cognitive engagement. However, the qualitative findings 

revealed that the complex tasks were completed through extensive use of Thai 

language either, by communicating in Thai or by drafting tasks in Thai before 

translating them into English for the final outcomes.    

  2. Task characteristics  

  The flaw of CTBA was the tasks per se. Collaborative tasks were 

unlike cooperative tasks which all participating students must involve themselves in 

completing the tasks, as they do in jigsaw tasks. The collaborative tasks could 

possibly be done individually, but the best outcomes could only be achieved through a 

combination of ideas and efforts from different people. However, the collaborative 

tasks could not force students to contribute their ideas and background knowledge on 

learning willingly and enthusiastically. Tasks in this study, such as the news summary 

task, were likely to be not interesting enough for the students to become engaged.  It 

was also found that if tasks were small and simple, the students preferred to complete 
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them individually. If tasks were large, but simple, they would be done cooperatively. 

Only large and complex tasks would be collaboratively completed.  

  3. Time management 

  The solidly structured lesson plan designed based on the framework of 

CRBA and the limited time in each class session did not allow students enough time 

to complete complex tasks in the classroom. Students were allowed less than three 

hours to complete both simple and complex tasks in a single class session. It was 

found out later, especially in the second half of the semester when the assigned tasks 

became more complex, that students needed more time to complete tasks, especially 

the complex ones. For example, in a task which required students to judge the 

reliability and validity of news stories, students had to complete all of following 

activities within less than three hours: 

1. reading two pieces of news stories reporting on a similar event,  

2. identifying the news source and quotes, 

3. differentiating the facts from opinions,  

4. judging the validity of news sources with supported reasons, 

5. judging the reliability of news sources with supported reasons, 

6. writing report, and 

7. making a verbal presentation.  

  The complex set of tasks required many skills and complex cognitive 

processes, and could not be achieved within the limitation of time, especially in an 

environment in which students could be easily distracted, like in a computer 

laboratory.  

2.2.3 Opportunities of CTBA 

Providing passive learning habits was considered a threat to CTBA. 

With optimistic point of views, students in this study were the products of the Thai 

traditional education system. While the National Education Act was legislated in 

1999, these students might be studying in high school level and had been educated in 
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traditional rote learning, for a long period of time. Any absolute and sudden change 

might not be comfortably accepted. The promotion and implementation of student-

centeredness, autonomous lifelong learning and the integration of knowledge, as 

stated in the National Education Act of 1999, might help prepare Thai young 

generation for active and collaborative learning and that possibly resolves the threats 

and become an opportunity for CTBA.  

2.2.4 Threats of CTBA 

  The students’ learning habits, partially caused by Thai culture, could 

be considered threats for CTBA. Their passive learning habits were found to affect 

both affective and behavioral engagement. 

  Affected by Thai culture’ high power distance and high certainty 

avoidance, as well as rote learning and grammar-translation method which long 

rooted in Thai education, students did not feel comfortable nor had positive attitude 

towards learning collaboratively with their peers in order to complete open-ended 

task. The instructor’s efforts to develop autonomous learning habits, as well as critical 

and liberal thinking, were regarded as recklessness of the instructors. CTBA alone 

could not persuade the students to come to class voluntarily or to work in groups 

collaboratively and enthusiastically. Students who did not want to come to class 

would not do so and non-attendance would, therefore, deprive them of opportunities 

to engage in learning. The findings of this study revealed that the instructors, the 

course content, and the teaching methods, could not bring demotivated students to 

class and make them work collaboratively with others. Grades were found to be a 

main factor that students in both the control and experimental groups agreed could 

motivate them to engage more in learning; they would come to class on time and 

regularly, read the textbooks, and complete the exercises if they would be rewarded 

with grades.  
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2.2.5 Strengths of NBLT 

  The quantitative findings in this thesis revealed that NBLT had 

significant positive effects on both behavioral and cognitive engagement. The 

experimental group came to class often and on time, statistically more than the control 

group did, in order to use the computers and the Internet. They also had more 

participation in class either asking questions or collaborations. On simple and close-

ended tasks, such as reading comprehension exercises, NBLT provided interactive 

exercises with automatic feedback and a time controlled system. Such features 

facilitated sense of collaboration within groups, and also a sense of competition 

between groups. It was found that students in the experimental group worked together 

collaboratively with their group members in order to complete the online reading 

comprehension exercises.  For more complex tasks, students used search engines to 

find information which helped complete their tasks more appropriately. In addition, 

NBLT also well supported CTBA. It was found that, with NBLT, students divided 

responsibility of tasks based on their expertise. Students who were good at computers 

and the Internet would take care of searching the Internet, uploading the contents to 

groups’ blogs, and decorating the blog appearance, while ones who were good at 

English would take care of some language tasks, namely news summarizing and news 

writing. 

2.2.6 Weaknesses of NBLT 

  If the strengths of NBLT laid mainly in ICT which engaged students 

behaviorally and cognitively by enhancing their digital literacy, as well as connecting 

them to learning resources and learning communities, the weaknesses of NBLT laid 

within the ICT as well. It did not exclusively connect students to academic resources, 

but also provide access to other distractive non-academic ones. 

  NBLT allows students more opportunities to practice their higher level 

cognitive processes, including searching, comparing, analyzing and evaluating while 

trying to find needed information from the Internet. However, the chance to practice 

higher level thinking processes within a dynamic and chaotic environment of the 
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Internet came with a cost, specifically distraction. In the computer laboratory, students 

were guided and supervised, but were not strictly controlled. This was due to the 

framework of collaborative learning which encourages student-centeredness and 

autonomous learning. The examples of loose control in the NBLT were as follows:  

1. Students were not controlled when to turn on or turn off the 

computers, even when they were not necessarily involved with 

learning activities, as in lecture sessions.   

2. Most Web sites were not censored nor blocked; only pornography 

or gambling Web sites were blocked by the university.         

3. The computer laboratory, which was set in a classroom formation, 

allowed students to hide behind their computer screens. They could 

pretend that they were paying attention to the lectures while they 

were actually looking at the computer screens or dealing with other 

non-academic activities.     

  In addition, despite being undergraduate students, many students 

admitted that they could not control themselves sufficiently to concentrate on 

learning. They were distracted by other online content and activities, such as Web 

surfing, instant messaging, online gaming, etc, while they should have paid attention 

to learning. The negative effects of distraction possibly resulted in the English 

language achievement test scores that the control group could do better than the 

experimental group did, despite the experimental group’s statistically higher 

behavioral and cognitive engagement.  

2.2.7 Opportunities of NBLT 

  A report from NECTEC (2009) presented that the Internet users in 

Thailand have increased from 1,500,000 users in 1999, the year the National 

Education Act was legislated, to 13,416,000 users in 2007. In other words it has 

increased nine times over the eight-year period. An advantage of technology products 

is that they are getting better, faster but cheaper, which makes them easier to acquire. 

Moreover, with the support from the government in devices, conduits, and literacy, 
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according to the ICT for Education National Masterplan (ONEC, 2002), it is easier for 

Thai students to have more opportunity to learn with ICT.  

2.2.8 Threats of NBLT 

  Two major threats of NBLT is the unavailability of computers and the 

Internet connections and the passive learning habits. 

  The unavailability of devices and conduits seemed to be obstacles for 

applying NBLT in real life. Despite the availability of computers in the central 

library, and wireless Internet connection throughout the university vicinity, students 

came up with many reasons not to use them outside the computer laboratory.  One 

was the unavailability of time. Students claimed that they did not have extra time to 

go to the central library to use the Internet at the university. The other one was the 

unavailability of computers and the Internet at their homes. The claimed convenience 

of NBLT became an inconvenience for them. It is because to complete tasks, students 

who could not access the Internet at homes must go out and pay extra money at 

Internet cafes. The unavailability of devices and conduits possibly affected the 

effectiveness of NBLT in many aspects as presented in the findings that the students:   

1. did not commit extra research to improve task outcomes; 

2. did not use all kinds of CMC to communicate with peers, the 

instructors or others outside the computer laboratory;  

3. did the task on the due date; 

4. divided tasks into smaller pieces, distributed to each member to 

completed them cooperatively; and 

5. let a member who could conveniently access the Internet at home 

handle routine tasks individually. 

  The second threat of NBLT is students’ passive learning habits. Some 

students in the experimental group were accustomed to the teacher-centered method 

wherein they could learn passively. Instructors were viewed as main authorities in the 

classroom who spoon-fed them knowledge while textbooks were viewed as a bible, 
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holding the ultimate truth that should not be denied or doubted. With such a point of 

view, the students expected that questions in the achievement test should come 

directly from the textbook and when they knew that the test items would be chosen 

from authentic and recent news stories, some of them decided not to read the 

textbook, or read only parts of it.  

  In addition, learning dependency was also reflected in their 

requirement for taking care closely from the instructors similar to what they received 

from their secondary school teachers. They viewed an attempt to develop learning 

autonomy and learning independence as negligence of the instructor. Learning with 

peers and using the network to connect with learning resources and communities also 

made some of them feel uncomfortable. 

2.2.9 Decision for further implementation 

  Before decision is made whether CTBA with NBLT should be further 

implemented in English class, it is necessary to be noted that the SWOT analysis 

reported above was conducted based on quantitative and qualitative data collected 

from the subjects studied in this research. As stated in the research limitations in 

Chapter I, the findings in this study were not appropriate to be generalized for larger 

population, due to the small number of subjects, the subject selection method, and a 

specific learning context of the English for Mass Media course conducted in SDRU. 

  From the SWOT analysis, it was found that CTBA and NBLT possess 

both strengths and weaknesses, as well as both opportunities and threats. The decision 

to further implement the approach in the English for Mass Media course or in other 

English courses depends majorly on the course goals and course objectives. By 

having the English for Mass Media course for a concrete example, providing the main 

goal of the course was mastery of syntactic and lexical features of mass media print 

text while expected outcome was merely identifying linguistic forms in sentences, 

learning under traditional grammar translation method, with drills and exercises might 

be appropriate.  
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  However, by using framework for English language teaching course 

offered by John Murphy (Murphy, 2001), some factors should be put into 

consideration, specifically conceptual underpinnings, course objectives, and setting. 

As stated in the rationale in Chapter I, the conceptual underpinnings of the English for 

Mass Media course was based on the goal of Thailand educational reform that is to 

create “lifelong education for all” (ONEC, 1999). Thai learners should be cultivated 

active learning habits so that they could learn throughout life. Moreover, with the 

needs of the English for Mass Media course, specifically the need for change from 

grammar-focused syllabus, the change of technology, and the need for training critical 

thinking skills, the course objectives had shifted the focus from mastery of individual 

and separated linguistic features to mastery of target language literacy and learning 

strategies. According to the course objectives, students are able not only to read and 

comprehend the news stories reported by mass media, they should also be able to 

distinguish facts out of opinion, to judge the reliability and validity of reported news, 

and to reflect their own point of views in the forms of news articles and commentary 

articles. As an ICT-enhanced university, SDRU is considered appropriate setting for 

conducting courses with above mentioned conceptual underpinnings and course 

objectives. ICT was considered to be an appropriate learning tool for achieving the 

goal of educational reform by facilitating the connection between learners and 

learning resources, learning contexts and learning communities (ONEC, 2002). SDRU 

readily provided their students with devices (computers), conduits (electricity and the 

Internet connection), and content (database, online courses, long distance classes).  

  Moreover, the findings in this study were still promising. The results 

revealed development of student engagement and cognitive engagement in both the 

control and experimental groups while CTBA with NBLT was found having 

significant effects on behavioral and cognitive engagement. The developing trends in 

the cognitive engagement found in both the control and experimental groups pointed 

out that CTBA affected the higher level thinking processes of the students who 

applied them while trying to solve the tasks with gradually increasing complexity. 

The significant differences found in cognitive engagement confirmed the positive 

effects of NBLT in enhancing the degree of cognitive engagement in learning while 
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the significant difference in behavioral engagement indicated that CTBA with NBLT 

motivated students to come to class often and on time, to have more collaboration 

with peers and to ask the instructor more questions.  

  Some weaknesses and threats were found in CTBA and NBLT. For 

example, CTBA failed to encourage students to use the target language as a main 

medium in learning, and failed to encourage the students to complete the tasks 

collaboratively. For NBLT, It did not exclusively connect students to learning 

resources, but also provide access to other non academic source which, in return, 

distracted students’ engagement. The most significant weakness of CTBA with NBLT 

was its inability to develop significant difference in language achievement in a group 

of students who were taught with such the approach. However, referring to earlier 

discussion, factors found to be responsible for the weaknesses and threats of CTBA 

and NBLT, were externally stemmed from students themselves, specifically their low 

English proficiency, and passive learning habits. Students still needed directions, 

close supervision, and assistance from instructors. They did not prefer a new, active, 

student-centered, collaborative and constructive teaching approach which was 

different from the passive, teacher-centered, grammar-focused ones to which they 

were accustomed to.  Moreover, grades, an extrinsic motivation, were found to be a 

major driver responsible for student engagement.  

  Therefore, students’ needs should be considered more important than 

students’ preferences. Based on above mentioned conceptual underpinning and 

newly-revised course objectives of the English for Mass Media course, Thai students 

should be provided opportunities to learn and construct knowledge actively, 

collaboratively and meaningfully in order to maximize their potentials for dealing 

with fierce competition in international trades, digital literacy in the age of 

information, critical thinking for media consumption and liberal mindedness in term 

of accepting diversity. Learning the English for Mass Media course, under CTBA 

with NBLT opens the opportunities for students to reach such the goals, and then is 

recommended to be further implemented in the English for Mass Media course.  
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3. Recommendations  

 3.1 Recommendations for research consumers 

 The learning environment, knowledge, activities, and class room management 

could be tailored to be appropriate for a specific group of learners, as a common 

responsibility of the instructor and academic institutions (Darling-Hammond et al, 

2003). Two points should be considered for any academic personnel who are 

interested in applying CTBA with NBLT in their courses, particularly CTBA with 

NBLT per se, and the students 

3.1.1 Points to be considered: CTBA with NBLT 

  From the SWOT analyses on CTBA and NBLT, some weaknesses of 

CTBA and NBLT could be improved with project works and hybrid courses, as is 

discussed below. 

  1. Project works  

  Two major weaknesses found in CTBA were low collaboration in 

some simple, close-ended and routine tasks plus inadequate time allowed for task 

completion in classroom sessions.  To balance both weaknesses, the researcher 

suggests the extra application of project works into lesson plans. Project works are 

considered an activity that promotes collaborative learning, student centeredness and 

language acquisition through authentic communicative language use (Warschauer, 

2001). According to Richards and Schmidt (2002: 428) a project work is “an activity 

which centers around the completion of a task, and which usually requires an 

extended amount of independent work either by an individual student or by a group of 

students.”  

  In general, projects works are possibly conducted outside the 

classroom, so it would not negatively affect limited classroom instructional 

timeframe. However, it does not mean that students were abandoned to struggle to 

learn unaided; the instructor would guide them in project planning as well as monitor 
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and review the performance and outcomes during and after the project. Moreover, 

with characteristics of large and complex tasks in project works, which the results in 

this study revealed that they cognitively engaged students the most, project works 

possibly enhance collaborative learning, while at the same time, solve the problems 

that students completed small and simple tasks, individually or cooperatively.  

  2. Hybrid courses 

  A major weakness found in the NBLT implementation was the Internet 

distraction in the classroom. Despite being undergraduate students, they were unlikely 

to control themselves not to be distracted by the Internet. Some solutions are needed 

to correct such a problem. With assistance from a network technician, the network 

gateway or proxy could be set up to control student access to the Internet but this 

might contradict the notion of collaborative learning. The other solution is 

establishing a hybrid classroom, which is a combination of a traditional classroom in 

which face-to-face instruction and communication exist together with outside 

classroom online elements such as online content and communication within some 

course management software (Lindsay, 2004).  

  The hybrid courses could be implemented in order to incorporate the 

advantages traditional classroom, such as face-to-face instruction, explicit 

explanations and low distraction, while students still obtain the advantages of NBLT 

such as digital literacy. For example, students might listen to lectures and have 

closed-ended language exercises in classroom for a week before they move to the 

computer laboratory to complete assigned tasks and project works in the following 

week. With this management, students could focus on content with less distraction, 

while at the same time they could have hands on experience with digital literacy and 

collaborative online projects. Many studies presented the positive affective 

engagement (El Mansour & Mupinga, 2007; Yudko, Hirokawa & Chi, 2008) and 

behavioral engagement (Riffell & Sibley, 2004) in students who enrolled in hybrid 

courses. 
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3.1.2 Points to be considered: Students 

The researcher of this study recommends that CTBA with NBLT 

would be more effectively implemented for students with active learning habits and 

immediate the English proficiency level. However, as mentioned that it is the 

academic personnel’s responsibility, more interesting topics, tasks with less 

complexity, flexible timeframe, and grades as an extrinsic motivation could be 

applied to tailor course for specific needs, levels, and learning habits of individual 

group of students while the concept and framework of CTBA with NBLT is still 

maintained. 

 3.2 Recommendations for future research 

 For researchers who are interested in conducting further studies related to 

CTBA with NBLT, the recommendations are as follows. 

1. Further study should be conducted with a large number of subjects so that 

the results could be applied to the larger population.  

2. In this study, the developing trends in behavioral engagement were likely 

to occur, only if the study was conducted over a longer timeframe.  To 

study trends in student engagement, it is recommended that the period of 

the study should be extended to more than a semester. 

3. Further study should be conducted with other groups of students who 

possess higher English language proficiency and active learning habits. 

This is due to the effects of CTBA with NBLT are theoretically based on 

collaboration and the ability of negotiation of meaning in the target 

language. 

4. Conclusion  

  The National Education Act was just legislated in 1999 and, similar to other 

reforms, educational reform requires budgets, effort and time before the Act would be 
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fully put into practice. When the Act was firstly legislated, students in this study 

would probably had been studying in grades 6 to 8, and had been dominated by rote 

and passive learning for many years by primary and secondary education. It is highly 

possible that CTBA with NBLT would have significant effects on student engagement 

and English language achievement providing the students were more accustomed to 

active, collaborative, and student-centered learning, or the philosophy in CTBA with 

NBLT were extensively implemented in other courses and for a longer period of time. 

Further studies on the effects of revised CBTA with NBLT on English language 

achievement and student engagement, with new groups of students who grow up with 

reformed education, would help test such a claim.  

 This study is just another tiny step in an evolution of educational reform. The 

reform takes time, but it is a necessity to move forward to secure better education for 

all Thais. 
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Appendix 1. The Research Setting: Suan Dusit Rajabhat University (SDRU) 

 SDRU is an ICT-enhanced University, in which ICT is implemented for both 

administrative and pedagogical proposes. (From right, clockwise: A student was 

checking her enrollment through an automatic machine, the screen of the machine, a 

e-learning administrative software, such as BlackBoard, is implement in university 

courses, a virtual library where students could access computers and connect to the 

Internet and data bases 
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Appendix 2.  Digital Literacy and Learning Habit Questionnaire 

 The questionnaire is used to collects students’ data related to their digital 

literacy and learning habit. The questionnaires were distributed and administered 

before the main study started. 
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Appendix 3. The Research Setting: Traditional Classroom and Computer 

Laboratory  

 The images of a traditional classroom and a computer laboratory in which the 

control and experimental groups studies, respectively. 

 

Traditional Classroom 

 

Computer Laboratory 
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Appendix 4. The Lesson Plan for the English for Mass Media Course 

 The lesson plan of the English for Mass Media course which was designed 

based on the framework of CTBA. Horizontally, content and tasks are organized in 

order of open-endedness; vertically, content and tasks are in order of cognitive 

complexity. 
Mode of 

communication 

Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 

Skills focused 

in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 

Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 

Writing 

Units Schema 

building 

Controlled 

practice 

Language 

focus 

Tasks Presentation 

1. Parts in 

newspapers 

Parts of Front 

Pages 

Parts of 

Newspapers 

(controlled)  

Headlines 

 

Parts of 

Newspapers 

(free) 

Parts of 

Newspapers  

 Introduce parts 

of newspaper  

front page 

 

Have Ss match 

names with 

parts on front 

page 

Introduce 

parts in 

newspaper  

 

Punctuations 

 

Omission of 

articles  

Have Ss look for 

each part in the 

newspaper by 

giving guiding 

questions 

Presentation 

2. News 

stories 

News  News 

(controlled) 

Headlines Types of News 

(free) 

Types of 

News 

 

 

News reading 

comprehension 

exercise 

 

 

Values of news 

Definition of 

news 

 

Types of 

news 

 

Values of 

news 

 

 

 

 

Present tense 

 

Past 

Participle 

 

Passive 

voice 

Have Ss find 

samples of news 

stories that match 

the news types. 

Presentation 
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Mode of 

communication 

Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 

Skills focused 

in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 

Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 

Writing 

Units Schema 

building 

Controlled 

practice 

Language 

focus 

Tasks Presentation 

3. Types of 

newspapers 

News Types of 

Newspapers 

(controlled) 

Headlines Types of 

Newspapers(free) 

Types of 

Newspapers 

 

 News reading 

comprehension 

exercise 

 

 

Hard and soft 

news 

 

 

Hard and 

soft news 

 

Quantitative 

and 

qualitative 

newspapers 

 

Present 

participle 

 

To infinitive 

Have Ss compare 

English 

newspaper and 

other Thai 

newspaper. 

 

Have Ss identify 

whether they are 

quality or 

quantity 

newspapers.  

Presentation 

4. News 

writing styles 

Headlines News 

Writing 

Styles 

(controlled) 

Headlines News Writing 

Styles 

(controlled) 

News Writing 

Styles 

 

 News reading 

comprehension 

exercise 

 

 

Mono syllabic 

words 

 

Noun modified 

nouns 

 “inverted 

pyramid” 

pattern 

 

Headlines 

Leads 

Bodies 

 

5Ws 1H 

questions 

Headlines w/ 

adjectives 

 

Headlines w/ 

prepositions 

 

Question 

headlines 

 

 Quotation 

headlines 

 

 

 

Have Ss write a 

headline and a 

lead from 

information 

provided 

 

Presentation 
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Mode of 

communication 

Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 

Skills focused 

in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 

Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 

Writing 

Units Schema 

building 

Controlled 

practice 

Language 

focus 

Tasks Presentation 

5. Quotations Quotations Quotations 

(controlled) 

Direct and 

indirect 

speech 

Quotations 

(controlled) 

Direct and 

indirect 

quotes 

 News reading 

comprehension 

exercise 

 

 

Quotations 

 

Punctuations 

for quotations 

 Parts in 

quotations 

 

Quotes 

Attributions 

Sources 

 

Direct and 

Indirect 

quotes 

 

Direct and 

indirect 

speech 

 

Present tense 

and past 

perfect tense 

in indirect 

speech 

Have Ss change 

direct quotes in a 

story into indirect 

quotes 

Presentation 

6. Newspaper 

objectivity 

Objectivity in 

news stories  

Interviews 

(controlled) 

Direct and 

indirect 

speech 

Interviews  

(free) 

Short news 

story 

 News reading 

comprehension 

exercise 

 

 

Interview 

 

Have Ss plan 

questions to 

ask in a role 

play 

interview 

 

Have Ss 

practice 

writing 

direct and 

indirect 

quotes 

Role-play; 

Have Ss 

interviews news 

sources and write 

news story from 

data obtained 

Presentation 

7. Reliability 

and validity 

Reliability and 

validity of 

news stories 

Facts and 

opinions 

Relative 

pronouns/ 

Relative 

clauses 

Facts /opinions 

Reliability/ 

validity 

Facts 

/opinions 

Reliability/ 

validity 

 News reading 

comprehension 

exercise 

Facts  

Opinions 

Validity 

Have Ss 

combine 

sentences 

Have Ss 

differentiate facts 

from opinion and 

Presentation 
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Mode of 

communication 

Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 

Skills focused 

in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 

Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 

Writing 

Units Schema 

building 

Controlled 

practice 

Language 

focus 

Tasks Presentation 

 Reliability judge reliability 

and validity of 

news sources, 

from two 

different 

perspective of a 

news story  

8. Editorials Editorials Editorials Relative 

clauses 

Editorials Editorials 

 Editorial 

reading 

comprehension  

exercise 

 

organization 

writing 

styles 

 

Relative 

clauses with 

and without 

relative 

pronouns 

From editorial  

 

Compare/contrast 

advantages and 

disadvantages 

 

Showing 

agreement and 

disagreement 

 

Supported with 

reasons 

 

Presentation 

9. Letters to 

editor 

News  Commentary 

and letters to 

editor 

Present 

participle 

Letters to editor Letters to 

editor 

 Reading 

comprehension  

Exercise  

. 

 

Writing style 

- news 

- editorial 

- 

commentary 

- letter to 

editor 

Have Ss 

combine 

sentences 

Have Ss write 

letters to editor to 

present their ideas 

toward the social 

issues 

Presentation 
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Mode of 

communication 

Interpretative Interpersonal Presentational 

 

Skills focused 

in each mode 

Listening/ Reading Listening/ Reading 

Speaking/Writing 

Speaking and 

Writing 

Units Schema 

building 

Controlled 

practice 

Language 

focus 

Tasks Presentation 

10. Featured 

articles 

News Soft news/ 

Featured 

stories 

Past 

participle 

Soft news/ 

Featured stories 

Soft news/ 

Featured 

stories 

 Reading 

comprehension  

Exercise  

 

Have Ss 

compare 

news stories 

and featured 

stories 

writing 

styles’ 

 

Have Ss 

combine 

sentences 

Have Ss write 

news stories in 

featured news 

style 

Presentation 
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Appendix 5. Sample of the English for Mass Media Course Content 

 Unit 3: Types of Newspapers, is one form total 10 units in the textbook of the 

English for Mass Media course. Each unit is organized into five main parts: schema 

building, controlled practice, language focus, tasks and presentation. The organization 

is based on the framework of CTBA.
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Appendix 6: Instructions for Blog Construction 

 The students in the experimental groups received the instructions of how to 

create their group Web log in the very first weeks of the semester. 

 

Step 1: Go to www.blogger.com. 
            Click “Create your blog now” 
button. 

Step 2: Fill required information such as 
your name, password and e-mail address 
in the blanks. 

Step 3: Name your blog. Use your group 
name as your blog name.  

Step 4: Choose the look of your blog. Do 
not worry because you can change it later. 

Step 5: Wait for a few seconds. Step 6: Now, you have your own blog. 
            Click “Start posting” button. 
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Step 7: Click a link of your blog name. Step 8: Click tap “Posting” and then tap 
“Create”. 

Step 9: Now you can type your messages 
in the box. You can choose font, font 
size, color and so on like you do in 
Microsoft Word. 
Click “Publish Post” button. 

Step 10: You message will be published. 
Click “View Blog” button to see your 
posted message. 

Step11: Your message is already posted. Step 12: You can post your comment by 
clicking “Comment” link. Type your 
comment in the box and click “Publish” 
button.  
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Appendix 7.  A Students’ Blog 

 Blogs were used in the experimental group for two main purposes: a journal 

and a portfolio. The picture show a page from students’ Blog in which a weekly news 

summary was displayed. 
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Appendix 8.  Sample of Online Interactive Exercises 

 The online interactive exercises were created by an application named Hot 

Potatoes. The items in the exercise were similar to ones in the textbook, but the 

application could provide automatic feedback to students. 
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Appendix 9. English Language Achievement Test for the English for Mass Media 

Course 
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Appendix 10.  List of Experts for Achievement Test Item Validation 

 The experts who validated the English test items were  

1. Sittiporn Iamsen Ph.D.  (Suan Dusit Rajabhat University) 

2. Kanokwan Kunlasuth  (Suan Dusit Rajabhat University) 

3. Taddao Chirasawadi  (Suan Dusit Rajabhat University) 
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Appendix 11. Content Validity of the English Language Achievement Test  

 For content validity, IOC index were applied to analyze content validity of test 

items. Any items that obtained IOC ≥ 0.67 were selected to use in the pilot study. 

Index of IOC in this achievement test is 0.978 and that could be interpreted that the 

test is valid.  

Objectives Items IOC scores Mean 
scores 

  1st 
experts 

2nd 
experts 

3rd 
experts 

 

Students are able to 
write news headlines 
by using the 
appropriate syntactic 
features 

1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 
13 1 1 1 1 
14 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 
17 1 1 1 1 
18 1 1 1 1 
19 1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 1 1 

Students are able to 
write news headlines 
by using the 
appropriate lexical 
features. 

21 1 1 1 1 
22 1 1 1 1 
23 1 1 1 1 
24 1 1 1 1 
25 1 0 1 0.67 
26 1 0 1 0.67 
27 1 1 1 1 
28 1 0 1 0.67 
29 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 
31 1 1 1 1 
32 1 1 1 1 
33 1 1 1 1 
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Objectives Items IOC scores Mean 
scores 

  1st 
experts 

2nd 
experts 

3rd 
experts 

 

34 1 1 1 1 
35 1 1 1 1 
36 1 1 1 1 
37 1 0 1 0.67 
38 1 1 1 1 
39 1 1 1 1 
40 1 1 1 1 

Students are able to 
read news stories and 
answers 
comprehension 
exercises correctly 

41 1 1 1 1 
42 1 1 1 1 
43 1 1 1 1 
44 1 1 1 1 
45 1 1 1 1 
46 1 1 1 1 
47 1 1 1 1 
48 1 1 1 1 
49 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 
51 1 1 1 1 
52 1 1 1 1 
53 1 1 1 1 
54 1 1 1 1 
55 1 1 1 1 
56 1 1 1 1 
57 1 1 1 1 
58 1 1 1 1 
59 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 

Total IOC     0.978 
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Appendix 12: Difficulty Level and Discrimination Power of the English 

Language Achievement Test  

 Items in the English Language achievement test in the main study obtained 

item difficulty level (p = 0.20-0.80), and item discrimination power (d ≥ 0.15). Some 

“poor” items were revised, before they were used in the main study. 

 

Items Difficulty 
level 

Discrimination 
Power 

 0.20> p <0.80 D ≥ 0.15 
1 0.25 0.25
2 0.55 0.45
3 0.5 0.3
4 0.6 0.3
5 0.3 0.3
6 0.65 0.35
7 0.6 0.4
8 0.6 0.2
9 0.35 0.15
10 0.45 0.15
11 0.25 0.15
12 0.45 0.25
13 0.8 0.2
14 0.3 0.2
15 0.65 0.25
16 0.65 0.35
17 0.5 0.2
18 0.45 0.15
19 0.75 0.25
20 0.75 0.15
21 0.55 0.15
22 0.3 0.2
23 0.55 0.35
24 0.35 0.15
25 0.25 0.15
26 0.3 0.2
27 0.65 0.25
28 0.45 0.35
29 0.4 0.2
30 0.3 0.2
31 0.3 0.2
32 0.65 0.25
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Items Difficulty 
level 

Discrimination 
Power 

 0.20> p <0.80 D ≥ 0.15 
33 0.3 0.3
34 0.55 0.15
35 0.35 0.15
36 0.25 0.25
37 0.25 0.25
38 0.5 0.4
39 0.5 0.3
40 0.25 0.25
41 0.55 0.25
42 0.8 0.2
43 0.55 0.25
44 0.65 0.15
45 0.75 0.15
46 0.55 0.15
47 0.25 0.15
48 0.5 0.3
49 0.35 0.25
50 0.35 0.25
51 0.75 0.25
52 0.65 0.25
53 0.55 0.25
54 0.3 0
55 0.25 0.25
6 0.35 0.15
57 0.35 0.15
58 0.25 0.15
59 0.35 0.15
60 0.3 0.2 
Mean 0.463 0.227 
 

Note: Item #54 was revised for some ambiguity in item options before it was included 

in the main study achievement test.  
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Appendix 13. Reliability of the English Language Achievement Test  

 The English language achievement test results from the pilot study were 

assessed for internal consistency by applying Kuder-Richardson (KR-20).   However, 

SPSS, a statistics processor, could calculate the internal consistency of the test by 

applying Cronbach’s alpha and had the same result as KR-20 does (Best & Kahn, 

1986), so the Cronbach’s alpha was used to find reliability of the test instead. 

 The Cronbach’s alpha = 0.898 means the test is reliable. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reliability Statistics

.898 60

Cronbach's
Alpha N of Items
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Appendix 14. List of Experts for Student Engagement Questionnaire Item 

Validation 

 The experts who validated items to assess student engagement were  

1. Assistant Professor Kasamaporn Maneekhao (King Monkut’s University 

of technology Thonburi) 

2. Assistant Professor Kanjana Chattrakul,  Ph.D. (Suan Dusit Rajabhat 

University) 

3. Associate Professor Sugree Rodpothong. Ph.D. (Chulalongkorn 

University) 

 All of them were qualified with the following characteristics:  

1. Held an M.A. or Ph.D. in English, Teaching English as a Second 

Language, Teaching English as a Foreign Language, Applied Linguistics, 

Linguistics, Mass Communication or related fields; 

2. Had at least 2 year experience in implementing collaborative language 

learning, task-based language teaching, or network-based language 

teaching in language teaching; 

3. Were involved in academic research concerning collaborative learning, 

task-based language teaching, or network-based language teaching. 
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Appendix 15. Content Validity of Items to Assess Affective Engagement  

 The IOC index of these items = 0.97, so the items to assess affective 

engagement are considered to be valid. 

 

Sub 
criteria 

Items คาํถาม Experts Mean
scores

1 2 3 

Emotions 1. I feel happy in this 
course. 

1. ฉนัรู้สกึมีความสขุเวลาเรียน

วิชานี ้

1 1 1 1 

2. I feel bored in this 
course. 

2. ฉนัรู้สกึเบ่ือเวลาเรียนวิชานี ้ 1 1 1 1 

3. I feel nervous in this 
course. 

3. ฉนัรู้สกึวิตกกงัวลเวลาเรียน

วิชานี ้

1 1 1 1 

4. I feel confused in this 
course. 

4. ฉนัรู้สกึสบัสนเวลาเรียนวิชานี ้ 1 1 1 1 

5. I enjoy the work I do 
in class. 

5. ฉนัสนกุกบักิจกรรมตา่งๆใน

วิชานี ้

1 1 1 1 

Attitudes 6. I like studying in the 
class. 

6. ฉนัชอบเรียนวิชานี ้ 1 1 1 1 

7. I like this course 
teacher.  

7. ฉนัชอบอาจารย์ผู้สอน 1 1 1 1 

8. The teacher is 
knowledgeable.  

8. อาจารย์ผู้สอนเป็นผู้ มีความรู้

ในวิชาท่ีสอน 

1 1 1 1 

9. The teacher is 
friendly. 

9. อาจารย์ผู้สอนเป็นมิตร 1 1 1 1 

10. The teacher is 
supportive. 

10. อาจารย์ผู้สอนให้ความ
ช่วยเหลือแก่ผู้ เรียน 

1 1 1 1 

11. The teacher is 
available.  

11. อาจารย์ผู้สอนพร้อมและมี
เวลาให้ผู้ เรียน 

1 1 1 1 

12. I feel I am a valuable 
person in my group.  

12. ฉนัรู้สกึวา่ฉนัเป็นบคุคลท่ีมีคา่
สําหรับกลุม่ของฉนั 

1 1 1 1 

13. Other students are 
friendly. 

13. นกัศกึษาคนอ่ืนๆเป็นมิตรกบั
ฉนั 

1 1 0 0.67 

14. Other students are 14. นกัศกึษาคนอ่ืนๆ ให้ความ 1 1 1 1 
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Sub 
criteria 

Items คาํถาม Experts Mean
scores

1 2 3 

supportive. ช่วยเหลือฉนั 
15. The activities in the 

class are interesting. 
15. กิจกรรมตา่งๆในวิชานี ้

น่าสนใจ 

1 1 1 1 

16. The learning 
environment is safe. 

16. สภาพแวดล้อมในห้องเรียนให้
ความรู้สกึปลอดภยั 

1 1 0 0.67 

17. The learning 
environment is 
supportive. 

17. สภาพแวดล้อมในห้องเรียนมี
ลกัษณะช่วยเหลือซึง่กนัและ

กนั 
 

1 1 1 1 

18. I developed 
enthusiasm and 
interest to learn more 
about course content. 

18. ฉนัรู้สกึกระตือรือร้นและสนใจ
ท่ีจะศกึษาเพิ่มเติมเนือ้หาท่ี

เรียนให้มากขึน้ 

1 1 1 1 

19. I am confident that I 
can learn and do well 
in class. 

19. ฉนัมัน่ใจวา่ฉนัสามารถเรียน
วิชานีไ้ด้ดี 

1 1 1 1 

Values 20. I think I can apply 
theories and concepts 
from this class to 
practical problems. 

20. ฉนัคิดวา่ฉนัสามารถปรับใช้
ทฤษฎีและแนวคิดในวิชานี ้
เพ่ือแก้ปัญหาในจริงได้ 

1 1 1 1 

21. I think theories and 
concepts from this 
class will be valuable 
for my career in the 
future. 

21. ฉนัคิดวา่ทฤษฎีและแนวคิด
ในวิชานีจ้ะเป็นประโยชน์กบั

งานในอนาคตของฉนั 

1 1 1 1 

Total 
IOC 

     0.97 
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Appendix 16. Reliability of Items to Assess Affective Engagement  

 Items to assess affective engagement are reliable. The internal consistency 

assessed by Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.857. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reliability Statistics

.857 .871 24

Cronbach's
Alpha

Cronbach's
Alpha Based

on
Standardized

Items N of Items
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Appendix 17. Content Validity of Items to Assess Behavioral Engagement  

 The IOC index of these items = 0.90, so the items to assess behavioral 

engagement are considered to be valid. 

 

Sub-

element 

Items คาํถาม Experts Mean

scores1 2 3 

Attendance 
1. I came to class on 

time.  
1. ฉนัมาเรียนตรงเวลา 

1 1 1 1 

Preparation 
2. I came to class with 

readings in advance. 
2. ฉนัอา่นหนงัสือลว่งหน้า

ก่อนมาเข้าชัน้เรียน 1 1 1 1 

3. I think I can apply 
theories and 
concepts from this 
class to practical 
problems. 

3. ฉนัคิดวา่ฉนัสามารถปรับ

ใช้ทฤษฎีและแนวคิดใน

วิชานี ้เพ่ือแก้ปัญหาในจริง
ได้ 

1 1 1 1 

4. I think theories and 
concepts from this 
class will be 
valuable for my 
career in the future. 

4. ฉนัคิดวา่ทฤษฎีและ

แนวคิดในวิชานีจ้ะเป็น

ประโยชน์กบังานใน

อนาคตของฉนั 

1 1 1 1 

Attention 
5. I listened carefully 

in class. 
5. ในชัน้เรียน ฉนัฟังอยา่ง

ตัง้ใจ 1 1 1 1 

6. I took good notes in 
class. 

6. ในชัน้เรียน ฉนัจดบนัทกึ
ยอ่อยา่งดี 1 1 1 1 

7. I willingly answered 
teacher’s questions. 

7. ฉนัตอบคําถามของ

อาจารย์อยา่งตัง้ใจ 1 1 1 1 

 
8. When I was in class, 

I just pretended I am 
working. (negative) 

8. เม่ือในห้องเรียน ฉนัแกล้ง
ทําเป็นวา่ฉนักําลงัตัง้ใจ

เรียนอยู่ 

1 1 0 0.67 

Asking 

questions 

9. I asked questions 
when I did not 
understand. 

9. ฉนัถามคําถามเม่ือฉนัไม่

เข้าใจ 1 1 1 1 
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Sub-

element 

Items คาํถาม Experts Mean

scores1 2 3 

Contribution 
10. I complete my 

homework on time. 
10. ฉนัทําการบ้านเสร็จตรง

เวลา 1 1 1 1 

11. I participated 
actively in small 
group discussions. 

11. ฉนัเข้าร่วมการอภิปราย
กลุม่ยอ่ยอยา่งกระตือรือร้น 1 1 1 1 

12. I tutored or taught 
other students. 

12. ฉนัให้คําแนะนําหรือสอน
นกัเรียนอ่ืนๆ 1 1 1 1 

13. I worked actively 
with other students 
on activities during 
class. 

13. ในชัน้เรียน ฉนัทํางานกลุม่
ร่วมกบันกัเรียนคนอ่ืนๆ

อยา่งกระตือรือร้น 

1 1 1 1 

14. I worked actively 
with classmates 
outside of class to 
prepare class 
assignment. 

14. นอกห้องเรียน ฉนัร่วมมือ
กบันกัเรียนคนอ่ืนเพ่ือ

ทํางานท่ีได้รับมอบหมาย

อยา่งกระตือรือร้น 

1 1 1 1 

Effort  
15. I worked harder than 

I thought I could to 
meet an instructor’s 
standards or 
expectations. 

15. ฉนัทํางานหนกักวา่ท่ีฉนั
คาดวา่จะทํา เพ่ือให้ตรง
กบัเกณฑ์หรือตามความ

คาดหวงัของอาจารย์ผู้สอน 

1 1 0 0.67 

 
16. I had conversations 

with the teacher to 
review assignments 
or tests or to ask 
questions. 

16. ฉนัคยุกบัอาจารย์ผู้สอน
เพ่ือปรึกษาเก่ียวกบังาน 
ข้อสอบหรือ เพ่ือถาม
คําถามในประเด็นท่ีฉนัไม่

เข้าใจ 

1 1 0 0.67 

Total IOC  
 

   0.90 
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Appendix 18. Reliability of Items to Assess Behavioral Engagement  

 Item to assess behavioral engagement are reliable. The internal consistency 

assessed by Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.765. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reliability Statistics

.765 .771 15

Cronbach's
Alpha

Cronbach's
Alpha Based

on
Standardized

Items N of Items
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Appendix 19.  Self-Evaluated Rating Scale Questionnaires for Affective and 

Behavioral Engagement Assessment 

 This is a sample of a self-evaluate rating scale questionnaire to assess affective 

and behavioral engagement that was distributed to students in the control and 

experimental groups. The questionnaire was translated into Thai for better 

understanding.
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Appendix 20. Content Validity of Items to Assess Cognitive Engagement  

 The IOC index of these items = 0.88, so the items designed to assess cognitive 

engagement in this study are considered to be valid. 

 

Sub 

elements 

Items คาํถาม Experts Mean

scores1 2 3 

Remem 

bering  

1. I recalled what I 
learned in the past 
two weeks. 

1. ฉนัระบไุด้วา่ในช่วงสอง
สปัดาห์ท่ีผา่นมา ฉนัเรียน

เร่ืองอะไร 

1 1 1 1 

 
2. I recalled new 

words I learned in 
the past two weeks. 

2. ฉนัระบไุด้วา่ในสองสปัดาห์ท่ี
ผา่นมา ฉนัรู้ศพัท์ใหม่

อะไรบ้างเพิ่มขึน้ 

1 1 1 1 

Under 

standing 

3. I summarized the 
contents I learned in 
forms of tables or 
mind map. 

3. ฉนัสรุปเนือ้ท่ีฉนัเรียนในรูป
ของตารางหรือรูปภาพ

โครงข่ายความคิด 

1 1 1 1 

 
4. I summarized the 

main ideas of the 
news I read. 

4. ฉนัสรุปเนือ้หาสําคญัของข่าว
ท่ีฉนัอา่น 

1 1 1 1 

 
5. I related the content 

studied this week 
with ones 
previously studied. 

5. ฉนัเช่ือมโยงเนือ้หาท่ีเรียนใน
สปัดาห์นี ้กบัเนือ้หาอ่ืนท่ี

เรียนไปก่อนหน้า 

1 1 1 1 

 
6. I explained the 

contents to other 
students who did 
not understand. 

6. ฉนัอธิบายเนือ้หาในบทเรียน
ให้กบันกัศกึษาคนอ่ืนๆท่ีไม่

เข้าใจ 

1 0 1 0.67 

 
7. I could solve 

questions I found 
from the learning 
text. 

7. ฉนัสามารถแก้ข้อสงสยัตา่งๆ
ท่ีฉนัพบจากบทเรียน ได้ 

1 1 1 1 

 
8. I could solve 

questions I found 
from the news 
stories I read.  

8. ฉนัสามารถแก้ข้อสงสยัตา่งๆ 

จากข่าวท่ีฉนัอา่นได้ 
1 1 1 1 
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Sub 

elements 

Items คาํถาม Experts Mean

scores1 2 3 

 
9. I found others 

samples that could 
add up to ones in 
the learning text. 

9. ฉนัได้พบตวัอยา่งอ่ืนๆท่ี
สามารถนํามาเสริมตวัอยา่ง

ในบทเรียน 

1 0 1 0.67 

Applying 
10. I adapted what I 

have learned in this 
class with other 
courses. 

 

10. ฉนัได้นําความรู้ท่ีได้เรียนใน
วิชานีไ้ปปรับใช้กบัวิชาอ่ืนๆ 

0 1 1 0.67 

 
11. I wrote a news 

headline that is 
more appropriate 
than the original 
one. 

11. ฉนัได้เขียนหวัข้อข่าวท่ี
เหมาะสมกวา่ หวัข้อข่าว

ของข่าวท่ีฉนัได้อา่นแล้ว 

0 1 1 0.67 

 
12. I interviewed people 

for writing my own 
news stories. 

12. ฉนัได้สมัภาษณ์บคุคลเพ่ือ
เขียนข่าว 

1 1 1 1 

 
13. I wrote a short news 

story (a headline 
and a lead) to report 
the current event.  

13. ฉนัได้เขียนข่าวสัน้ ซึง่

ประกอบด้วยหวัข้อข่าวและ

ข่าวนํา เพ่ือรายงาน

เหตกุารณ์ท่ีเกิดขึน้รอบตวั 

1 1 1 1 

Analyzing  
14. I found 

discrepancies in a 
similar news story 
on different 
newspapers 

14. ฉนัได้เปรียบเทียบข่าว
เดียวกนั กบัหนงัสือพิมพ์

ฉบบัอ่ืน แล้วพบความ

แตกตา่ง 

1 1 1 1 

 
15. From a news story I 

read, I differentiated 
facts out of 
opinions. 

15. จากข่าวท่ีฉนัอา่น ฉนัได้แยก

ข้อเทจ็ออกจากความคิดเหน็ 
0 1 1 0.67 

 
16. From the interview 

data, I differentiated 
facts out of 
opinions. 

16. จากข้อมลูของบคุคลท่ีฉนั
สมัภาษณ์ ฉนัสามารถแยก

ข้อเทจ็จริงออกจากความ

คิดเหน็ได้ 

1 1 1 1 

Evaluating 
17. From a news story I 

read, I found it is 
17. จากข่าวท่ีฉนัอา่น ฉนัได้

0 1 1 0.67 
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Sub 

elements 

Items คาํถาม Experts Mean

scores1 2 3 

valid and reliable. ประเมินวา่ข่าวดงักลา่วมี

ความเท่ียงตรง เช่ือถือได้ 

 
18. From a news story I 

read, I found it is 
invalid and 
unreliable. 

18. จากข่าวท่ีฉนัอา่น ฉนัได้

ประเมินวา่ข่าวดงักลา่วไมมี่

ความเท่ียงตรงและขาด

ความน่าเช่ือถือ 

0 1 1 0.67 

 
19. From the interview 

data, I found it is 
valid and reliable. 

19. จากข้อมลูของบคุคลท่ีฉนั
สมัภาษณ์ ฉนัระบไุด้วา่

ข้อมลูดงักลา่วมีความ

เท่ียงตรงและน่าเช่ือถือ 

1 1 1 1 

 
20. I wrote a letter to 

editor to express my 
opinion toward 
current situation, 
supporting with 
concrete reasons. 

20. ฉนัเขียนจดหมายถงึ
บรรณาธิการเพ่ือแสดงความ

คิดเหน็ตอ่สถานการณ์

ปัจจบุนัพร้อมด้วยเหตผุล

ประกอบท่ีชดัเจน 

0 1 1 0.67 

Creating  
21. I wrote news stories 

to report current 
situations from 
valid and reliable 
sources completing 
with headlines, 
leads, bodies, cuts 
and captions. 

21. ฉนัเขียนข่าวรายงาน
เหตกุารณ์ปัจจบุนั จาก

แหลง่ข่าวท่ีเท่ียงตรงเช่ือถือ

ได้ ประกอบครบทัง้หวัข่าว 

ข่าวนํา เนือ้ข่าว พร้อม

ภาพประกอบ และคํา

บรรยายใต้ภาพ 

1 1 1 1 

 
22. I wrote a 

commentary article 
that is well 
supported with 
critical reasons and 
concrete evidence. 

22. ฉนัเขียนบทความเชิง
วิจารณ์ท่ีพร้อมไปด้วย

เหตผุลและหลกัฐานท่ี

ชดัเจน 

1 1 1 1 

Total IOC      0.88 
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Appendix 21. Reliability of Items to Assess Cognitive Engagement  

 Item to assess behavioral engagement are reliable. The internal consistency of 

these items assessed by Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.978. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reliability Statistics

.978 22

Cronbach's
Alpha N of Items
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Appendix 22.  Guiding Questions for Journal Writing 

 Guiding questions for journal writing to assess affective and behavioral 

engagement was distributed to students in the control and experimental groups. 

Similar to a set questionnaire to assess affective and behavioral engagement, the 

guiding questions were translated into Thai for better understanding. 
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Appendix 23.  Example of the Experimental Group's Sophisticated Task 

Outcomes 
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